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Foreword
Law, Policy, and Guidelines
Policy originates in law. The U.S. Constitution as the supreme law of the United States recognizes
the Congress as ihe principal body for making national part, recreatiori, and cultural resource
preservation policy through the property clause; "The Congress shall have the Power to dispose of
and make all needful Rules and Regulations reverting the Territory or other Property belonging to
the United States" (article IV, section 3). Authority for interpreting and implementing policy is
delegated to appropriate levels of government
The management of the national park system and NPS programs is guided by the Constitution,
public laws, proclamations, executive orders, rules and regulations, and directives of the Secretary of
the Interior and the Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks. NPS policy must be
consistent with these higher authorities and with appropriate delegations of authority. Many of the
statutes and other guidance affecting the various facers of NPS acurtinistration and management are
dted for reference purposes throughout the NPS Management Policies. Other laws,regulations,and
policies related to the administration of federal programs, although not cited, may also apply. For
example, many but not all of ihe legislative exceptions of the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act axe cited at diflerent places throughout the policies. The additional legislative
exceptions of AhOLCA, although not cited, must also be considered in ihe interpretation and
application of these policies, as must all other applicable legislative exceptions and requirements.
Policy sets ihe framework and provides direction for management decisions. Policy direction may
be general or specific: It may prescribe the process by which decisions are made, how an action is
to be accomplished, or the results to be achieved.
All policy will be articulated in writing, approved by an NPS official authorized to issue the policy,
and published or otherwise made available to those whom it affects and those who roust implement
it in ihe Washington office, regional offices, and parks. Unwritten or informal "policy" and
people's various understandings of NPS traditional practices will not be relied on as official policy.
Servtcewide policy will be articulated by the Director of the National Park Service. Instructions,
guidance, and directives of regional or otherwise limited application lhat are supplementary to and
in conformance with applicable NPS policies may be issued by regional directors or associate
directors vrithtn fonnal delegations of authority. Park-specific instructions, procedures, directives,
and other guidance supplementary to and in conformance with applicable NPS policies (such as
hours of operation or the dates for seasonal openings) may be set by superintendents wilhin formal
delegations of authority.
Adherence to policy will be mandatory unless waived or modified by an appropriate authority.
Servtcewide policy may be waived only by the Secretary, the Assistant Secretary, or the Director.
Policy waivers and modifications will be considered on a case-by-case basis, and previous waivers
or modifications will not necessarily be regarded as precedents for similar waivers or modifications.
The fotiowing NPS Management Policies is the basic servicewlde policy document of the National
Park Service and will be revised at appropriate intervals to consolidate servicewide policy decisions.
Foreword!*
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Servicewide policy may be updated and amended by special directives issued periodically by the
Director. Any previously dated statement of policy not consistent with these Management Policies
is to be disregarded.
Recommended procedures for implementing servicewide policy are described in ihe NPS guideline
series. NPS guidelines generally allow for management discretion; however, they are mandatory
where the language so indicates.
It is the responsibility of all NPS officials and employees to be informed about and knowledgeable
of all policies affecting their work and areas of responsibility.
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Part One

Management
of the
National Park System

1 Introduction

1 Introduction
The world's first national park - Yellowstone - was created in 1872, at which time Congress set
aside more than 2 million acres as "a public park or pleasurtog-ground for the benefit and
enjoyment of the people." The legislation assigned the new park to the control of the Secretary of
the Interior, who would be responsible for issuing regulations to provide for the "preservation, from
injury or spouation, of ail timber, rxuneral depostta, natural curiosities, or wonders vritfun said park,
and their retention in their natural condition,'' Other park management functions were to include
the oevelopoient of visitor accommodations, the coxistruction of roads and bridle trails, the removal
of trespassers frora the park, and protection "against the wamon deatruction of fish and game" (16
USC 21-22).
This idea of a national park was an American invention of historic consequencea, rroarking the
teginning of a worldwide movement that has subsequently spread to more than 100 cotinoies and
libo national parks and conservarion preserves. However, when YeUowstone National Pari was
created, no concept or plan existed to build a system of such parks. The concept now described as
the national park system, embracing a wide variety of narural and culojral resources Tvationwide,
evolved slowly over the years, often, through the consolidation of federal land management
responsibilities.
At the same time that interest was growing in preserving the great scenic wonders of the West,
efforts were also underway to protect the sites and structures associated with early native American
culture, particularly in the Southwest. In 1906 the Antiquities Act authorized the President "to
declare by public proclamation [as national monuments] rostoric landmarks, historic and prehistoric
structures, and other objects of historic or scientific interest" (16 USC 431-33).
In 1916 Congress created the National Park Service in the Department of the Interior to
promote and regulate the use of the Federal areas known as national parks,
moruiments. and reservations . . . by such means and measures as conform to the
fundamental purpose of said parks, monuments, and reservations, which purpose is
to conserve the scenery and the rtarural and historic objects and the wild fife therein
and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as
will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations. (NPS organic
act, 16 USC 1)
This language lies at the heart of national park system management philosophy and policy, although
its interpretation has not been without controversy or differences over the years.
Significant growth in the number and diversify of parks occurred as a result of a 1933 government
reorganization, again following World War II, and during the 1960s. By 1970 the national park
system had grown to encompass a diverse collection of "superlative natural, historic, and recreation
areas in every major region of the United States, its tenitories and island possessions." That year
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Congress formally recognized ihe existence of this system of areas managed by the National Park
Service, and weni on lo declare
lhat these areas, though distinct in characier, are united through their interrelated
purposes and resources into one national park sysiem as cumulative expressions of a
single national heritage; that, individually and collectively, these areas derive
increased national dignity and recognition of their superb environmental quality
through their inclusion jointly with each other in one national park system preserved
and managed for the rjenetlt and inspiration of all the people. . . ; and that it is the
purpose of this Act to include all such areas in the System and to clarify the
autivorities applicable to the sysrera. (16 USC la-!)
Congress amended this Statement in the act of March 27, 1978 (the act expanding Redwood
National Park), to add:
The authorization of activities shall be ccmscrued and the protectiori. management,
and acknirosrxation of these areas shall be conducted in light of the high public
value and integrity of ihe National Park Sysiem and shall not be exercised in
derogation of the values and purposes for which these various areas have been
established, except as may have been or shall be directly and specifically provided
by Congress. (16 USC la-1)
The General Authorities Act of 1970 defines the national park system as mcluding "any area of
land and water now or hereafter admiiustfired by the Secretary of the Interior through the National
Park Service for park, monument, hisioric, parkway, recreational, or other purposes" (16 USC
lc(a)). It states thai "each area within the national park system shall be administered in accordance
with the provisions of any statute made specifically applicable to that area" (16 USC lc(b)) and in
addition with the various authorities relating generally to NTS areas, as long as the general
legislation does not conflict wiih specific provisions.
Congress has staled in the enabling legislation of most units of the national park system lhat they
have their own particular purposes and objectives. For example, Monocacy National Banleneld was
created "u> conimemorate the Baale of Monocacy, Maryland, and to preserve for historical purposes
the hreastworks, earthworks, walls, or other defenses or shelters used by the armies therein" (act of
June 21, 1934, authorizing what was then called Monocacy National Military Park). In comparison.
Gates of the Arctic National Park and Preserve was established "to mainiain the wild and
undeveloped character of the area, including opportunities for visitors to experience solitude, and the
natural environmental integrity and scenic beauty of ihe mountains, forelands, rivets, lakes, and
other natural features; to provide continued orxrorrurtities. including reasonable access, for mountain
climbing, moimtauraring, and other wilderness recreational activities; and to protect habiiat for and
the populations of, fish and wildlife, including, but not timited to, caribou, grizzly bears, DalJ
sheep, moose, wolves and rapiorial mrcs" (Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act,
December 2. 1980).
Park managers should ascertain park-specific purposes and management direction by reading the
park's enabling legislation or rrodamaricin and determine general management direction, not
inconsistent with the enabling legislation, from the organic act. Wide variations exist in the degree
to which the laws and proclamations creating the individual units of ihe national park system
prohibit or mandate specific management actions. Where Congress has provided specific guidance
on particular management actions, it is to be followed. Exceptions from general authorities range
from permirring the picking of cactus fruit by Indians of the Papago Reservation at Organ Pipe
Cactus National Monument to the more extensive specific exceptions for the Alaska parks contained
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in the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (16 USC 3101 et seq.).
specific legislative exceptions, general NPS legal mandates and policies will apply.

Absent such

Today more than 340 units of the national park system are under the custody and care of the
National Park Service. These units are variously designated as national parks, monuments,
preserves, lakeshores, seashores, historic sites, military parks, battlefields, historical parks, recreation
areas, memorials, and parkways. These titles reflect the great diversity of the national park system,
but they should not be interpreted as implying differences in importance. Each unit is lo be given
the full protection of the laws affecting the system and the full accounubility of the National Park
Service in applying the policies and practices of park management. For the purpose of these NPS
Management Policies, hereafter all units will be referred to as parks.
The parks* equality of status does not, of course, relieve NPS decision makers from having to
<tistingoish and decide among competing priorities for the limited resources available to ^minister
the system. Such decisions must be based on congressional mandates, need, or systematic prioritysetting rationales.
The mdividual parks contain various tangible natural and cultural features such as animals, plants,
waters, geologic features, historic butioTngs and monuments, and archeological sites. They also
have intangible qualities such as natural quiet, solitude, space, scenery, a sense of history, sounds of
nature, and clear night skies that have received congressional recogmtion and are important
components of people's enjoyment of parks. These NPS Management Policies use rhe terms
resources and values to mean the full spectrum of tangible and intangible attributes for which parks
have been esmblished and are being managed.
These NPS Management Policies recognize that all parks are complex mixtures of values and
resources, each with its own unique qualities and purposes, each requiring specific treatment in the
development and implementation of management strategies and operational plans. However, the
managers of all parks are required to apply policies m a consistent and professional manner to
achieve the congressional mandate for management of the national pant system.
As discussed earlier, Congress's mandate to the Park Service has been expressed as conserving
resources while providing for their enjoyment by today's citizens in a manner that will leave them
unimpaired for future generations. There will inevitably be some tension between conservation of
resources on the one hand and public enjoyment on the other. The National Park Service is
charged with the difficult task of achieving both. As the population of the United Slates increases
and becomes more urbanized, education and interpretation will become mcteastngly imporrant in
acquainting the public with its responsibility to protect resources while using them. But if and
when a superintendent has a reasonable basis to helieve a resource is or would become impaired,
the Park Service may, as one of its management tools, temporarily close a specific area or
otherwise place limitations on public use.
The word ''luumpaired'' plays an unrortaot role in. the conservation of resources and provicong for
present-day public enjoyment. Both physical resources, such as wildlife and geologic features, and
intangible values, such as scenic vistas and sotitude, may be impaired. Over the years, legislative
and administrative actions have been taken that have brought some measure of change to these
components of our national parks. Such actions impact park resources, yet they are not necessarily
deemed to have impaired resources for the enjoyment of future generationa. VVheiher an individual
action is or is not an "impairment" is a management determination. In reaching it, the manager
should consider such factors as the spatial and temporal extent of the impacts, the resources being
impacted and their ability to adjust to those impacts, the relation of the impacted resources to othar
r^ark resources, and rhe cumulative as well as the individual effects.
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It is NFS policy ID treat potential impairments in the same manner as known impainnents. When
there is thought to be potential for resource impairment, actions will be based on strategies that
retain the resource in an unimpaired condition until such ciroe as doubts are resolved. For example,
if a development might impair a park resource, the development will be postponed or reconfigured
until it can be established whether "might" is "wilT or "will not," within reasonable limits of
certainty. Absent that assurance, the action will not be taken.
To fulfill ihe Park Service's mand3ie to preserve natural and cultural resources ujiimpaired for
future generations, it is no longer sufficient to consider strategies and actions solely within the
boiindaries of the parks. While the National Park Service does not support ihe creation of buffer
zones around the parks or seek veto power over activities on adjacent" lands, it will work
cooperatively with surrounding landowners and managers to help ensure that actions outside the
parks do not impair park resources and values.
When the need for management policies in the National Park Service was firet articulated by
Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane in a letter to the first Director of the National Park
Service, Stephen T. Mather, on May 13. 1918, Secretary Lane slated that administrative policy
should be based on three broad principles:
First, thai the national parks must be maintained in absolutely unimpaired form for
the use of future generations as well as those of our own time; second, thai they
are set apart for the use, observation, health, and pleasure of the people; and third,
tiurt the national interest must dictate all decisions affecting public or private
enterprise in the parks.
Ifiesc principles, based an the 1916 organic act, remain as valid for the policies in the following
copters as they were when they were first written.
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2 Park System Planning

2 Park System Planning
The Motional Park Service wilt conduct planning activities to evaluate possible additions to the
national park system: to identify how pork resources will be preserved and how parks will be used
and developed to provide for public enjoyment; to facilitate coordination with other agencies and
interests; and to involve the public in decision making about park resources, activities, and facilities.
NFS plans will represent the Park Service's commitment to the public and to Congress of how parks
will be managed,
NEW AREA STUDIES AND CRITERIA
Trie National Park Service identifies nationally significant natural, cultural, and recreational
resources and assists in their preservation both inside and outside the national pant system. Trie
areas managed by the National Park Service are only one part of a national inventory of special
and protected areas managed by innumerable federal, state, and local agencies and the private
sector. Consequenily, addition to the national park system is only one of many alternatives for
ensuring the preservation of significant national resources for public enjoyment and benefit A
great variety of specially designated areas, including natural landmarks, historic landmarks, wild and
scenic rivers, trails, wilderness areas, areas of critical environmental concern, biosphere reserves, and
recreation areas, managed by the U.S. Forest Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Land
Management other federal, state, county, and local agencies, native American authorities, and the
private sector, complete the broader national inventory.
As directed by Congress (16 USC la-5), the National Park Service vviil study and monitor areas to
determine if they are nationally significant, and if so, whether they have potential for inclusion in
the national park system. Planning for the future of the national park system is guided by a
framework of themes representing all the aspects of America's natural and cultural heritage.
Additions to the system recognize new unaersiandtng of natural resources, national recreational
uetids, and the continuing progression of history. New area studies may be initiated within the
Service or may be conducted in response to requests from Congress, other federal, state, or local
agencies, or the private sector. Trie Service will review all proposals and provide advice about
planning, studies, or other appropriate actions. Where formal new area srudies are appropriate, the
Service will establish priorities and conduct studies as funds are available. Studies vvill include
consultation with interested landowners, state and local governments, native American tribes and
groups, and other federal agencies.
To be eligible for favorable consideration as a unit of ihe national park system, an area must (1)
possess nationally significant natural, cultural, or recreational resources, (2) be a suitable and
feasible addition to the system, and (3) require direct NPS management instead of alternative
protection by other agencies or the private sector. These criteria are designed to ensure that the
national park system includes only outstanding examples of the nation's natural, cultural, and
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ic^TCtfuuiiAi rcsouicca. mcv aiao recognize inai inclusion in ine national park system is not the
only option for preserving the nation's outstanding resources.

(See Publk Participation in Planning 2:6, Special Designaiions 4rt, Resource Identification, Evaluation, and Regist

Crileria for National Significance
A natural, cultural, or recreational resource will be considered nationally significant if it meets all
of the following criteria:
It is an outstanding example of a particular type of resource.
It possesses exceptional value or quality in illustrating or interpreting the natural or cultural
themes of our nation's heritage.
It offers superlative opportunities for recreation, public use, and enjoyment or for scientific
study.
It retains a high degree of integrity as a true, accurate, and relatively unspoiled example of
a resource.
Examples of natural resources that may be nationally rignificant include
an outstanding site that illuscrates the characteristics of a landfoim or biotic area that is still
widespread
a rare remnant natural landscape or biotic area of a type that was once widespread but is
now vanishing due to human settle/oem and development
a landform or biotic area that has always been extremely uncommon in the region or nation
a site possessing exceptional diversity of ecological components (species, commuxuties,
habitats) or geologic features (landforms, observable manifestations of geologic processes)
a site containing biotic species or communities whose natural distribution at that location
makes them unusual (a relatively large population at the limit of its range, or an isolated
population)
a site harboring a concentrated population of a rare plant or arurnal species, particularly one
officially recognized as threaujncd or endangered
a critical refuge necessary for Lhe continued survival of a species
a site containing rare or unusually abundant fossil deposits
an area with outstanding scenic qualities, such as dramatic topographic features, unusual
contrasts in landforms or vegetation, spectacular vistas, or other special landscape features
a site that is an invaluable ecological or geological benchmark due to an extensive and
long-term record of research and scientific discovery
Nationally significant cultural resources include districts, sires, buildings, structures, or objects that
possess exceptional value or quality in illustrating or interpreting our heritage and that possess a
Chapter 2:2
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high degree of integrity of location, design, setting, materials, worfcmarvship, feeling, and association.
Examples of cultural resources that may be nationally significant include those dint
are associated with events mat have made a significant contribution to and are identified
with, or that outstandingly represent, the broad national patterns of United States history and
from which an understanding and appreciation of those patterns may be gained
are associated importantly with ihe lives of persons nationally significant in the history of
the United States
represent some great idea or ideal of the American people
embody the distinguishing characteristics of an architecrural type specimen, excerxicmaiiy
valuable for study of a period, style, or method of consrjuction; or represent a sigmficant,
distinctive, and exceptional entity whose components may lack individual distinction
are composed of integral parts of the environment not sufficiently significant by reason of
historical association or artistic merit to warrant individual recognition but collectively
composing an entity of exceptional historical or artistic sigm^cance; or outstandingly
commemorate or illustrate a way of life or culture
have yielded or may be likely to yield information of major scientific imporuince by
revealing new cultures or by shedding light upon periods of occupation over large areas of
the United Staxes
OrdiruirUy, cemeteries, birthplaces, graves of historic figures, properties owned by religious
irotirutions or used for religious rxrrposes, suuctures that have been moved from their origirtal
locations, reconstructed historic buildings, and properties that have achieved significance within the
past 50 years are not considered appropriate for addition to the national park system unless they
have transcendent importance, unless they possess inherent architecrural or artistic significance, or
unless no other site associated with that theme remains.
Examples ofrecreationresourcesthat may be nationally significant include
a natural or cultural feature providing a special setting for a variery of recreational activities
different from those available at the local or regional level
a spacious area located near a major rornuaticrn center with the potential to provide
exceptional recreational Ofarortunities and to servt visitors from around the nation rather
than solely from the immediate vicinity
an area that protects a unique recreation resource that is scarce and disappearing in a multistate region, such as an outstanding recreational river, a unique maritime environment or
coastline, or a unique scenic area
a unique combination of natural, cultural, and recreational resources that collectively offer
outstanding opportunities for public use and enjoyment even though each feature might not
individually be considered nationally significant
Suitability and Feasibility
An area will be considered suitable for addition to the national park system if it represents a
naturaVculrural theme or type of recreational resource that is not already adequately represented in
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the national pane system, unless such an area is comparably protected and presented for public
enjoyment by another land-managing entity. Adequacy of representation will be deteimined on a
case-by-case basis by comparing the proposed addition to olher units in the national park system,
considering differences or similarities in the character, quality, quantity, or combination of resources
and opporninities for public enjoyment.
To be feasible as a new unit of the national park system an area must be of sufficient size and
appropriate configuration, considering natural systems and/or historic settings, to ensure long-term
protection of rerources and to accommodate public use, and it must have potential for efficient
administration at a reasonable cost, Iraponant feasibility factors include landownership, acquisition
costs, access, threats to the resource, and staff or development requirements.
(See Hazardous Materials and Toxic Waste 9:6)
Management Alternatives
Studies of potential new park units will evaluate an appropriate range of management alternatives,
which may include
continued management by states, local governments, native American authorities, the private
sector, or other federal agencies
technical or financial assistance to others through established NPS programs or special
projects
managemenc by others as a designated national natural landmark, national historic landmark,
national wild and scenic river, national trail, biosphere reserve, state or local park, or other
specially designated and protected area
cooperative management involving joint efforts by the National Park Service and other
entities
New additions to the national park system will not usually be recommended if other arrangements
can provide adequate protection for the resource and opportunities for public enjoyment.
Authorization
Srudies by the National Park Service provide information for ccmsideration by Congress hi deciding
whether a new unit should be authorized or whether some other form of protection and
management is most appropriate. NFS studies may include suggestions about what uses should be
pennined, prohibited, or allowed subject to certain conditions in a potential new unit Specific
direction on these issues is often provided in the text of ihe act. the legislative history, or the
designation when Congress establishes a new unit
PARK PLANNING PROCESS AND PRODUCTS
Planning will be conducted as a dynamic, continuous process for making choices about how to
accomplish the National Park Service's preservation and enjoyment mandates. This process will
include the gathering and analysis of data, an assessment of existing conditions and future arena's,
ihe identification of issues that need to be addressed, an evaluation of alternative actions, and the
selection of a preferred alternative. Formal planning projects will generally result in the preparation
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of documents for use by NPS employees, ihe public, and ihe Congress. In addition, the planning
process is an important problem-solving tool that will often be used in day-to-day operations and
management. Specific guidance is provided in the Planning Process Guideline (NPS-2).
(See Planning and Proposal pcrnudation 5:')

Statement for Management
Each pari: will prepare a statement for management, which will be evaluated by the superintendent
and the regional director every two years and revised as necessary. This document will compile
infonnation about the park's purpose, the nature and significance of its resources, the existing uses
Of its lands and waters, its regional context and adjacent land considerations, the legislative and
administrative requirements for its management, the influences on pari resources and the experience
of pari: visitors, and nonrecreationaJ park use by native Americans and others. This information
will be used to identify major issues and problems that need to be addressed, to determine needs
for additional information, and to establish park management objectives, all of which will also be
included in the statement for management.
The statement for management will assess existing conditions without identifying solutions. The
management objectives established in the statement for management will describe the conditions that
need to be achieved to realize the park's purpose consistent with NPS .policy. The discussion of
issues will describe the problems that need to be addressed.
(See Chapter I: Introduction)

Outline of Planning Requirements
Upon completion of the statement for management, an analysts will be undertaken of the plans and
tasks needed to address issues, gather information, and achieve objectives. The results of this
analysis will be included in (he outline of planning requirements, a programming documeni thai will
be reviewed annually by the superintendent and the regional director and updated as necessary.
This documeni will contain a priority listing of the srudies and surveys needed to produce an
adequate information base for planning and compliance, and die plans and designs needed for the
park_ This bating will ensure a logical sequence of task programming and accomplishment.
(See Planning Priorities 2.-6J

Information Base
Sufficient information will be available prior to initiating a plan. Each paik will develop, gather,
compile, store, analyze, and update information about natural and cultural resources and regional
demographic, ethnographic, and socioeconomic data relevant to planning and management. These
data will serve as an information base-for formulating proposals, evaluating alternatives, and making
decisions during, planning. Acquisition of adequate information for planning and management
decisions will be a prerequisite to the allocation of planning funds. Parks and regional offices will
work together to ensure that infonnation-gathering projects needed for plans scheduled to begin in
two 10 five years ace programmed and funded.
(See Science and Research 4:2, Inventory and Monitoring 434), Resource laentificalion. Evaluation, and Registration 5:1,
Research 5:2. Ethnographic Research and inventories 5:12)
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Public Participation in Planning
"Throughout foe planning process, oppominities will be provided for the public at the national,
regional, and local levels to voice their concerns about planning and management of parks. Certain
consultations with specific parties and agencies are required by law, regulation, and NPS policies.
In addition, positive actions will be taken to identify and involve the public as individuals and
through public interest groups and organizations at the earliest possible stages in the planning
process and before planning decisions have been made. Those involved will include federal
agencies, state and local governments, regional planning commissions, native Americans, state
historic preservation officers, state liaison officers, advisory organizations, concessioners, park users
and their associations, owners and users of adjacent lands, and other interested parties.
Oppornuuties for public participation may include public workshops and meetings, informal work
sessions on particular issues, and public review and comment on draft documents.
(See PacUay Planning and Design 9:1)

General Management Plan
Each park will have an approved general management plan (GMP) which will set forth a
management concept for ihe park; establish a role for the unit within the context of regional trends
and plans for conservation, recreation, transportation, economic development, and other regional
issues; and identify strategies for resolving issues and achieving management objectives, usually
vrithin a period of IS years- All other plans will be consistent with the direction established in this
lead planrting document Until a GMP is completed and approved, the management objectives
established by the statement for raanagement will guide day-to-day operations.
No new
development or major rehabilitation will be undertaken without an approved GMP. The GMP
components will be reviewed periodically and revised or amended as necessary to reflect new issues
or changes in management objectives.
Planning Priorities. The Director and the regional directors will establish and periodically review
a servicewide priority list of GMPs that nead to be undettakert Congressionally directed plana will
be given a priority that enables their completion within the required time frame.
Manning Team. General management planning will be conducted by an interdisciplinary team of
planning professionals and park managers. Superintendents will have the major responsibility of
directing planning efforts in their parks and will actively participate in all aspects of plan
reparation. The team will include specialists with expertise to address the park-specific planning
coricerns. Staff (roui the Denver Service Center, the regional office, the Harpers Ferry Center,
other Meld offices, and the park may be pari of the planning team. Staff from other affected
government agencies and others possessing specialized knowledge of the park or special expertise
may serve as advisors to the planning team.
Evaluation of Alternatives. As required by the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC 4371
et seq.), during the plarining process a range of alternatives will be formulated to evaluate distinct
managernent approaches for dealing with the issues.
All GMPs and their accompanying
environmental documents will consider no-action and other reasonable alternatives. Innovative.
practical, and cost-effective solutions to the issues will be contained in the alternatives.
The environmental assessment or environmental impact statement will describe the potential
environmental and other impacts of the alternatives. Planners and managers will consider these
potential impacts before deciding which actions to implement. Potential environmental effects,
resource protection, visitor safety, visitor use and enjoyment of park resources, interests of parkassociaied communities and groups, and short- and long-term cost-efTecriveness will be important
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considerations in the selection of proposed actions. These considerations will be included in ihe
environmental document accompanying the CMP so that decision makers and the public can clearly
understand the issues and the rationale for decision making. If the actions proposed in the plan
constipate a major federal action sigruficanUy affecting environmental quality, an environmerUal
impact statement will be prepared. Specific guidance for analyzing environmental impacts and
preparing environmental impact statements is provided in the National Environmental Policy Act
Guideline (NPS-12).
Management Zoning. The general management plan will prescribe a system of management
zoning for park lands and waters to designate where various strategies for management and use will
best fulfill management objectives and achieve the purpose of the park. The delineation of
management zones will be based on an evaluation of the congressionaity established purposes of the
park; the ruaoire of the park's natural and cultural resources; all past, existing, and anticipated uses;
and park management objectives. This prescriptive zoning will consider die capability of lands to
support identified uses and will be used as a framework for specific planning and management
decisions on use and development of the park. The management zoning system will recognize that
different cypes of parks have different purposes and consequently should be managed differently.
For example, recreation areas, preserves, riverways, and seashores are generally managed to provide
for a wider range of public recreational uses than are parks or monuments.
Four primary management zones will be identified: natural, cultural, park development, and special
use. Within this framework, subzones may be designated for any park where it is useful to indicate
in greater detail how the land or water will be managed. Subzones will be used to focus
management on specific types of protection, use, or development as necessary GO achieve the parkto-park distinctions in management emphasis called for by Congress in enabling legislation,
Subzones will also be used to distinguish the particular resource values and use potentials of
various areas within parks. Numerous management subzones are defined in chapter 5 of die
Planning Process Guideline.
Zones and their basic management strategies are described below. Depending on the particular
resources present in each zone, other management strategies may also apply.
Natural Zone: This zone will include lands and water; that will be managed to conserve narural
resources and ecological processes and to provide for their use and enjoyment by the public m
ways that do not adversely affect these resources and processes. Development in the narural zone
will be limited to dispersed recreational and essential management facilities that have no adverse
effect on scenic qualify and natural processes and that are essential for management, use, and
appreciation of narural resources. Examples of typical facilities include trails, signs and breilside
information displays, walk-in primitive shelters, walk-in storage facilities, stream-gauging devices,
weather stations, and small-boat docks. Types of natural subzones include outstanding narural area,
natural environment, protected natural area, wildemess, research natural area, and special
management
Cultural Zone: This zone will include lands ihat will be managed for ihe preservation, protection,
and mterpretation of cultural resources and iheir sectings and to provide for their use and enjoyment
by the public. Cultural resources ihat are key to the purposes of die park will be included in this
zone. Other cultural resources, including properties listed or eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places, along with resources not eligible for ihe register but worth reserving
for interpretive or other management purposes, will be included in the zone that best reflects the
r>rimary management emphasis of their particular area of the part Development in the cultural
zone must be compatible with preservation and interpreLiiion of cultural values. Consistent with
policies for preservation and use of cultural resources, historic structures may be adaptively used for
utilitarian or other purposes. Types of cultural subzones include preservation, adaptive use, and
commemoration.
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Pine Development Zone: This zone will include lands that wiu be managed 10 provide and
maintain facilities serving parte managers and visitors, it will include areas where part development
or intensive use may substantially alter the natural environment or the seeing for culturally
significant resources. Impacts associated with such development will be mitigated to the greatest
extent possible. The development zone will encompass the facilities themselves and all associated
lands directly modified as a result of their continuing management and use. Development zones
will be restricted lo the smallest area necessary to accommodate required development and use.
New development zones will be established only after considering alternative sites (including
locations outside the pari; and locations outside areas with significant natural and cultural resources)
and alternative levels of use, facilities, and services. Types of park development subzones include
administrative development, visitor support, and landscape management area.
Special Use Zone: This zone will include lands and waters that the Naiional Park Service
antidpores will continue LO be used for activities not appropriate in other zones. Types of special
use subzones include commercial, exploration/mining, grazing, forest utilization, and reservoir.
(See Basic klancgomnl Concepts 4:1. Righa-of-Way 8:11. Mineral DeweXocmgnl 8:12, Agricultural Uses 8:14, Grazing
8:14; also see individual zones in the Index)

Scope of the GMP. Every general management plan will include interrelated proposals for
resource protection and management, land protection, cooperarion with associated local interests,
imerpretarion, visitor use, native American activities, accessibility for disabled visitors, carrying
capacicies, and park operations, along with a genera] indication of location, size, capacity, and
function of physical development. A plan implementation schedule and cost estimates will be
included. Other elements that may be added lo GMPs include development concept plans, land
protection plans, boundary studies, land suitability analyses, wilderness suitability reviews, and
derailed strategies for access and circulation, resource management, mineral management, and
interpretation. Such planning guidance may be incorporated into the general management plan or
separated into individual studies or implementation plans.
(See IrnpteJnefMaiwn Plans 2:9)

Boundary Studies
Congress has specifically directed the National Park Service to consider, as pan of the planning
process, what modifications of external boundaries might be necessary to carry out park purposes
(16 USC la-7(b)(4)). The National Park Service will conduct studies of potential boundary
adjustment and may recommend boundary revisions
to include significant resources or epporrunities for public enjoyment related to. the purposes
of the park
to address operational and management issues such as access and boundary identification by
topographic or other natural features or roads
ta protect park resources critical to fulfilling the park's purposes
lorcorumendatiorci to expand park boundaries will be preceded by determinations that
the added lands will be feasible to administer considering size, configuration, ownership,
costs, and other factors
other alternatives for management and resource protection are not adequate
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Where a boundary adjustment appears to be appropriate, the National Park Service will recommend
it to the Secretary of the Interior for legislative or admmiatrative action. Congressional action is
required for boundary adjustments-; however, in some cases the Secretary may make minor boundary
adjustments where authorized by existing law without additional congressional action.
Implementation Plans
Following approval of a GMP, the park's outline of planning requirements will be updated to guide
plan imriementaoon. The GMP is a comprehensive plan that will vary in detail with the size and
complexity of a given park. In most instances, more detailed plans and studies will be prepared for
subjects that are only generally addressed in the GMP. All implementation plans will be consistent
wilh lhe GMP.
Examples of implementation plans include development concept plans, land protection plans,
wticemess management plans, resource management plans, mineral management plans, concession
management plans, backcounfry management plans, interpretive prosr^mses, special rerource
studies, collection management plans, historic srrecnire reports, and exhibit plans. These plans will
be prepared in accordance with guidelines developed by staff in the respective program areas.
(See land Protection Plans 3:1, Planning for Natural Resource Management 4:2, Planning and Proposal Formulation 5:4,
Wiloerncss Management Plan 6rt, Interpretive Plans and Documents 7:2, Facility Pkvtning and Design 9:1, Concession
Planning 10:1; see also listing under Plans in the Index}

PARK PLANNING IN A REGIONAL CONTEXT
Many park management and resource protection issues are not confined by park rxrundaries. Since
park boundaries may not incorporate all of tha natural resources, cultural sites, and scenic vistas
that relate to park resources or the quality of the visitor experience, the activities on adjacent lands
may significantly affect the success of park rmograms. Furtherraore, the activities of the National
Park Service may have effects outside the boundaries of the parks. Recognizing that parks are
integral pans of larger regional environments, the National Park Service will work cooperatively
with others lo anticipate, avoid, and resolve potential conflicts, to protect park resources, and in
address mutual interests in the quality of life for coaununity residents, considering economic
aevelopment as well aa resource and environmental prelection. Such regional cooperation will
involve federal, slate, and local agencies, native American authorities, neighboring landowners, and
all other concemed parties.
Through planning, parks will be considered within the broader context of the surrounding region.
Cooperative regional planning will be undertaken to integrate parks into their regional environments
and to address adjacent land use issues that influence park resources. This will occur on an
ongoing basis as well as during the development of general management plans and other plans.
Information on the status of cooperative regional planning will be included in each park's updated
statement for management, loint agency planning is especially important when a park is adjoined
by Indian reservations, other federal-lands, state lands, or lands subjeci to slate, regional, or local
plaruuhg or regulation. Where appropriate, formal agreements will be pursued with landowners,
land, use planners, and managers of these lands. Early coordination on specific proposals and
projects will occur to ensure that various points of view are considered in formulatirig proposals
and thai potential conflicts are identified and avoided or resolved if possible.
Superintendents will work with neighboring landowners on topics of mutual interest and will
explore ways of providing technical assistance to neighboring landowners. The National Park
Service will be sensitive to the influences and. impacts lhat its management of park lands may have
on adjacent landowners, and it will seek to enhance beneficial effects and to mitigate adverse
Chapfcr 2-9
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effects in whatever ways arc consistent with its policies and management objectives.
NPS
participation in regional planning is not intended to prevent reasonable uses of the land and will be
undertaken with attention to the rights of other landowners.
While the Naiional Park Service does not propose to create buffer zones around parks, it will use
all available authorities to protect park resources and values from poienrially harmful activities.
Superintendents will be aware of what uses are planned on adjacent lands. They will seek to
encourage compatible adjacent land uses and to mitigate potential adverse effects en park values by
actively paiticipating in planning and regulatory processes of Treighboring jurisdictions, other federal,
state, and local agencies, and native American authorities.
(See Natural Resource Management 4:1, Biosphere Reserves 4.4. Cooperation with Others 4:5, General Policy 6:3.
Interpretation and Native Americans 7:5. Management of RecreoJionol Use 8:2, Emergency Preparedness and Emergency
Operaiiceis 8:6, Location 9:1, Access and Circulation Systems 9.-7; see also listing under Cooperation and Consultation in
the index)
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3 Land Protection

3 Land Protection
The National Park Service will use all available authorities to ensure that lands within park
boundaries are protected. Where parks contain nonfederal lands, the Park Service will identify the
minimum interest mat needs to be acquired to carry out park purposes and will use cost-effective
protection methods.

Many parks include land or interests in land that are not in federal ownership or managed by (he
National Park Service. Congress usually provides some direction in (he parks' enabling legislation
about what interests may be acquired, the permissible methods of acquisition, or alternatives
available for land protection. Generally, however, the National Park Service is allowed broad
discretion in determining what land or interests in land are needed to carry out park purposes.
Protecting park resources and values requires attention lo issues on both sides of die park boundary.
This land protection policy addresses what land or interests in land need lo be acquired within park
boundaries and what other methods of protection may be appropriate inside park boundaries. Issues
related to lands outside park boundaries are addressed in conjunction with die planning process
caitlined in chapter 2 and through other policies thai apply to resource management or park use.
Land protection planning and land acquisition axe subject to all appticable legislation, congressional
guidelines, executive orders, and departmental and NPS policies and guidelines, including the NPS
Usnd Acquisition Policy Implementation Guideline (NPS-25), the Department of the Interior's
"Policy for the Federal Portion of the Land and Water Conservation Fund" (FR 47:19784), ihe NPS
"Land Protection Plan Instructions'' (FR 48:21121), the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real
Property Acquisition Policies Act (42 USC 4601 et seq.), and Executive Order 12630,
"Governmental Actions and Interference with Constitutionally Protected Property Rights."

LAND PROTECTION P L A N S
Land protection plans will be developed and periodically reviewed and updated for each park
containing nonfederal lands or interests that may be subject to acquisition. Land acquisition will be
guided by a park's land protection plan. The plans will identify the alternative methods thai will
provide for the protection of resources; for visitor use. and for development; identify the minimum
interests necessary for those purposes; and establish priorities for acquisition of land or interests in
land. Land protection plans will be simple, concise, and prepared with public participation.
The National Park Service employs three techniques, as appropriate, for protecting land:
cooperative approaches, such as agreements, regulations, loning, and other measures that do
not involve acquisition of any interest in real propcrry
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acquisition of less-than-fee interests, such as easements or rights-of-way
acquisition of fee interests, possibly with arrangements for some rights to be reserved
When fee or J ess-than-fee interests are to be acquired, the National Pant Service uses various
methods of acquisition, as authorized by Congress, including
purchase with appropriated or donated funds
donation or bargain sale
exchange
transfer from another federal agency
withdrawal of public domain lands
con&ronation
Fee, ownership generally provides the greatest flexibility to manage and protect resources and
provide for public access and enjoyment. However, in some areas continued private ownership and
use of the land may be consistent with the purposes of the park. For example, farming, ranching,
or low-density residential use may be a part of the scene that needs to be protected in a battlefield
or historic site.
The identification of appropriate land protection techniques will be based on a careful analysis of
Jong-range goals for preservation; for public access, enjoyment, and use; and for management of
park resources. This wilJ require a clear definition of which private uses of the land are compatible
with park purposes and objectives now and in the future.
Recommendations about appropriate protection measures will consider cost-effectiveness, including
both tangible and intangible costs and benefits. Benefits may include quality of visitor experience,
flexibility for resource management, or permanence of protection. Costs include long-term costs for
operations, maintenance, management, monitoring, and enrorcemeni, as well as initial purchase
price.
Both fee ownership and alternative methods of protection require a crrmmitment to
monitoring and enforcement Decisions about what protection methods are cost-effective will be
based on objective case-by-case evaluations rather than broad generalizations.
Land protection recommendations will be based on adequate justifications considering resources and
public use. Justifications wiU consider the resource values of the nonfederal lands and the potential
for impacts on other lands already in federal ownership. Fee purchase will usually be considered
necessary and appropriate when other means of protection are determined to be inadequate.
Acquisition to implement a land protection plan might be delayed by budgetary constraints. Land
protection recommendations will not diminish the rights of landowners to use their property.
Consistent with ihose rights, superintendents will seek 10 minimize hannful impacts of use and
development of private lands through cooperative efforts with landowners. Cooperation with state
and local governments and other federal authorities also will be used to help protect park resources
until the uecessary interests can be acquired. Although some alternatives to fee purchase, such as
zoning, regulations, and agreements, might not ensure permanent protection, they will be pursued as
interim measures where appropriate.
(See Chapter 2: Park System Planning; see aba Hazardous Materials and Toxic Waste 9:6)
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LAND ACQUISITION
Parka are separated into two categories for purposes of land acquisition:
In parts authorized prior lo July 1, 1959, lands are acquired on an opportunity basis, thai
is, when an owner offers land for sale and funds are available, except that ihe National Park
Service may seek to acquire land or interests in land by purchase, or condemnation if
necessary, to prevent uses of the land that would be detrimental to the park. Parks in this
category contained relatively Little nonfederal land at the time they were authorized, and
continued private ownership is considered acceptable until owners offer to sell or initiate
some change in use that would conflict with park objectives.
For parks authorized since July 1, 1959. acquisition is accomplished on a systematic basis,
as funds are available, by purchase* condemnation, donation, exchange, transfer of federally
owned land, or w iihdrav/al of public domain lands, as appropriate.
However, for some pants in both categories Congress has placed limitations on acquisition, such as
restricting it to donation or exchange or prohibiting acquisition without owner consent In such
cases, interests in land can be acquired only by the method or methods authorized.
When private land is proposed for acquisition, the National Pant Service will make every reasonable
effort to reach an agreement with the owner on the purchase price, [f an agreement cannot be
reached, the National Park Service will take further steps in accordance with authorities and
congressional directions- that apply to the park in question. Condemnation is generally considered
as a last resort.
However, acquisition by condemnation may be employed to establish just
compensation, to clear title, or to prevent damage to park resources when no other means of
protection is adequate.
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4 Natural Resource
. Management

4 Natural Resource
Management
The National Park Service will manage the natural resources of the national park system to
maintain, rehabilitate, and perpetuate their inherent integrity.

The natural resource policies of the National Park Service are aimed at providing the American
people with the oppoitunity to enjoy and benefit from natural environments evolving through natural
processes minimally influenced by human actions. The natural resources and values thai the Park
Service protects are described in the 1916 NPS organic act (16 USC I et seq.) and in Die enabling
legislation or executive orders establishing me parks. These resources and values include plants,
animals, water, air, soils, topographic features, geologic features, palecntologic resources, and
aesthetic values, such as scenic vistas, natural quiet, and clear night skies. Some of these resources
and values are protected both by NPS authorities and by other statutory authorities, such as the
Clean Air Act (42 USC 7401 et seq.). the Clean Water Act (33 USC 1251 et seq.). the Endangered
Species Act (16 USC 1531 et seq.), the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC 4321 et seq.).
and the Wilderness Act (16 USC 1131 et seq.).
The National Park Service is committed to working cooperatively with federal, state, and local
agencies, native American authorities, user groups, adjacent landowners, and others in the
management of natural resources and will seek to establish formal and informal lines of
cornmunication and consultation in order to bener achieve park management objectives.
(See Park Planning in a Pegional Context 2$)
GENERAL
Basic Management Concepts
Management of natural systems will be based on a park's management zones as established in an
approved statement for management or general management plan.
Natural Zones. The primary objective in narunu* zones will be the protection of natural resources
and values for appropriate types of enjoyment while ensuring their availability to future generations.
Natural resources will be managed with a concern for fundamental ecological processes as well as
for individual species and features, Managers and resource specialists will not anempt solely to
preserve individual species (except threatened OT endangered species) or individual natural processes;
rather, they will uy to maintain all the components and processes of naturally evolving park
ecosystems, including the natural abundance, diversity, and ecological integrity of the plants and
animals.
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Just as all components of a natural system will be recognized as important, so wQi change be
recognized as an iniegral pan of the functioning of natural systems. The National Park Service will
not seek to preserve natural systems in natural zones as though frozen at a given point in time.
Interference with natural processes in park natural zones will be allowed only (I) when directed by
the Congress, (2) in some emergencies when human life and property are at stake, or (3) to restore
native ecosystem functioning that has been disrupted by past or ongoing human activities.
Ecological processes altered in the past by human activities may need TO be abetted to maintain the
closest approximation of the narural ecosystem where a uuly natural system is no longer attainable.
Prescribed burning is an example. The extent and degree of management actions taken to protect
or restore park ecosystems or their components will be determined in light of management
objectives and prevailing scientific theory and methodologies.
Naturally evolving plant and animal populations, and the human influences on Lhem. will be
monitored to detect any significant unnaniral changes Action will be taken in the case of such
changes based on the type and extent of change and the appropriate management policy.
In the natural zone, and in the other zones as well, there may be situations in which an area may
be closed to visitor use to protect the resources (for example, during an animal breeding season) or
for reasons of public safety (for example, during a wildfire). This may be accomplished under the
superintendent's discretionary authority (36 CFR 1.5).
Cultural Zones. The primary resource management objectives in cultural zones are to preserve and
foster appreciation of lire cultural resources. The management of their naiural resources will
support these culrural resource objectives. Where compatible with cultural resource objectives, the
policies for natural zones will be followed.
Park Development Zones. Part development zones are managed and maintained for intensive
visitor use. Accordingly, roads, walks, buildings, and other visitor and management facilities may
occupy much of the zones, and the natural aspect of the land in the zones may be altered. In
development zones adjacent to narural zones, management will aim at maintaining as natural an
environment as possible, given tire use of the zone. Such management may involve the
manipulation of natural resources, but any manipulaiion will be the minimum necessary to achieve
the planned use.
(See Management Zoning 1:7}

Planning for Natural Resource Management
Each part with natural resources to manage will prepare and periodically update a natural resource
component for its resource management plan. The plan will identify, define, and program the
monitoring, inventory, research, mitigation, and enforcement activities required to perpetuate part
natural resources and natural processes, achieve the park's purposes and objectives, and regulate the
use of the park.
(See Implementation Plans 23}

Science and Research
A program of narural and social science research will be conducted to support NPS staff in carrying
out the mission of the National Part Service by providing an accurate scientific basis for planning,
development, and management decisions.
Ch^ikT 4:2

The science program will be focused cm applied research necessary to direct management actions in
pursuit of park objectives as stated in legislation and planning documents. This research may
involve the pursuit of new facts and principles when problems arise for which no current solutions
exist or when the collection of baseline inventory data must precede the identification of appropriate
management actions. Basic research may also be necessary to correctly interpret resources whose
functioning and significance are not already known,
(See Information Base 2-S, Research Natural Areas 4,4, Paieonsoiogic Resource Management 4:19, Research S:2,
Ethnographic Research and inventories 5:12, Research 6.^6}

Relationship to Planning and Management Park research needs will be documented in each
park's resource management plan. Research will be conducted to further park objectives as found
in legislation and rearming documeats. Research activities will
provide a sound basis for policy and guidelines
develop effective strategies to avoid or minimise adverse impacts on resources and visitors
determine causes of resource management problems
predict impacts of resource uses and related activities
develop methods to restore damaged resources
further understanding of ecosystems and document their components, condition, and
sigxuficance
Conduct of Research. The National Park Service will cooperate- with research institutions to
establish ccwr^rative park study units (CPSUs) where specialized expertise exists which can be of
sigraficant assistance lo Che Service in conducting research and where the opportunity for rematch
and study in the parts offers the institution an equally significant benefit to its programs.
In recognition of the scientific value of parks as natural laboratories, investigators will be
encouraged to use the parks for scientific studies when such use is consistent with NPS policies.
Research activities that might disturb resources or visitors, that require the waiver of any regulation,
or that involve the collection of specimens may be allowed only pursuant to the terms and
conditions of an appropriate permit. Manipulative or destructive research activities generally will
not be permitted within parks. Exceptions may be granted if the impacts will be short-lived, the
park is the only area where such research can be conducted, the value of the research is greater
than the resource impacts, or the research is essential to provide information for resource
management.
(Sec Research and Collection Activities 8:1$, Miscellaneous Mcautgemertt Facilities 9:16)

Publication of Research Data. The results of all scientific activities conducted in the parks will
be made available to park managers, the scientific community, and the public through both technical
publications and popular media. NPS scientists will be encouraged to publish their research
findings in referced journals as well as to include such findings in public interpretive programs.
Iruorciation on the locations of extremely fragile natural resources or those subject to vandalism
will not be included in final studies and reports for public distribution.
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Inventory and Monitoring
The National Parte Service will assemble baseline inventory data describing ihe natural resources
under its stewardship and will monitor chose resources at regular intervals 10 detect or predict
changes. The resulting information will be analyzed to detect changes that may require intervention
and to provide reference points for comparison with other, more altered environments.
(Sec Weather and Climate 4:19. Miscellaneous Management Facilities 9:16)
Natural Resource Collections
Natural resource collections include nonliving and living specimens and associated field records. If
placed in exhibits or retained in permanent collections, nonliving specimens and their associated
held records will be cataloged into a park's museum coileciion. Management standards for such
collections are specified in the Cultural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-28) and the
Museum Handbook. Living collections will be managed in accordance with the provisions of a
park's resource management plan.
(Set Museum Objects and library Materials 5:9)
Special Designations
Research Natural Areas. Prime examples of natural ecosystems and areas with significant genetic
resources with value for long-term baseline observational studies or as control areas for comparative
studies involving manipulative research outside the park may be recommended by superuitendems to
the Director for designation as research natural areas. Superintendents will cooperate with other
rederal land managers in identifying park sites for designation and in planning research and
educational activities for this interagency program.
Research natural areas will be managed to provide the greatest possible protection of site integrity
in accordance with their designation. Activities in research natural areas will be restricted to
norunanipuiative research, education, and other activities that will not detract from the area's
research values.
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Parks containing one or more river segments listed in
the National Rivers Inventory maintained by the National Parte Service will comply with the August
2, 1979. presidential directive instructing each federal agency to assess whether those rivers are
suitable for inclusion in the wild and scenic rivers system. Such assessments may be incorporaied
into a park's general management plan or resource management plan.
National Natural Landmarks. Park geologic or ecological sites that best characierire a natural
region will be nominated to the Secretary of the Interior for inclusion til the National Registry of
Natural Landmarics. As the agency responsible for mainlining the registry, the National Park
Service has developed criteria for eligibility (FR 45:81184-93).
Biosphere Reserves. Individual park ecosystems or park lands that are components of regional
ecosystems believed to be internationally significant examples of one of the world's narural regions
may be nominated for designation as biosphere reserves. General guidance for the international
biosphere reserve prograni is provided by the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural
Organization CUNESCO) through its Man and [he Biosphere (MAB) program. Working within the
U.S. MAB program, the National Parte Service will assist in determining ihe suitability and
feasibility of including parks in U.S. biosphere reserve nominations, participate in research and
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educational activities, and furnish information on its biosphere reserves for inclusion in domestic
and mremational information systems.
The designaiian of park lands as iniemational biosphere reserves will not alter the purposes for
which the parks were established or change the management requirements. To the extent
practicable, superintendents of parks participating in the iraemational network will incorporate
biosphere reserve objectives into statements for management general management plans, action
plans, and park interpretive programs. Superintendents will pursue opportunities to use the
biosphere reserve network as a framework for local, regional, and tmernarJonal cooperation.
World Heritage Sites, Natural areas believed to possess outstanding universal value as pan of the
world's natural heritage will be nontinated to the World Heritage List U.S. recommendations are
approved by an interagency panel chaired by ihe Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and
Parks, based on criteria promulgated by the World Heritage Commirtee. These criteria and the
rules for U-S. participation in the Convention Concerning the World Cultural and Natural Heritage
are published in 36 CFR 73. Once an area is designated a world heritage site, the National Park
Service will recogrrae the designation in public information and mierpretive programs.
{See World Heritage Sue Designation 5:2)
Cooperation with Others
The National Park Service will pursue opporcururies to improve resource management by
cooperating with public agencies, native American authorities, and private landowners. Recognizing
that cooperation with other land managers can accomplish ecf^ystem-srartility and other resource
management objectives where the best efforts of a single manager might fail, superinjeridenis will
develop agreements with other federal, state, and local agencies, native American authorities, and
private laridowriers where appropriate to coordinate plant and animal management activities. Such
cooperation may involve coordinatixig management activities in two or more separate areas,
irrtegrating management practices to reduce cotuTicts, coordinating research, sharing data and
expertise, exchanging resources through transplants, esrabtishing native wtidlife corridors, and
providing essential habitats adjacent to park boundaries.
In addition, superiniendents will seek the cooperation of others in minimizing the impacts of ontside
influences - controlling noise, maintaining water quality and quantity, eliminating toxic substances,
preserving scenic views, improving air qualtry, preserving wetlands, prmeeting threatened or
endangered species, eliminating exotic species, managing use of pesticides, protecting shoreline
processes, managing fires, and other means of preserving and protecting park resources.
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Animals
Protection of Native Animals. The National Park Service will seek to perpetuate the native animal
life (mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, insects, worms, crustaceans, etc.) as part of the natural
ecosystems of parks. Management emphasis will be on minimizing human impacts on natural
arurnal poptilarion dynamics. The native animal life is defined as all animal species that as a result
of natural processes occur or occurred on lands now designated as a park, Any species that have
moved onto park lands directly or indirectly as the result of human activities are not considered
native.
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Native animal populations will be protected against harvest, removal, destruction, harassment, or
harm through human action. Individual animals within a population may be removed only when
hunting and trapping are peratitted by law
fishing is not specifically prohibited
control of specific animal populations is required for park ecosystem maintenance
removal or control of animals is necessary for human safety and health or 10 protect
property or landscaped areas
removal is pan of" an NPS research project described in an approved resource management
plan or is pan of research being conducted by others who have been issued an appropriate
collection permit
removal will restore native populations in other parks or coorjeraiing areas without
dimireshing the viability of the populations from which the animals are taken
(See Science and Research 4:2. Population Management 4.-6. Management of Harvested Species 4:7, Fisheries Management
4:7, Genetic Resources 4:10, Fishing 8#, Hunting and Trapping 8:4. Research and Collection Activities 8:1$)

Population Management, Natural processes will be relied on to control populations of native
species to the greatest extent possible. Unnarural concentrations of native species caused by human
activities may be controlled if the activities causing the concentrations cannot be controlled.
Normative (exotic) species will not be allowed to displace native species if this displacement can be
prevented by management.
Animal populations or individuals will be controlled in namral, cultural, and development zones
when they present a direct threat to visitor safery and health, and in cultural and development zones
when necessary to protect property or landscaped areas. The decision to initiate a control program
will be based on scientifically valid resource information obtained through research. Planning and
implementation of control actions will comply with established planning procedures, including
provisions for public review and comment. Where persistent human/animal conilici problems exist,
a determinarion will be made of whether or not curtailing or modifying visitor use and other human
activities might be a more desirable alternative. The need for, and results of, controlling animal
populations will be evaluated and documented by research srudies and in the natural resource
management plan. Such studies will assess the impacts of the control methods on nonrargeted as
well as targeted components of the ecosystem.
Other management measures that may be used as necessary separately or together include live
trapping for uansplanting elsewhere, gathering of research specimens for NPS and cooperating
scientists, public hunting on lands outside the park, habitat management, predator esiablishmenr,
sterilization, and destruction by NPS personnel or their authorized agents. In controlling wildlife
populations, highest priority will be given to encouraging public hunting outside the parks and live
trapping wiuhin parks for transplanting elsewhere.
The National Park Service will consult, as appropriate, with other federal land-managing agencies,
the U.S. Rah and Wildlife Service, stare agencies, native American authorities, and others regarding
programs u> control populations of fish and wildlife, research programs involving the taking of fish
and resident wildlife, and cooperative srudies and plans to guide public hunting outside park
boundaries.
In cases where individual animals are removed from park populations consistent with these
provisions, carcasses may be left in natural zones to decompose, or live animals or carcasses may
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be removed from parks, according Co provisions of appUcahle laws, agreements, and regulations,
including the giving of preference to native Americans.
(See Basic Managemerd Concepts 4:i, Science and Research 4:2, Genetic Resources 4:10, Research and Collection
Activates 3:15)

Management of Migratory Animals.
Many species of vertebrates and invertebrates regular])'
travel from one location to another at yearly or other intervals. Such species have at least two
stgruficant habitat areas, and those that spend time en route may have three or more. Where those
species occur in a park, park habitats provide only one of the major habitat needs, and the survival
of the species in the park is also dependent on the existence and quality of habitats outside the
panY-

Parics having native migratory species (bats, caribou, geese, marine rentes, elk, frogs, salmon,
whales, and butterflies, to name a few) will ensure the preservation of their populations and their
habitats inside the park and will cooperate wherever possible with oihers to ensure the preservation
of their populations and habitats outside the parte Management actions may include
participation in regional land use planning efforts and cooperauon with stales and native
American authorities in the setting of game harvest regulations for lands outside the park
(useful for managing short-distance seasonal migrants, such as elk)
monitoring to develop data for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine
Fisheries Service (useful in international negotiations for far-ranging seasonal migrants, such
as geese, whales, and marine turtles)
presentation of information about species' life cycles, ranges, and population dynamics in
park interpretive programs (useful for managing all species that frequently move into and
out of parks)
Management of Harvested Species. Hunting and trapping wildlife will be allowed only in parks
where such use is specifically authorized. In areas set aside with legal authorization for hunting,
trapping, fishing, subsistence use, or other harvest of native wltdtife, the National Park Service will
still seek to perpetuate native animal life and 10 protect the integrity of natural ecosystems.
Management programs directed toward the restoration and maintenance of hsbitais supporting such
animals (including fish, amphibians, insects, mammals, birds, mollusks, echinoderms, and
crustaceans) will be conducted through cooperative efforts with individual suites under memoranda
of understanding. The restoration of habitat will generally include treatment to return a damaged
area to its natural condition, which will then be Belf-perpetuaiing. It will not include the continued
artificial raarupulation of habitat to increase the numbers of a harvested species above natural levels,
except where directed by Congress.
(See Hunting and Trapping 8:4)

Fisheries Management. Fishing may be restricted in certain waters and at certain rimes if it is
detEnrtined such actions are needed - to protect rare, threatened, or endangered plant or arumal species in ihe waters or in
adjacent habitat
to meet park objectives for scientific study, interpretation, environmental education,
appreciation of fish and other aquatic life, or other public benefits
to provide opportunities for depressed fisheries to recover
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10 protect spawning grounds of endemic fish species
10 maintain natural distributions, densities, age-class distributions, and behavior of fish or of
native wildtife species that use fish for food
to proled the natural integrity of aquatic areas vrithin natural zones
In natural, culrural, and park deveJopment zones, fisheries management will seek to preserve or
restore natural aquatic habitats and the natural abundance and distribution of native aquatic species,
including fish, together with the associated terrestrial habitats and species. In these zones, waters
thai are naturally barren of fish will not be stocked with any species. Artificial stocking of native
fish will be employed in natural zones only to reestablish native species in their historic ranges;
stocking of exotic fish species will not be permitted in natural zones. Slocking of native or exotic
species will be pemaiaed in cultural zones only where there is a special need associated with the
historic events or individual cominernorated and where an exotic species, if used, could not spread
to natural zones or waters outside the park. Sweating with native species, but not with exotic
species, will be permitted in park development zones. Stocking programs for other r^rposes in
these zones will be discontinued or phased out except where there is congressional intent expressed
in law or a House or Senate report accompanying legislation.
Reservoirs, and in some cases channelized or otherwise manipulated rivers and streams, in special
use zones rer«eseni altered environments that may reduce populations of some native species of fish
and encourage others. The National Park Service may cooperate with state fish and game officials
to work out programs of stocking reservoirs and other altered waters, where authorized, for
purposes of recreational fishing, using either exotic or native species, or both. Active fishery
managernetu: programs will be encouraged in such waters.
The new ecological environments and ruches created by the alteration of natural waterways may be
most successfully filled by exotic fish species; nevertheless, management activities will give
precedence to native species over exotics wherever natives are adaptable to the altered environraertL
Rivera and streams in special use zones may be stocked with exotic species of fish only when it
has been determined that exotics already are present and established and where scientific data
indicate that introducing additional exotics would not diminish native plant and animal populations
and thai the exotics could not spread to natural zones or to waters outside the park.

(See Basic Management Concepts 4:1, Genetic Resources 4:10, Exotic Plants and Animals 4:11. Fishing 8:4. Dams a
Reservoirs 9:16)
Landscapes and Plants
The National Park Service wili seek to perpetuate native plam life as pan of natural ecosystems.
Landscapes and plants may be manipulated only when necessary to achieve approved management
objectives. These objectives will vary according to management zones, as described below. To the
maximum extent possible, plantings in all zones will consist of species that axe native to the park
or that are historically appropriate for the" period or event commemorated. Only native species will
be allowed in natural zones. Use of exotic species in other zones will conform CD the exotic
species policy. In any zone, landscapes and plants may be manipulated to maintain habitat for
threatened or endangered species, but in natural 2ones only native plants may be used if additional
plantings are done, and manipulation of existing plants will be carried out in a manner designed to
restore or enhance the fonctiorung of the plant and animal community of which the endangered
species is a natural pan.
(See Threatened or Endangered Plants and Animals 4:11, Exotic Plants and Animals 4:11. Collecting Natural Products
8:1S)
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Natural Zone- In natural zones, landscape conditions caused by natural phenomena, such as
landslides, eartrtfjuakesy Goods, hurricanes, tornadoes, and natural fires, will not be modified unless
required for public safety or for necessaryreconsrxuciionof dispersed-use facilities, such as frails.
Terrain and plants may be manipulated where necessary to restore narural conditions on lands
altered by human activity. Management activities may include, but will not be restricted to,
removing constructed features, restoring natural gradients, and revegeiating with native park
species on acquired inholdings and on sites from which park development is being removed
restoring a narural appearance to areas disturbed by activities such as fire control and hazard
tree removal
rehabulrating areas disturbed by visitor use
maintaining open areas and meadows where they were formerly maintained by natural
rnocesses
Wherever possible, revegetation efforts in natural zones will use seeds, cuttings, or transplants
representing species and gene pools native to the ecological portion, of the park in which the
restoration project is o«rorring. Where a natural area has become so degraded that restoration with
native species has proven unsuccessiul, improved varieties or similar native species may be used.
In localized, specific areas defined as special management subzones of natural zones, screen
plantings may be used to protect the natural zone from undesirable impacts of adjacent land uses so
long as it does not result in the invasion of exotic species.
(See Basic Manogernefu Concepts 4:1, Genetic Resources 4:10, Exotic Plants and Anisnoh 4:11, Siting Facilities to Avoid
Natural Hazards 9:2)

Cultural Zone. Trees, other plants, and landscapes in a cultural zone generally will be managed to
reflect the historic designed landscape or the scene that prevailed during the historic period, except
that soil erosion will be prevented wherever possible.
Where appropriate, efforts may be made to extend the fives of specimen trees daring from the
historic period. An individual tree of historic value that poses a safety hazard or is diseased
beyond recovery vvtil be removed and replaced. While unique trees or shrubs are still healthy,
provisions will be made to eventually replace them with their own progeny grown from seeds or
propagated through some form of vegetative reproduction, such as cuttings. Cultivated crop plants
may be maintained for allowed fivestock or agriculcuraJ uses that are part of the cultural scene,
authorized by federal law, or retained as a property right.
(See Exotic Plants and Animals 4:11, Cultural landscapes 5:6, Agricultural Uses 3:14)

Park Development Zone. Landscapes and plants in park development zones may be manipulated
as necessary to achieve the purpose of the zone. Landscapes and plantings adjacent to natural or
cultural zones vvill use native or historic species and materials to the maximum extent possible.
Certain, native species may be fostered for aesthetic, interpretive, or educational purposes. Use of
exotic species or materials will conform with the exotic species policy. In subzones classed as
landscape management areas, vegetation may be intensively manipulated to enhance aesthetic
quality, facilitate interpretation, or promote public use and enjoyment.
{See Exotic Plants oAdAnimais 4:11, Revegetation and Landscaping 9:4)
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Special Use Zone. NFS natural resource management activities in special use zones will be
directed toward achieving the defined park objectives and minimizing the impact of these zones on
the rest of the park. Vegetation may be manipulated to achieve these objectives.
Genetic Resources
The National Pant Service will strive to protect the full range of genetic types (genotypes) native to
plant and animal populaiians in the parks by perpetuating natural evolutionary processes and
minimizing human interference with evolving genetic diversity.
The introduction of native plants and animals will be accomplished using organisms taken from
populauojis as closely related genetically and ecologically as possible to the park populations,
preferably from similar habitats in adjacent or local areas, except where the management goal is to
increase the variability of the park gene pool to mitigate past, human-induced loss of genetic
variability. Transplants for purposes of resioring genetic variability through gene flow between
native breeding populations will be preceded by research on the genetic compatibility of the
populations.
The need to maintain appropriate levels of genetic diversity will guide decisions on what actions to
take to manage isolated populations of species or to enhance populations of rare, threatened, or
endangered species. All resource management actions involving planting or relocating species,
subspecies, or varieties will be guided by knowledge of local adaptations, ranges, and habitat
reajmremerus and detailed knowledge of site ecological histories.
When individual plants or animals must be removed for any reason - hunting. Ashing, pest
management, or culling to reduce excess populations resulting from human activities - the National
Park Service will consider the need to maintain appropriate levels of generic diversity in the
residual park populations.
{See Animals 4 J, Threatened or Endangered Plants and Animals 4:11, Exotic Plants and Animals 4:11, Pests 4:13,
Fishing 8.4, Hunting and Trapping 84)
Restoration of Native Plants and Animals
The National Park Service will strive to restore native species to parks wherever all the following
criteria can be met*
Adequate habitat to support the species either exists or can reasonably be restored in the
park and if necessary on adjacent public lands and waters, and once a natural population
level is achieved, it can be serf-r^rperuating.
The species does not, based on an effective management plan, pose a serious threat to the
safety of park visitors, park resources, or persons or property outside park boundaries.
The subspecies used in restoration' most nearly approximates the extirpated subspecies or
race.
The species disappeared, or was substantially diminished, as a direct or indirect result of
human-induced change to the species population or to the ecosystem.
Such programs will be carried out in cooperation with other affected agencies, organizations, and
individuals.
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Any necessary coniLnerneni of animals in small fenced areas during restoration eirons will continue
only until the animals have become thoroughly accustomed to die new area or they have become
sufficiently established to minimize threats from predators, poaching, disease, or other factors.
(See Gene/ic Resources 4:10)
Threatened or Endangered Plants and Animals
Consistent with die purposes of the Endangered Species Act (16 CSC 1531 et seq.), the National
Park Service will identify and promote die conservation of all federally lisied threatened,
endangered, or candidate species within part boundaries and their critical habitats. As necessary,
the Park Service will control visitor access to and use of critical habitats, and it may close such
areas to entry for other than official purposes. Active management programs will be conducted as
necessary to perpetuate ihe natural distribution and abundance of threatened or endangered species
and the ecosystems on which ihey depend. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National
Marine Fisheries Service are the lead agencies in matters pertaining to federally listed threatened
and endangered species. The Park Service will cooperate with those agencies in activities such as
the delineation of critical habitat and recovery zones on park lands and will participate on recovery
teams.
The National Park Service also will identify ah state and locally listed threatened, endangered, rare,
declining, sensitive, or candidate species that are native to and present in the parks, and their
critical habitats. These species and their critical habitats will be considered in NFS planning
activities. Based on an analysis of the slants of state and locally listed species throughout their
native ranges and throughout the national park system, the National Park Service may choose to
control access to critical habitats or to conduct active management programs similar to activities
conducted to perpetuate, the natural distribution and abundance of federally listed species. The Park
Service will cooperate with the agencies responsible for stale or locally listed species.
Plant and animal species considered to be rare or unique to a park will be identified, and their
cj'stributioris within the park will be mappud.
All management actions for protection and perperuation of special starus species will be determined
through the park's resource management plan.
(See Planning for Natural Resource Management 4:2, Genetic Resources 4:10)

Exotic Plants and Animals
Exotic species are ihose that occur in a given place as a result of direct or indirect, deliberate or
accidental actions by humans (not including deliberate reiniroductions). For example, the
construction of a fish ladder at a waterfall might enable one or more species to cross that naniral
barrier to dispersal. An exotic.species might also be introduced through seeds in the droppings of
an animal that has fed on an exotic species outside the park. The exotic species introduced
because of such human action would" hot have evolved with the species native to the place in
question and. therefore, would not be a natural component of the ecological system characteristic of
that place.
Introduction of New Exotic Species. Decisions on whether to introduce an exotic species will be
based on the purposes and designated zones of the park and will be undertaken only after rigorous
review of the proposal.
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Nonnative plants and animals will not be introduced into natural zones except in rare cases where
they are the nearest living relatives of extirpated native specks, where they are improved varieties
of native species that cannot survive current envirorunental conditions, where they may be used to
control established exotic species, or when directed by law or expressed legislative intent.
In cultural zones, uonnauve plant and animal species may be utiroduced in rare cases as described
for natural zones. In addition, nonnative species that are a desirable part of the historic scene being
represented in a cultural zone may be iiuroduced, but cmiy if they are controlled by such means as
cultivating for plants or tethering, herding, or pasturing for animals. In such cases the exotics used
must be those which are known either to have existed in the park during its period of historical
sigmncance or to have been commonly used in the local area at that time, except in cases where
agricultural permits allow other crops.
In park development and special use zones (particularly landscape subzones). exotic specks of
plants and animals may be introduced to cany out MPS programs consistent with parte objectives
only when all the following conditions exist:
Available native species will not meet the needs of the management program.
Baaed on scientific advice from appropriate federal, state, local, and nongovernmental
sources, the exotic species will not become a pest.
Such miroducTJons will not spread and disrupt desirable adjacent narur&l plant and animal
corrununities and associations, particularly those of natural zones.
The exotic species chosen should be superior in maintainability.
(See Basic Management Concepts 4:1, Fisheries Management 4:7, Genetic Resources 4:10. Pests 4:13, Agricultural Uses
8:14)

Management of Exotic Species Already Present. Management of populations of exotic plant and
animal species, up to and including eradication, will be undenaken wherever such species threaten
parte resources or public health and when control is prudent and feasible. Examples of threatening
situations include
posing a public health hazard as determined by the Centers for Disease Control or a hazard
to public safety
disrupting die accurate presentation of a historic scene
damaging historic or archeological resources
interfering with narural processes and the perpetuation of narural features or native species
(especially those thai are endangered, threatened, or otherwise unique)
significantly hampering the management of park or adjacent lands
High prioriry win be given to Lhe m&nagemeni of exotic species chat have a substantial impact on
park rcsoiirces and thai can reasonably be expected to be successfully controlled; lower priority will
be given to exotic species that nave almost no impact on park resources or that probably cannot be
successfully coruroUed. The decision to initiate a management program will be based on existing,
and when: necessary newly acquired, scientific information that identifies the exotic status of the
species, ckmonstraies its impact on park resources, and indicates alternative management methods
and their probabilities of success, A management plan will be ckveloped and implemented
according to established planning procedures and will include provisions for public review and
Chester 4:12
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comment, where appropriate. Care will be taken thai programs to manage exotic species do not
result in significant damage to native species, natural ecological ccurumunities, natural ecological
processes, or historic objects.
In, national recreation areas and preserves where the enhancement of fish and game species fbr
hunting and fishing is authorized, preference will be given to enhancing native species. However,
where stocking of exotic fish and game species has historically occurred, stocking for the same
species may be continued unless it is known DO be damaging native resources.
{See Fisheries Management 4:7)

Pests

Pest Management, Pests are arumal or plant populations that interfere with the purposes of the
park. Strategies for managing pest populations will be irifluenced by whether the pest is an exotic
or native species. Many fungi, insects, rodents, diseases, and other species that may be perceived
as pests are native plants and animals existing under natural conditions as natural elements of the
ecosystem. Also, native species pests that were evident in historic, pestidde-free times are
additional elements in cdtural settings. Native pests will be allowed to function urumpeded except
where control is desirable
to prevent die loss of the host or host^ependent species from the ecosystem
to prevent outbreaks of the pest from spreading to forests, trees, other plant communities, or
animal populations outside the park
to conserve threatened, endangered, or unique plant specimens or corrununities
to preserve, maintain, or restore the historical integrity of cultural rerources
to conserve and protect plants and animals in developed zones
co manage a human health hazard as defined by the Centers for Disease Control or to
protect against a significant threat to public safety
Proposed pest control measures must be included in an approved resottrce management planUnder an approved resource management plan, a concerted effort may be made to prolong the life
of any historically significant tree, grove, woodland, fbrest, or other plant community existing at or
representative of the time of the event commemorated.
Exotic plant and animal pests will be coiuorolled according to provisions of the exotic species
policy, staled above.
{See Planning for Natural Resource Management 4:2, Genetic Resources 4:10, Fxctk Plan's and Animals 4:11)

Integrated Pest Management Procedures. Integrated pest management (tPM) procedures will be
used to determine when to control pests and whether to use mechanical, physical, chemical, culcorai,
or biological means. Integrated pest management is the coordinated use of pest and ermronmenial
infbmiation with available pest control methods to prevent unacceptable levels of pest damage by
the most economical means and with the least possible hazard to people, property, and the
environment.
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The Choice to use a chemical pesticide will be based on a review by regional and Washington
office coordinators of all other available options and a determination that these options are either
not acceptable or not feasible; cost or staffing considerations alone will not be adequate justification
for use of chemical control agents. Chemical pesticides that are not specifically exempi from
reporting (regardless of who die applicator is) will be used only with prior approval by die Director
on an annual basis. The application of such pesticides is subject to the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodemicide Act (7 USC 136 et seq.). Department of the Interior policies and
procedures (DM 517), the NFS draft Pesticide Use Guideline, Environmental Protection Agency
regulations in 40 CFR, and Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulations.
Pesticide Storage and Purchase. Pesticide purchases in any year will be limited to the amount
authorized to be used during the year. Pesticide storage and disposal are subject to procedures
established by the Environmental Protection Agency and the individual suites where parka are
located.
(See Hazardous Materials and Toxic Waste 9:6)
FIRE MANAGEMENT
[Note: Fire management policies are under review by the Interagency Fire Management Policy
Review Team and will be modified as necessary pursuant to their recommendations-]
Park Fire Management Programs
Fire is a powerful phenomenon with the potential to drastically alter the vegetative cover of any
park. Fire may contribute to or hinder the achievement of park objectives. Park fire management
programs will be designed around resource management objectives and the various management
zones of the pane. Fire-related management objectives will be clearly stated in a fire management
plan, which is to be prepared for each park with vegetation capable of burning, to guide a fire
management program thai is responsive to park needs.
AH fires in parks are classified either as prescribed fires or wildfires. Prescribed fires include fires
deliberately ignited by managers (prescribed bums) or fires of natural origins permitted to bum
under prescribed conditions (prescribed natural fires) to achieve preaeterroined resource management
objectives. To ensure thai these objectives are met, each prescribed fire will be conducted
according to a written fire prescription. All fires that do not meet the criteria for prescribed fires
are wildfires and will be suppressed.
All fires will be monitored with sufficient insuumentation and documentation to (l) record the
significant fire behavior and decisions. (2) determine whether specified objectives were met, and (3)
assess fire effects. Agreements will be pursued with cooperaiors at all levels to facilitate efficient
fire management activities within and adjacent to the parks. Specific guidance on wildl&nd fires is
contained in the NPS Fire Management Guideline (NPS-18) and in section 910 of the Departmental
Manual.
(See Weather and Climate 4.-J9)

Wildfire Prevention and Suppression
Active fire-prevention programs will be conducted in fire-prone parks. The National Park Service
will work with adjacent landowners to prevent human-caused wildfires and their potential adverse
impacts on human life, facilities, or park cultural or natural resources.
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suppression action and the fire itself, commensuraie with effective control. The full range of
suppression strategies, from confinement, through containment, to full aggressive control, will be
considered by superintendents guiding suppression efforts. The only exception to the suppression of
wildfires may be within prescribed bum units. Wildfires originating in those units that meet all
prescription parameters may, with the written concurrence of adjacent land managers and wildland
fire control agencies, be reclassified as prescribed bums and carried out in line with the approved
fire management plan for that unit.

(See Landscapes ami Plants 4-8, Fire Detection and Suppression 5:13, Fire Management 6:7, Structural Fire Protect
and Suppression 9:7)

Prescribed Fires
Prescribed natural fires contribute to the management of natural areas, while prescribed bums may
contribute to the resource objectives of any park. All prescribed fires are carried out under the
written and approved prescriptions within carefully defined fire management units.
Prescribed natural fires are the preferred means for achieving resource management objectives in
natural zones. If unnatural fuel loads exist it may be necessary to use conservative prescriptions
initially to avoid excessive impacts. In some cases prescribed bums with conservative prescriptions
may be needed to restore an area to a natural range of conditions. Prescribed bums may also be
used to attain other resource objectives such as restoring or maintaining historic settings,
maintaining open scenes, and reducing hazardous fuel accumulations.
Permissible prescribed fire intensities may range from creeping surface fires to stand-replacing
crown fires provided that the fire behavior is reasonably predictable and the effects are acceptable
as defined by the prescription and management plan. All fire management plans will consider
effects on air quality, visibility, and health along with other resource management objectives.
Management action to minimize the production and accumulation of smoke will be included in
every fire prescription. All prescribed fires will comply with smoke management and air quality
regulations of state and local authorities, regardless of the park's jurisdiction.
(See Air Quality 4:17. Fire Management 6:7. Visitor Safety and Protection 8:55)
WATER MANAGEMENT
Protection of Surface and Ground Waters
Water Quantity and Quality. The National Park Service will seek to perpetuate surface and
ground waters as integral components of park aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Park waters, either
surface waters or groundwaters, will be withdrawn for consumptive use only where such withdrawal
is absolutely necessary for the use and management of the park and when studies show that it will
not significantly alter natural processes and ecosystems. All water withdrawn from a park for
domestic use will be returned to the park watershed system once it has been treated to a degree
thai assures there will be no impairment of park resources. Interbasin transfer will be avoided.
The National PaA Service will seek to restore, maintain, or enhance the quality of all surface and
ground waters within the parks consistent with the Clean Water Act (33 USC 1251 et seq.) and
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other applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. The quality of water originating
within die boundaries of parks will be maintained through the foDowing management actions:
Adequate sewage treatment and disposal will be provided for all public use and
administrative facilities. Sewage treatment and disposal are subject to the provisions of
Executive Order 12088, "Federal Compliance with Pollution Control Standards" (42 USC
4321).
Human activities will be managed to control erosion.
Direct pollution by livestock under commercial grazing permits will be prevented by
eliminating sireamstde or lakeside corrals and pastures and associated watering sites on
natural waters wherever possible.
Fuel-burning watercraft and marina operations, placer raining, and other activities with high
potential for water pollution will be regulated and controlled as necessary.
Toxic substances, such as pesticides, petroleum products, and heavy metals, will be managed
to minimize the risk of waxr ccniamination.
The intensity of use will be regulated in certain areas and at certain times determined to be
necessary based on water quality monitoring studies.
The following additional actions will be taken to protect the quality of water flowing through parks
or along their boundaries:
The National Park Service will enter into agreements or compacts with other agencies and
governing bodies to secure their cooperarion in avoiding degradation of warer resources.
Consistent with the rights of others, the Park Service will maintain a continuous vigilance
by observing and monitoring upstream diversions, adjacent uses, and groundwater
withdrawals and their effects on the occurrence, quantity, and quality of water necessary for
the ccouinued preservation of park bioia and ecosystems.
The National Park Service will seek state support in helping to protect and enhance the quality of
park waters through special use classifications, such as outstanding resource waters.

(See integrated Pesi Management Procedures 4:13, Soil Resource Management 4:19, Backcouniry Use 6:3, Minera
Development 8:12, Crating 8:14, Water Supply and Wastewater Trteument Systems 9:5. Hazardous Materials and T
Waste 9-6, Facilities for Water Recreation 9.14)
Rood plains and Wetlands. The occupancy and modification of floc^plains and wetlands will be
avoided wherever possible. Where no practicable alternatives exist, mitigating measures will be
implemented to minimize potential harm to life, property, and the natural values of floodplairo and
wetlands. Management of floodplains and wetlands is subject to the provisions of Executive Order
11988. "Roodplain Management" (42 USC 4321), Executive Order 11990, "Protection of Wetlands"
(42 USC 4321). the Rivers and Harbors Act (33 USC 401 « seq.). and section 404 of the Clean
Water Act (33 USC 1344).
Under the terms of the executive orders, each park will
inventory wetlands and those floodplains subject to or potentially subject ID public use or
developmeni
identify high-hazard flood areas and take actions to limit risks to people and property
Chapia 4:16
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inventory existing structures, facilities, and programs that involve (he use of floodplains and
wetlands and prepare plans for protection or restoration of affected floodplains and wetlands
(See SUing Facilities to Avoid Natural Hazordr 9:2)

Water Rights
Water for the preservation, management, development, and use of the national park system will be
obtained and used in accordance with legal authority and with due consideration for the needs of
other water users. The National Park Service will generally obtain water rights by assertion of
approp dative rights recognized under state law. Essential water rights will be purchased if
uruippropriared water is not otherwise available. The Service will seek negotiated settlements to
resolve conflicts among multiple water claurjaras. The Service will assert claims to reserved federal
water rights for water quantities determined to be the minimum amounts needed to protect the
primary purposes of a given park. Where stared, primary purposes are those articulated in the
legislation or proclamation establishing the park. Such legislation or proclamation establishes the
priority date for the given park. In all cases, the Service will use state courts and slate proceedings
in accordance with slate law to resolve conflicts between it and other claimants. The Service will
not execute or file a claim to reserved water rights as a "protective" pleading in the absence of a
reasoned finding that these conditions are meL The Park Service will use water efficiently, and in
water-scarce areas, will use it frugally.
All rights to the use of water diverted to or used on federal lands within the national park system
by the United States or its concessioners, lessors, or perraiftees will be perfected in the name of the
United States.
The National Park Service may enter into contracts providing for the sale or lease of water to
persons, states, or their political subdivisions if they provide public accommodations or services for
park visitors within the immediate vicinity of a park and if they have no reasonable alternative
sources of water, so long as the water transfer does not jeopardize or unduly interfere with the
primary natural or cultural resources of the park The National Park Service will submit such
proposals in writing, together with related iruormation, to the appropriate congressional committees
for review prior to entering into any legally or morally binding commitments.

AIR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Air Quality
The National Park Service will seek to perpetuate the best possible air quality in parks because of
its critical importance to visitor enjoyment, human health, scenic vistas, and the preservation of
natural systems and cultural resources. Vegetation, visibility, water quality, wildlife, historic and
prehistoric strucrures and objects, and most other elements of a park environment are sensitive to
air pollution and are referred to as "air" quality related values." The Park Service will assume an
aggressive role in promoting and pursuing measures to safeguard these values from the adverse
impacts of air pohution. In cases of doubt as to the impacts of existing or rxjtentiai air pohution
on park resources, the Park Service will err on the side of protecting air qualify and related values
for future generations.
The National Park Service has a responsibility to protect air quality under both the 1916 organic act
and the Clean Air Act (42 USC 7401 et seq.). Although the Clean Air Act gives the highest level
of air quality protection to class 1 areas, it provides many opportunities for the National Park
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Service lo participate in ihe development of polluiion control programs to preserve, protect and
enhance the air quality of all units of the national park system. The Clean Air ACT requires
superintendents to take actions consistent with their affirmative responsibilities to protect air quality
relaxed values in class 1 areas (thai is, all NPS units designated as national parka with more than
6,000 acres and all national wilderness areas with more than 5,000 acres that were in existence en
August 7. 1977, and any other area redesignated as class 1 by the governing state or native
American authority). The act also establishes a national goal of preventing any future and
remedying any existing man-made visibility impairment in class I areas.
Air resource management will be integrated into NPS operations and planning, and all air pollution
sources within parks will comply with all federal, state, and local air quality regulations.
Furthermore, because the current and future quality of park air resources depends heavily on actions
of others, the National Park Service will acquire infbnnatian needed to participate in decision
making that affects park air quality. Management activities will include
inventorying air quality related values associated with each park
monitoring and documenting the condition of air quality and related values
evaluating air pollution impacts and identifying causes
ensuring healthful indoor air quality in NPS facilities
External programs needed to remedy existing and prevent future impacts on park resources and
values from man-made air pollution will be aggressively pursued by participating in the
development cf federal, stale, and local air pollution control plans and regulations. Permit
applications for major new air pollution sources will be reviewed, and potential impacts will be
assessed. If it is determined that any such new source might cause or connibuie to an adverse
impact on air quality related values, it will be recommended to the permitting authority that the
construction permit be denied or modified to eliminate adverse impacts. The public's understanding
Of park air quality issues will be promoted through educational and interpretive programs.
(See Chapiv 7: Interpretation and Education; see oho Prescribed Fires 4:15, Environmental Monitoring and Control 5:14,
Visitor Safety 8:5, Energy fdanagement 9:7)

Noise
The National Park Service will strive to preserve the natural quiet and the natural sounds associated
with the physical and biological resources of the parks (for example, the sounds of (he wind in the
trees or of waves breaking on the shore, the howl of the wolf, or the call of the loon). Activities
causing excessive or unnecessary unnatural sounds in and adjacent to parks, including low-elevation
aircraft, overflights, will be monitored, and action will be taken to prevent or minimize unnatural
sounds that adversely affect park resources or values or visitors' enjoyment of them. In accordance
with 36 CFR 2.12 the operation of motorized equipment or sound devices that create unreasonable
audio disturbances will be prohibited.
(See Aircraft Use 8:8)
Artificial Light
The National Park Service will cooperate with park neighbors and local government agencies to
seek to minimize the intrusion of artificial light into the night scene in panes with natural dark,
recognizing the pan that darkness and the night sky play in the overall visitor experience, in
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naiurai areas, amnciai ouwoor lighung wdi oe hmiied io basic sitety requirements and will be
shielded when possible.
{See Visitor Safety 8:5)

'Weather and Climate
Paris containing natural zones will gather and maintain baseline climatological data for perpetual
reference.
Because any human aaempt to modify weather in parks has the potential to alter the natural
conditions in the parks, the National Park Service will not conduct weatner-modirtcadon activities,
and it will seek to prevent weather modification activities conducted by others from affecting park
weather, climate, and resources.
{Sec Science and Research 4$. Inventory and Monitoring 4.4, Miscellaneous Management Facilities 9:16)

PALEONTOLOGIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Paleoniologic resources, including both organic and mineralized remains in body or trace form, will
be protected, preserved, and developed for public enjoyment, interpretation, and scientific research
in accordance with park management objectives and approved resource management plans.
Paleoniological research by the academic community will be encouraged and facilitated under the
terms of a research permit when it meets ah the following criteria:
The project cannot be conducted outside the park and involves more man simple coUecrion
of additional specimens of rypes already collected.
The project will answer an important question about (he resource.
Information obtained through the research will be made available to the park.
Management actions will be taken to prevent illegal collecting and may be taken to prevent damage
from natural processes such as erosion. Protection may include construction of shelters over
specimens for iiuerpreiation in situ, stabilization in the field, or coUecrion, preparation, and
placement of specimens in museum collections. The localities and geologic settings of specimens
will be adequately documented when specimens are collected.
(See Science and Research 4:2. Natural Resource Collections 4:4. Research and Collection Activities 8.15)

GEOLOGIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Protection of Geologic Features
Park geologic features will be protected. Certain fragile geologic features, such as geysers, czves,
sand dunes, and arches, will be monitored to determine if measures are needed to prevent or stop
human-caused damage.
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Soil Resource Management
The National Park Service will actively seek to undenjtand and preserve the soil resources of parks
and to prevent, to Che extent possible, the unnatural erosion, physical removal, or contamination of
the soil, or its contamination of oilier resources. Resource managers will create, where appropriate,
detailed soil maps, define the distribution of soil series, determine their physical and chemical
characteristics, and provide inlerpretations needed to promote soil conservation and to guide
resource management and development decisions.
Potential impacts on soil resources will be routinely monitored. Management action will be taken
to mitigate adverse, potentially irreversible, impacts on soils caused by heavy visitor use around
major park aaractiaru? and facilities.
Conservation and soil amendment practices may be
unplemerued to reduce impacts. Importation of normative soil amendments or other soil materials
may be necessary to mitigaie aegradation, but this alternative must be deemed appropriate by an
agronomist or trained soil management specialist and designed to avoid miroduction of exotic
species.
Cave Management
Caves will be managed to perpetuate their atmospheric, geologic, biological, ecological, and cultural
resources in accordance with approved cave management plans (action plans appended to approved
resource management plans).
Natural drainage patterns, air flows, and plant and animal
communities will be protected.
Developments, such as artificial entrances, enlarged natural entrances, pathways, lighting, interpretive
devices, ventilation systems, and elevator shafts, will be permitted only where necessary for general
public use and when such development wiU not significantly alter any conditions perpetuating the
natural cave environment or harm cultural resources. No potentially harmful development or use
will be undertaken in, above, or adjacent to caves until it can be Demonstrated (hat it will not
significantly affect natural cave conditions, including subsurface water movements. Developnicnts
already in place above caves will be removed if they are significantly altering natural conditions.
Caves or portions of caves will be closed 10 public use, or use will be corurolled, when such
actions are required for human safety or the protection of cave resumes. Some caves or portions
of caves may be managed exclusively for research, with access limited to approved research
personnel.
(See General Potiey 6:$)
Shoreline Management
In natural zones, natural shoreline processes (erosion, deposition, dune formation, inlet formation,
and shoreline migration) that are not influenced by human actions will be allowed m cantiraie
without abatement except where control measures are required by law. In instances where human
activities or structures have altered the nature or rate of shoreline processes, the National Park
Service will, in consultation with appropriate state and federal agencies, rnvestigale alternatives for
mitigating the effects of such activities or structures. The National Park Service will comply with
provisions of state coastal zone management plans prepared under the Coastal Zone Management
Act (16 USC 1451 et seq.) when such provisions are more envirorunentally restrictive than NPS
management zoning.
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In culrural zones any necessary control measures will be predicated on thorough studies
nature and velocity of shoreline processes, die threat to cultural resources, the significance
cultural resources, and alternatives, including costs, for protecting cultural resources. Such
also will determine if and how control measures would impair resources and processes in
zones, so that an informed decision may be made on the course of action to be followed.

of the
of the
studies
narural

Managers will plan to phase out, relocate, or provide alternative facilities for park developments
located in hazardous areas that cannot reasonably be protected. Where erosion control is required
by law, or where present developments roust be protected in the shon run to achieve park
management objectives, the National Park Service will use the most narural-arjpearing and effective
method feasible.
New developments will not be placed in areas subject to flood or wave erosion or active shoreline
processes unless all the following criteria apply:
They arc esrential to meet che park's purposes, as defined by its esublishing act or other
enabling document.
No practicable alternative locations are available.
The development will be reasonably assured of surviving during its planned life span
without the need for shoreline control measures.
Where no practicable alternative exists, steps will be taken to minimize safety hazards and harm 10
property and natural values.
(See FLxdpiains and Wetlands 4:16, Treatment of Culntral Resources 5:5. Visitor Safety and Protection 8:5, Sinng
Facilities to Avoid Natural Hazards 9:2)
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The National Park Service will preserve and foster appreciation of the cultural resources in its
custody through appropriate programs of research, treatment, protection, and interpretation.

All NPS programs affecting cultural resources are subject to the provisions of the National Historic
Preservation Act (16 USC 47Q el seq.), the National Enviroruuerrtal Policy Act (42 USC 4371 el
seq.), me American Indian Religious Freedom Act (42 USC 1996), the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation's regulations regarding "Protection of Historic Properties" (36 CFR 800), the
Secretary of the Interior's "Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation" (FR
48:44716-40). and "Federal Agency tespcmaibilities under Section 110 of the National Historic
Preservation Act" (FR 53:4727-46). Other applicable legislation and regulations and specific
management procedures are detailed in the Cultural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-28).

RESOURCE mENTJFlCA'nON, EVALUATION, AND REGISTRATION
The National Park Service will identify and evaluate the cultural resources of each park as required
parts of the park's truVjrmation base. The resulting inventories will provide the substantive data for
nominating resources to the National Register of Historic Places; for general park planning and
specific cultural resource management proposals; for land acquisition, development, interpretation,
and maintenance activities; and for compliance with legal requirements.
(See l/formation Base 2:5)
Inventories
The foUowing cultural resource inventories will be maintained for the national park system: (t) a
List of Classified Structures encompassing historic and prehistoric siructures; (2) a Cultural Sites
mveniory consisting of both preraswric/tiistoric archeological resources and ethnographic rerources
(cultural and natural) associated with conremporary native Americans and other ethnic groups; and
(3) a National Catalog of Museum Objects encompassing all culoiral and natural history objects in
NPS collections.
(See informatum Base 2:S, Museum Objects and Library Materials 5:9, Etkncyraphic Research and Imeracries 5:12)
Evaluation and Categorization
To assist in management decisions about the treatment and use of cultural resources, all resources
will be profestionally evaluated and categorized according to criteria of significance established by
the National Park Service and listed in the Cultural Resources Management Guideline,
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National Register Nomination
All resources that appear to meet the criteria for the National Register of Historic Places will be
rominated individually, as components of historic districts, or within multiple property nominations.
Paries significant primarily for their cultural resources are automatically entered in me National
Register upon esubhshment, but nomination forms will still be submitted to document the
qualifying features of such parks.

National Historic Landmark Designation
Resources eligible for the National Register that appear to possess national significance may qualify
for national historic landmark designation if they are unrelated to the primary purposes or themes of
their parks (that is. if they lie within predominantly natural or recreational parks or within cultural
parks focusing on other themes). National Register forms documenting the case for possible
landmark designation will be submitted for sucu resources.
World Heritage Site Designation
Cultural properties believed to possess international significance may be nominated to the World
Heritage List. Inclusion in the Indicative Invenioty of Potential U.S. World Heritage Nominations
will be a prerequisite for nomination. U.S. recommendations are approved by an interagency panel
chaired by the Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Paries, based on criteria promulgated
by the World Heritage Committee. These criteria and the rules for U.S. participation in the
Convention Concerning the World Cultural and Natural Heritage are published in 36 CFR 73.
(See World Herilage Sites 4:S)
RESEARCH
The National Parte Service will conduct a coordinated program of basic and applied research to
support planning for and management of park cultural resources. The principal goals of such
miasion-oriented research will be
to ensure a systematic and fully adequate park information base
to identify and evaluate cultural resources
to develop appropriate technologies and methods for monitoring, treating, and protecting
cultural resources
to ensure accurate irearment and interpretation of cultural resources employing the best
current scholarship
to develop elhnographically appropriate approaches to conserving park cultural and natural
resources
Adequate research to support planning and legal compliance will precede any final decisions about
the preservation or treatment of cultural resources or about park development or operational
activities that might affect cultural resources. Research needs will be identified and justified in an
approved parte resource management plan.
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Execution of research will be preceded by approved documentation, of the work to be performed.
The documentation will address the relationship of the research to management objectives; ihe
theoretical orientation and methodology of the research; how data will be recorded, ensuring
confidentiality when warranted; the dissemination of results; the preservation of physically affected
resources, including data recovery; and the cataloging of cohesions.
All research, whether conducted by NPS personnel, contractors, cooperative researchers, or
maependent researchers, will conform to current standards of scholarship. It will be administered
and conducted only by fully qualified personnel. The Park Service will support its research
personnel in maintaining and improving their disciplinary knowledge and skills.
Trie data and knowledge acquired through research will be made widely available within and
outside the National Park Service through such media as professional and technical reports,
professional journals, popular publications, exhibits, and audiovisual productions. "The status of
current research and significant findings will be publicised through workshops, seminars,
conferences, journal articles, and the news media Certain research data may be withheld from
public disclosure to protect sensitive archeological, historic, or ethrtographic resources. The National
Park Service will maintain a centralized cultural resource management bibliography of all research
reports and planning documents addressing park cultural resources.
(See Information Base 2:5, Science and Research 4:2, Planning and Proposal Formulation 5:4, Library Materials 5:11,
Ethnographic Research and Inventories 5:12, Constdtalion and Confidentidiry 5:12, CorfideniialUy of Resource Data 5:12)

Cooperative and Independent Research
The National Park Service will promote cooperative relationships with recognized educational and
scientific institutions and qualified individuals, encouraging them to direct their research toward park
management objectives. Where appropriate, the Park Service will affiliate its cultural resource
preservation and research facilities and activities with recognized institutions. The Service will
ericouragc and, where appropriate, support independent research pertinent to the broader contexts
within which park resources exist. NPS facilities and assistance will be made available to qualified
scholars conducting NPS-authorized research as long as park operations will not be impeded or park
resources impaired.
Research unrelated to NPS requirements will not be undertaken or funded by the National Park
Service, but may be conducted by qualified independent investigators. The issuance of a permit for
independent research involving physical intervention into the fabric of cultural resources or the
colleciion of objects in parka will be subject to compelling evidence that the proposal is essential to
significant research concerns and that the purpose of this research can be reasonably achieved only
by using park resources.
All ccoperative and independent research must conform to NPS policies and guidelines.
(See Conduct of Research 4:5, Research and Collection Activities 8:15)

Preservation of Data and Collections and Protection of Research Potential
The National Park Service will not take or allow any action that reduces the research potential of
cultural resources without an appropriate level of research and documented data recovery. Because
research involving physical intervention into cultural resources or removal of objects is a deslructive
process entailing an irretrievable commitment of ihe resources, research in parks will employ
nondestructive methods to the maximum extent feasible.
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Held data, objects, specimens, and features of structures retrieved for preservation during cultural
resource research and treatment projects, together with associated records and reports, will be
managed within me park museum collection. Where practical, the features of sites and structures
will be left in place.
(Sea Muuum Objects and Library Materials 5:9) .
CONSULTATION
Other federal agencies, state and local governments, potentially affected native American and other
communities, interest groups, and entities specified by bw or regulation, including scaie historic
preservation officers and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, will be given cppomuiities
to become informed about and comment on anticipated NTS actions at the earliest practicable rime.
The National Park Service will also encourage the continuing informal exchange of views with
concerned local communities on cultural resource matters.

PLANNING AND PROPOSAL FORMULATION
Overall direction for the identification, evaluation, protection, treatment, and use of cultural
resources will be provided in the basic planning docurncnt(s) for each park.
Each part with cultural resources will prepare and periodically update a cultural resource componem
of the park's resource management plan, denning and programming the activities required to
perpetuate and provide for the public enjoyment of those resources.
Any action that might affect cultural resources will be undertaken only if it meets all the following
criteria:
The action is consistent with the park's purposes and applicable NPS policies and
guidelines.
Cultural resource specialists have participated in planning, and sufficient data have been
gathered to assess the probable effeos.
Relevant sections of the National Historic Preservation Act have been complied with in
accordance with the regulations of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (36 CFR
800) and the "Guidelines for Federal Responsibilities under Section 110 of the National
Historic Preservation Act" (FR 53:4728).
In cases involving ethnographic resources, associated native American and other ethnic
groups have been consulted, and their concerns have been taken into account
Any action that will affect cultural resources adversely will be undertaken only if the following
additional criteria are also met:
There is no reasonable alternative.
All reasonable measures to limit adverse effects will be taken, including recovery of data
and salvage of materials, as appropriate.
(Stt i/npUmeniaicn Plans 25*. Treasnen! of Cultural Resources 5:3. &nmotraohc Racmrces 5:77 J
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TREATMENT OF CULTURAL RESOURCES
With some differences by type, cultural resources are subject to several basic treatments, including
preservation as is, reaioratiori to earlier aprjearanees by the removal of later accretions and
replacement of missing elements, and reconstruction or reproduction to replicate absent original
resources. The fundamental question of which treatments will best provide for the preservation
and public enjoyment of particular cultural resources will be decided tiuough planning. No
treatment project vrill be undertaken unless supported by an approved proposal, plan, or report
appropriate to the proposed action. The significance of the resource, its condition, its interpretive
value, its research potential, and the availability of data will all be weighed in determining the
appropriaie treatment. The appearance and condition of the resource before treatment and changes
made during treatment will be appropriately documented. Pending planning decisions, all cultural
resources will be protected and preserved in their existing conditions.
As a basic principle, anything of historical appearance that the National Park. Service presents to the
public in a park will be either an authentic survival from the past or an accurate representation of
that which formerly existed there. Reconstructions and reproductions will be clearly identified as
such.

Achievement of other park purposes may sometimes conflict with and ourweigh the value of
cultural resource preserYation. The planning process will be the vehicle for weighing corufitcting
objectives and deciding that a cultural resource should not be preserved. Following such a
decision, significant resource data and materials will be retrieved. The resource will then be
permined to deteriorate naturally, unless its destruction or direct removal is necessary for public
safety or to eliminate an unacceptable intrusion. This policy does not apply to museum objects.
Policies applicable to specific cultural resource classes follow.
(See Planning Process and Products 2:4, Planning and Proposal Formulation. S:4, Cultural Resources 6:7)

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Treatment
Archeological resources will be left: undisturbed unless removal of artifacts or intervention into
fabric is justified by protection, research, interpretive, or development requirements. They vrill be
preserved in a stable condition to prevent degradation and loss of research values or in-siru exhibit
potential. Structures of archeological significance and recovered archeological objects are also
subject to the treatment policies for structures and museum objects.
(See Museum Objects and Library Materials 5:9)

Archeological Data Recovery
Significant archeological data that would be lost as a result of resource treatment projects, park
development, uncontrollable degradation or destruction from natural or human causes, or other
activities will berecoveredin accordance with appropriate research proposals.
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CULTURAL LANDSCAPES
Treatment
Preservation. A cultural landscape will be preserved in its present condition if (1) chat condition
allows for satisfactory protection, maintenance, use, and interoretaiion, or (2) another treatment is
warranted but cannot be accomplished until some future time.
Rehabilitation. A cultural landscape may be rehabilitated for contemporary use if (1) it cannot
adequately serve an appropriate use in its preseni condition, and (2) rehabilitation will retain its
essential features and will not alter its integrity and character or conflict with park management
objectives.
Restoration. A cultural landscape may be restored to an earlier appearance if (1) restoration is
essential to public understanding of the cultural associations of a park, and (2) sufficient data exist
to permit restoration with minimal conjecture.
Reconslruction. An obliteraied culrural landscape may be reconstructed if (1) reconsLruction is
essential to public urvjersianding of the culrural associations of a park esrablished for that purpose,
and (2) sufficient data exist to permit reconstruction with rninimal conjecture.
General Management
The management of cultural landscapes will recognize and protect significant historic. airJieological,
ethrrographic, and design values. Treatment decisions will take into account both the natural and
built features of the landscape and the dynamics inherent in natural processes and continued human
and animal occupation. The perpetuaiion of significant vistas and historic parkway and park road
landscape design fearcres will receive special emphasis.
Every effort will be made to ensure thai routine park operations do not intrude unnecessarily on a
culrural landscape by iiuroducirig visible, audible, or atmospheric elements out of character with the
historic environment. Trash disposal, storage of materials, panting of vehicles, and other operational
activities will be conducted out of public view to the maximum extent feasible.
Cultural landscapes, like other culrural resources, will not be "beautified" to suit modem aesthetic
tastes through decorative plantings or other modifications not reflecting historic conditions.
(See Revcgeittiion and Uwdicaping 9:4)
STRUCTURES
Treatment
Preservation. A structure will be preserved in its present condition if (1) that condition allows for
satisfactory protection, maintenance, use, and interpretation, or (2) another treatment is warranted
but cannot be accomplished until some future time.
Rehabilitation. A structure may be rehabilitated for contemporary functional use if (1) it cannot
adequately serve an appropriate use in its present condition, and (2) rehabilitation will not alter its
integrity and character or conflict with park management objectives. Rehabilitation does not apply
to prehistoric structures.
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Restoration. A stricture may be restored to an earlier appearance if (1) restoration is essential to
public understanding of the cultural associations of a park, and (2) sufficient data cxisi to permit
restoration with minimal conjecture.
Reconstruction. A vanished structure may be reconstructed if (I) reconstruction is essential to
public understanding of the cultural associations of a park established for that purpose, (2) sufficient
data exist to permit recoosi ruction on the original site with minimal conjecture, and (3) significant
archeological resources will be preserved in situ or their research values will be realized through
data recovery. A vanished structure will not be reconstructed to appear damaged or mined.
Generalized representations of typical souctures will not be attempted.
(Set Physical Access for Disabled Persons 5:14, Ruins 5:8, EnvironmentoJ Monitoring and Conirot $:J4)

Movement of Historic Structures
Proposals for moving historic structures to or within parks will consider the effects of movement on
the strucmres, their present environments, their proposed environments, and the archeological
research value of the structures and their sites.
No historic structure will be moved if its
preservation would be adversely affected or until the appropriate recovery of significant
archeological data has occurred. Prehistoric structures will not be moved.
A historic structure may be acquired for relocation to a park only if (I) a comparable structure
existed there historically, and (2) rhe acquired strucrure is essential to public understanding of the
park's cultural associations. No structure will be acquired lo substitute for a missing structure of
national significance. In general, the acquisition of hisioric structures for parks will be governed by
the policies for reconstruction of historic structures, including provisions for data recovery.
A nationally significant structure may be moved only if (I) it cannot practically be preserved on its
present site, or (2) the move constitutes a return to a previous historic location, and the previous
move and present location are unimportant lo the structure's significance. A structure of less-thannatlonal significance may be moved if (I) it cannot practically be preserved on its present site, or
(2) its present location is unimportant to iu significance, and its relocation is essential to public
understanding of the park's cultural associations.
In moving a historic strocTure, every effort will be made to reestablish its hisioric orientation,
immediate setting, and general relationship to its environment. If several strucmres are moved, ihey
may be arranged in an ensemble appropriate to their character, if they arc comparable lo structures
formerly present ihere and if their assembly is essential to public understanding of the park's
cultural associations. The artificial naiure of the ensemble will be clearly identified.

New Construction
In preference to new construction, every reasonable consideration will be given lo using historic
strucmres for park purposes compatible "witit their preservation and public appreciation. Additions
may be made to historic structures when essential to their continued use. Structural additions will
harmonize with but be readily distinguishable from the older work and will not intrude upon the
hisioric scene; other additions, such as lightning protection, security equipment, heating, and air
conditioning, will meet the requirements for rehabilitation.
New structures, landscape features, and utilities will be constructed in cultural zones only if (1)
existing structures and improvements do not meet essential management needs, and (2) new
construction is designed and sited to preserve the integrity and character of the area. Unless
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associated with an approved restoration or reconsiruciion, new construction will harmonize with
historic fearures in scale, texture, and continuity but will not imitate (ham.
(See Management Zoning 2:6, Rehabilitation 5:7. Adaptive Use 9:2)
Use of Historic Structures
Because unused structures are susceptible to neglect and vandalism accelerating their deterioration,
compatible uses for historic structures will be found where appropriate.
All uses of historic structures are subject to preservation and public safety requirements. No
administrative or public use will be permined that would threaten die stability or character of a
structure, the museum objects within it, or the safety of its users or that would entail alterations
significantly compromising its integrity.

(See Planning and Proposal Formulation 5:4, Fire Detection and Suppression 5:13. Physical Access for Disabled Pe
5:14, Adaptive Use 9:2. Energy Management 9:7, Use of Historic Structures 9:16)
Structures Owned or Managed by Others
Historic structures and related historic property owned but not occupied by the National Park
Service, or structures and property owned by others in which the National Park Service has a lessihan-fee interest or major management or preservation role, will be snidied. inventoried, protected.
treated, maintained, and used in accordance with NPS policies, guidelines, and standards to the
extent permitted by the Service's interest. Whenever feasible and appropriate, interests acquired or
retained by die National Park Service will enable application of this policy.
(Sec Land Protection Plans 3:1, Historic Property Leases 5:15, Leasing of Historic Structures W.d)

Damaged or Destroyed Structures
Prehistoric and historic structures damaged or destroyed by fire, storm, earthquake, war, or other
accident may be preserved as ruins or may be rehabilitated, restored, or reconstructed in accordance
with these policies.
(See Shoreline Movement 4:20)
Ruins
The slabilizarion of ruins will be preceded by srudies to recover any data that would be affected by
stabilization work. Ruins and related features on unexcavated archeological sices will be stabilized
only to the extent necessary 10 preserve research values or to arrest strucrural deterioration.
Archeological ruins to be exhibited will not be excavated until adequate provisions are made for
data recovery and stabilization.
Suucoires will not be deliberately reduced to ruins, nor will missing structures be reconsuueted to
simulate ruins.
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Earthworks
Appropriate vegetation will be maintained when necessary to prevent erosion of prehistoric and
historic earthworks, even when the historic condition might have been bare earth. Because
earthwork restorations and reconductions can obliterate surviving remains and are often difficult to
maintain, other means of representing and interpreting the original earthworks will receive first
consideration.
(See Landscapes and Plants 4:8, Exotic Plants and Animals 4:11)

Outdoor Scitipture
Outdoor statues, monuments, memorials, and. plaques will be managed with the same consideration,
as other historic structures. Because their surface textures and finishes are important to their
character and integrity, special care will be exercised in protecting, maintaining, and treating them.
(See Commemorative Works and plaques 9:17)

Ships
To remain watertight and weather resistant, historic ships may require more extensive and frequent
replacement of historic fabric than other structures. Their historic character will nevertheless be
retained through the use of appropriate materials and fabrication methods.
MUSEUM OBJECTS AND LIBRARY MATERIALS
The National Park Service will collect, protect, preserve, and use objects, documents, and specimens
in the disciplines of archeology, ethnography, history (includes archives), biology, geology, and
paleontology to aid uruterstandmg among park visitors and to advance knowledge in the humanities
and sciences.
Treatment of Museum Objects
Preservation. A museum object will be preserved in its present condition through ongoing
preventive conservation if (1) that condition is satisfactory for exhibit or research, or (2) another
ireatrnent is warranted but cannot be accomplished until some future time. Interventional measures
will be taken when preventive conservation measures are insufficient to reduce deterioration to a
tolerable level, or when the object is so fragile as to be endangered under any circumstances,
lntervennon will beroirumi^edto reduce the possibility of compromising the object's integrity.
Restoration, A museum object may be- restored to an earlier appearance if (1) restoration is
required for exhibit or research purposes, (2) sufficient data exist to permit restoration with minimal
conjecture, and (3) restoration will not modify the object's known original character. Restoration
will be accomplished using the techniques and materials that least modify the object and in such
mariner that the materials will be removable at a later time with minimal adverse effect. Restored
areas will be distinguishable from original material and documented. Restoration will take into
account the possible importance of preserving signs of wear, damage, former maintenance, and other
historical and scientific evidence.
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Reproduction. Museum objecus needed for interpretive presentations will be reproduced for such
use when ihe originals are unavailable or would be subject to undue deterioration or loss. The
National Pane Service will observe copyright laws with respect to reproduction.
Acquisition, Management, and Disposition of Museum Objects
Object-; and related documentation essential to achieving the purposes and objectives of the parks
will be acquired and maintained in accordance with approved scope of colJeciion statements for
each park.
Aicheological objects systematically collected within a park and natural history
specimens systematically collected within a park for exhibit or permanent retention will be managed
as pan of the museum collection. Museum collection management and care will be addressed at all
appropriate levels of planning.
Museum objects will be acquired and disposed of in conformance with legal authorizations and
current NPS curatorial procedures. The National Park Service will acquire only collections having
legal and ethical pedigrees, and each park will maintain complete and current accession records to
establish the basis for legal custody of the objects in its possession. Museum catalog records will
be prepared by each park to record basic property management data and other documentary
information for museum objects. Objects will be inventoried in accordance wiLh current procedures.
The National Park Service may cooperate with qualified institutions in the management of museum
objects and, under existing legal authorities, may loan objects to and exchange objects with such
institutions for approved purposes. The National Park Service will repatriate museum objects when
lawful and when it can be demonstrated by a native American group that the materials are iu
inalienable communal properly.
Interested persons will be permitred to inspect and study NPS museum objects and records in
accordance with standards for the preservation and use of collections and subject to the policies
regarding confidentiality of resource data.

(See Natural Resource Cotiextions 4:4. Inventories 5:1, Preservation of Data ami Collections... 5:3, Consultation a
Confidentiality 5:12, ConfidemiatUy of Resource Data 5:13, Fire Detection and Suppression 5:13, Environmental
Monitoring and Control 5:14. Nonpersonal Services and Media 7:3, Interpretation and Native Americans 7:5, Curatorial
Faculties 9:15)

Historic Furnishings
When the historic furnishings of a structure are present in their original arrangement, they will not
be moved or replaced unless required for their protection or preservation, or unless the structure is
designated for another use in an approved planning document. A structure may be refurnished in
whole or in pan if (1) its history is significantly related to a primary park iheme, (2) reformatting
is the best way to interpret that history to the public, and (3) sufficient evidence of furniture design
and placement exists to refurnish wiihjninimal conjecture. Reproductions will be used only when
prototypes exist to ensure the accurate re-creation of historic pieces.
(See Planning Process and Products 2.4. Planning and Proposal Formulation 5.4, Nonpersonal Services and Media 7:3)

Archives and Manuscripts
Archival and manuscript coUecEions arc considered museum property and will be managed in ways
that preserve them intact for the future while providing current access.
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When an archival collection not owned by the National Park Service falls wilhin a park's approved
scope of collecrjon statement, every reasonable effort will be made to acquire it if (1) an
appropriate storage facility will be provided by the Park Service or a cooperating institution, (2) the
facility will be staffed by at least one archivist, curator, librarian, or other person experienced in
caring for documentary materials, and (3) the collection will be made available to serious
researchers under conditions that maximize both preservation and use and ensure security against
theft and vandalism.
If the foregoing acquisition criteria cannot be met, the National Park Service will encourage transfer
or donation of the collection to an appropriate local or regional repository or, in the case of a
collection imporunt to a park's aamirastralive history, to the National Park Service History
Collection at the Harpers Ferry Center.
Placement of hisiofical documents owned by the National Park Service into repositories managed by
others will be subject to the procedures concerning loans of museum property and any conditions of
access or other resoictions to which the Park Service may have agreed or is bound by law.
Parks will retain notes or copies of records significant to their administrative histories when they
periodically ship their official records to federal record centers.
(See Acquisition. Management, and Disposition of Museum Objects 5:i0)

Library Materials
Parks and other NPS offices may establish libraries to organize, store, and make available books
and other information sources serving their reference and research needs. Library collections will
be properly housed and maintained, and adequate space for users will be provided. All books and
other recorded informational materials acquired for reference purposes will be organized and
accounted for by a standard library cataloging and classification system, whether or not they remain
physically in the library. Surplus library materials will be disposed of according to current
guidelines.
Books and other library materials used in exhibits or as historic furnishings will be managed as
museum objects. In addition, they may be separately cataloged and dassinec" to facilitate access to
their informational content.
(See Research 5:2, Acquisition, Management, and Disposition of Museum Objects 5:10)
ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES
Certain contemporary native American and other communities are permitted by law, regulation, or
policy to pursue customary religious, subsistence, and other cultural uses of park resources with
which they are traditionally associated-. Such continuing use is often essential to the survival of
family, community, or regional cultural systems, including patterns of belief and economic and
religious life. Recognizing that its resource protection mandate affects this human use and cultural
context of park resources, the National Park Service will plan and execute programs in ways that
safeguard cultural and natural resources while reflecting informed concern for the contemporary
peoples and cultures traditionally associated with them.
(See Native American Use 8:8, Subsistence 8:16}
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Ethnographic Research and Inventories
To ensure that NPS plans and actions reflect contemporary knowledge about the cultural context of
sites, structures, certain natural areas, and other ethnographic resources, the National Park Service
will conduct appropriate cultural anthropological research in cooperation with park-associated
groups. The purposes of this research will be to meet management needs for informaiion about
such groups; to develop inventories of traditional ethnographic resources associated with them; to
determine the effects of their traditional ceremonial and consumptive uses of park resources; to
evaluate (he factors guiding their traditional systems for managing narural resources and creating
cultural properties; to define their traditional and contemporary relationships to these resources; and
to assess the effects of NPS activities on these groups. Research findings will be used to support
planning, resource management decisions, and activities; to develop interpretive programs accurately
reflecting native American and other cultures; and to facilitate consultation with and meet
management responsibilities to park-associated communities,
(See Park Planning Process and Products 2.d, Park Panning in a Regional Context 2$, Inventories 5:1, Research 5:2,
Interpretation and Native Americans 7:5, Native American Use 8:8)

Consultation and Confidentiality
The fundamental rebiionships that often exist between park resources and the integrity of
contemporary native American and oLher cultures necessitate that the National Park Service consult
with affected communities before reaching decisions about the treatment of traditionally associated
resources. The identities of coramunity consultanrs and information about sacred and other
culturally sensitive places and practices will be kept confidential when research agreements or other
circumstances warrant The research use of coiximunity consultants or respondents will be subject
to their informed consent.
(See Research 5:2, Cceolderaiolirj of Research Data 5:13)

SUBMERGED CULTURAL RESOURCES
The National Park Service will identify, evaluate, register, monitor, and protect the submerged
cultural resources in its custody. Each park with submerged cultural resources will develop a
program to protect them and to provide for their inuupreiauon to the public.
Submerged cultural resources will be left in place unless removal of artifacts or inxervention into
fabric is compellingly justified by overriding protection, research, or interpretive requiremenis. No
submerged cultural resource will be removed if its preservation would be adversely affected or
unless provision has been made for its appropriate conservation and duration. All such resources
collected from park waters will be managed within NPS museum collections. The National Park
Service will not permit treasure hunting or salvage activities at or around shipwrecks or other
submerged resources.
Programs will be conduced to enhance public understanding of submerged cultural resources.
Parks may provide recreational diving access to submerged resources not susceptible to damage or
the removal of artifacts from such access.
The National Park Service will take care to ensure that activities by other agencies in coastal areas
or along major rivers do not inadvertently impact submerged park culrural resources.
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The National Park Service will honor the sovereignty of other nations over wrecks of their
commissioned vessels and will work wiih their governments through the U.S. Department of State
in dealing with such shipwrecks.
(See Chapter ?: Interpretation and Education; see also Museum Objects and Library Materials 5$, Recreational Activities
8:7)

BURIAL SITES AND CEMETERIES
Historic and prehistoric burial areas, whether or not formally plotted and enclosed as cemeteries,
will be identified and protected. They will not be disturbed or archeologically investigated unless
threatened with destruction by park development, operational activities, or natural forces.
The National Park Service will consult with native Americans and other individuals and groups
linked by ties of kinship or culture to ethnically identifiable human remains when such remains
may be disturbed or are encountered on park lands. Their preference for the treatment or
disposition of such remains will be followed insofar as feasible. Decisions will be based on full
consideration of alternatives, including project redesign to avoid disturbance, removal and reburial of
remains with or without recordation or study, and removal of remains for study and retention in a
museum collection. Reinterment at the same park may be permitted.
{See Interpretation and Native Americans 73, Cemeteries and Burials 8:16)
SECURITY AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
The National Park Service will employ the most effective concepts, techniques, and equipment to
protect cultural resources against theft, fire, vandalism, environmental impacts, and other threats
wiihout compromising their integrity or unduly limiting their appreciation by the public.
Confidentiality of Resource Data
Information regarding the location, nature, and cultural context of archeological, historic, and
ethnographic resources may be exempted from public disclosure. Documentation is required for
decisions to disseminate such information or to withhold it if it has been determined thai
dissemination will have substantial adverse effects on the resources.

(See Research 5:2, Acquisition, Management, and Disposition of Museum Objects 5:10, Consultation and Confidenti
5:12)
Fire Detection and Suppression
Measures u> protect cultural resources from fire will be developed as pan of a park's fire
management planning process, and prudent action will be taken to prevent harm to cultural
resources by either fire or h re-suppression activities.
In the preservation of historic structures, every attempt will be made to comply with servicewide
standard building and fire codes. When these cannot be met without significantly impairing a
structure's integrity and character, the management and use of the structure, rather than the structure
itself, will be modified to minimize the potential hazards.
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When warranted by the significance of a historic structure or of the museum objects in a
nonhistone structure, adequate fire detection, warring, and suppression systems will be installed.
Fire-fighting personnel will be advised of any peculiarities or dangers inherent in a suuciure and
any objects to be given priority for protection or rescue. Paifc personnel will receive training in
fire prevention and suppression with hand-held extinguishers at historic structures and museums, and
designated personnel will be trained to respond to all emergencies involving museum collections.
Smoking will nol be permitted in spaces housing museum collections or in historic structures other
than those adapted for modem residential and administrative uses.
(See Subdural Fire Protection end Suppression 9:7)
Environmental Monitoring and Control
When necessary for the preservation of a historic structure or a museum collection, appropriate
measures will be taken to control relative humidity, temperature, tight, and air quality. When
museum objects are housed in a historic structure, an evaluation of the needs of both the collection
and the structure will be made before introducing environmental control measures. Ad areas
housing museum objects will be continuously monitored to determine whether appropriate levels of
relative humidity, temperature, and light are being maintained.
(See Air Quality 4:17)
Pest Management
The National Park Service will follow the integrated pest management approach in addressing pest
problems related to cultural resources. All feasible nonchemical methods will be exhausted before
resorting to the use of chemicals. Any use of pesticides for cultural resources will conform to the
NPS pesticide use policy.
(See Peas 4:13)
Emergency Management
The emergency operations plan for each park with cultural resources will address their protection or
rescue in the event of an emergency or disaster.
(See Emergency Preparedness and Ernergency Operations 8:6)

PHYSICAL ACCESS FOR D I S A B L E D _ P E R S O N S
The National Park Service will provide the highest feasible level of physical access for disabled
persons to historic properties, consistent with the preservation of ihe properties' significant historical
attributes. Access modifications for disabled persons will be designed and installed to least affect
the features of a property that coniribute to its significance. Some impairment of some features
will be accepted in providing access. If it is determined that modification of particular features
would destroy a property's significance, however, such modifications will not be made.

(See Interpretation for Special Populations 7:4, Accessibility for Disabled Persons 8:5, Accessibility for Disabled Person
9:3. Accessibility for Disabled Persons 10:6)
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HISTORIC PROPERTY LEASES
In accordance wiih section H I of the National Historic Preservation Act and its implementing
regulations (36 CFR 18), the National Park Service may lease a park historic properly listed in or
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places if the lease will ensure its preservation. The
Park Service will .offer a property for lease if the proposed use will meet this requirement and will
not unduly limit public appreciation of the property, interfere with visitor use and enjoyment of the
park, or preclude use of the property for park administration, employee housing, or other
management purposes judged more appropriate or cost-effective.
Each lease will be competitively offered. The government will receive at least fair market rental
value based on an appraisal of the property, adjusted for investments required of the lessee. The
term of the lease will be the shortest time needed for the proposed use. taking into account required
lessee investments, common practice for the type of lease, possible future alternatives for the
property, and other relevant factors. No lease will exceed 99 years. If a lease requires or allows
the lessee lo maintain, repair, rehabilitate, restore, or build upon the propeny, it will require the
work to be done in accordance with applicable NPS policies, guidelines, and standards. Leasing of
historic structures to provide visitor facilities and services is also subject to all applicable laws,
policies, and guidelines related to concession operations.
(See Leasing of Historic Structures I0&)
ROLES OF VOLUNTEERS AND PARAPROFESSIONALS
Volunteers and paraprofessionals assisting with cultural resource studies and treatments will be
directly supervised by qualified cultural resource professionals of the appropriate disciplines, and
their work will conform to applicable NPS policies, guidelines, and standards. They will receive
documented mining in the technical aspects of their work,
(See Volunteers in Porks 7:4)
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6 Wilderness Preservation
and Management
The National Perk Service wilt manage wilderness areas for the use and enjoyment of the American
people in such manner as will leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness.
Management will include the protection of these areas, the preservation of their wilderness character,
and the gathering and dissemination of information regarding their use and enjoyment as wilderness.
Public purposes of wilderness will include recreation, scenic preservation, scientific study, education,
conservation, and historical use.
The NPS wilderness management policies arc based on statutory provisions of the 1916 NPS
organic act (16 USC 1 et seq.), the 1964 Wilderness Act (16 USC 1131 et seq.), and legislation
esubtistuhg individual units of the national park system.
Although Ihese policies are ituended to establish consistent setvicewide direction for the'
preservation, management, and use of wilderness, certain policies may be superseded by statutory
provisions that apply to individual wilderness areas, by rights reserved by former landowners, and
in Alaska, by applicable provisions of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act
(ANILCA, 16 USC 3101 et seq.).
The following characteristics are used in the Wilderness Act to define and describe a wilderness
area. Wilderness is an area
where the earth and its community of life are untramraeled by man, where man himself is a
visitor who does not remain
of urujeveloped federal land retaining its primeval character and influence, without
permanent improvements or human habitation
which generally appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the
imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable
which is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural conditions
which has outstanding opportunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of
recreation
which has at least five thousand acres of land or is of sufficient size to make practicable its
preservation and use in an unimpaired condition
which may also contain ecological, geological, or other features of scientific, educational,
scenic, or historical value
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These arm botes serve both as standards for studying areas and evaluating their suiiahilicy for
inclusion in the national wilderness preservation system and as objectives to guide NTS actions
pertaining to the preservation and use of wilderness areas.
WILDERNESS REVIEWS
The National Park Service will continue to review areas that qualify for wilderness study, consistent
with provisions of the Wilderness Act and subsequent legislation directing that wilderness studies be
made.
Wilderness scudies will be supported by appropriate documentation of compliance wiih the National
environmental Policy Act (42 USC 4371 et seq.) and the National Historic Preservation Act (16
USC 470 et seq.).
{Sec Park Planning Process and Products 2.-4)

Criteria for Recommended Wilderness
Lands and waters found to possess the characteristics and values of wilderness, as defined in the
WUdemess Act, will be srudied forrecornmendauonto Congress for wilderness designation.
Lands that have been logged, fanned, grazed, or otherwise utilized in ways not involving extensive
development or alteration of the landscape will be considered for wilderness if at the time of study
the effects of these activities are substantially unjtoticeable or their wilderness character could be
restored Ulrough appropriate management actions.
An area will not be excluded from a wilderness recornmendauon solely because esiablished or
proposed management practices require the use of tools, equipment, or structures if those practices
are necessary for the health and safety of wilderness travelers or protection of the wticcrness area.
Lands will not be excluded from a wilderness recommendation solely because of prior rights or
privileges, such as grazing and stock driveways, provided these operations do not involve the
routine use of motorized or mechanical equipment and do not involve development and structures to
such an extent that the human imprint is substantially noticeable.
Lands subject to mineral exploration and development should be recornmended for wtiderness only
if it is likely that mineral rights will berelinquished,acquired, exchanged, or otherwise eliminated
in the foreseeable future.
Lands containing aboveground utility lines will not be recommended for wuderness. Areas
containing underground utility lines may be included if the area otherwise qualifies as wilderness
and the maintenance of the utility line does not require the routine use of mechanized and
motorized equipment. No new utility lines may be instated in wilderness, and existing utility lines
may not be extended or enlarged.
Historic features that are primary attractions for rrarx visitors will not be recommended for
wilderness. However, an area that attracts visitors primarily for the enjoyment of solitude and
unconfined recreation in a primitive retting may also contain historic features and still be included
in wilderness. Typical historic features thai may be included are archtological sites, historic trails,
travel routes, battle sites, and minor structures. Historic trails may serve and be maintained as part
of the wilderness trail system. However, if the planned scope and standard of maintenance would
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result in the imprint of man's work being substantially noticeable, the trail or other feature should
not be included in wilderness.
(See Management Zoning 2:7. land Protection Plans 3:1, Mineral Development 6:10. Mineral Development 8:12. Crazing
8:14. Trails and Walks 9:9)

Potential Wilderness
A wilderness review may identify lands that are surrounded by or adjacent to lands proposed for
wilderness designation but that do not themselves qualify for immediate designation due to
temporary incompatible conditions. The legislative proposal may recommend ihese lands for furore
inclusion m wilderness when the incompatible condition has been removed. If so authorized by
Congress, these potential wilderness areas will become designated wilderness upon the Secretary's
deu^nunation, published in the Federal Register, that they have met the qualifications for
assignation.
(See General Policy 6:3, Mineral DerelopmenA 6:10)

WTJLDBRNESS MANAGEMENT
General Policy
For the purposes of these policies, the term ''wUdemess'' includes the categories of designated
wUdemess, potential wilderness, and recommerudeaVsrudy wilderness, and these policies apply
regardless of category. Designated wilderness is wilderness that has been established by Congress;
potential wilderness is wilderness that has been authorized by Congress but not yet established due
to temporary mccmpatible <xrnditions; reoorrmaendecVstudy wilderness is an area thai has been
recommended to Congress, or is being studied for recommendation, for estabtishmem as wilderness.
Caves with all entrances in wilderness will be managed as wilderness.
Wherever a wilderness area is designated within a park, the preservation of wilderness character and
resources tecoroes an additional statutory purpose of the parlc. Within a designated wilderness area,
the preservation of wilderness character and resources while providing for appropriate use is the
primary management responsibility (other than activities related to the saving of human life).
Activities to achieve all other statutory purposes of an area designated as wilderness will be carried
out in accordance with applicable provisions of the Wilderness Act so as to preserve wilderness
resources and character. The estardishmem of wilderness within a park will in no manner lower the
standards evolved for the use and preservation of that area under other statutes.
The National Park Service will manage areas of potential wilderness as wilderness, to the extent
that existing nonconforming uses will allow, and will seek to eliminate the temporary conditions
that preclude wilderness designation.
The Pari: Service will take no action that would diminish the wilderness suitability of an area
recommended for wilderness study or for wilderness designation until the legislative process has
been completed. Until that process has been completed, management decisions periaimng to
recommended wilderness and wilderness study areas will be made in expectation, of eventual
wilderness designation.
All categories of wilderness lands will be classified as natural zones, A wilderness sub-zone may be
used if such a designation will facilitate or support planning activities or management: actions.
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The National Pant Service will seek to achieve consistency in wQdemess management objectives,
techniques, and practices, on both a servicewide and an interagency basis. The Service will seek to
maintain effective mira-agency and interagency communicator and will encourage, sponsor, and
participate in incra-agency and inieragency workshops and seminars designed to promote the sharing
of ideas, concerns, and uxhniques related to wilderness management.
(See Management Zoning 2:7, Land Protection Plans 3:1, Potential Wilderness 6:3}

Responsibility
MPSresponsibilityfor carrying out wilderness preservation mandates will be shared by the Director,
regional directors, and superirirendcius of parks with designated, potential, or recommexuJed/siiidy
wilderness. Interagency cooperation and coordination and training responsibilities will also be carried
out at the Washington, region, and park levels. Wilderness management awrdinators will be assigned
at each of these adminjsrjative levels to carry out these responsibilities effectively and to facilitate
efforts to seek servicewide and interagency consistency in wilderness management rechmques.
Wilderness Management Plan
The superintendent of each park coniairuhg wilderness will develop and- maintain a wilderness
management plan to guide the preservation, management, and use of that wdderness. This plan may
be developed as a separaie document or as an action competent of another appropriate management
plan, such as the general management plan or backcountry management plan, and it will be supported
by appropriate docurnentation of compliance with the National EnvuTjrmienlal Policy Act arid the
National Historic Preservation ACT. The plan will be developed with public involvement and will
contain specific, measurable management objectives that address the preservation of wildernessdependent cultural and natural resources and values in order to achieve the public purposes specified
by the Wilderness Act and other appropriate lemslation.
(See Park Planning Process and Products 2:4}

Management Techniques
The Wilderness Act generally prohibits motorized equipment or mechanized transport in oYdtigriaied
wilderness areas; however, it allows them "as necessary to meet minimum requirements for the
administration of the area for the purpose of this Act." In protecting wilderness character and resources
and in managing wilderness use in accordance with lhe Wilderness Act, lhe National Park Service will
adhere closely to the "rrufumum tool" concept. Superinumdenu, in accordance with the wilderness
managemerj plan, will setect [he minimum tool or acanLnisirative practice necessary to successfully and
safely accomplish the management objective with the least adverse impact on wilderness character and
resources. All decisions pertaining to administrative practices and use of equipment in wuaerneas will
be based on this concept. Potential disruption of wilderness character and resources and applicable
safety concerns will be considered before, and given significantly more weight than, economic
efficiency. If some compromise of wildernessresourcesor character is unavridable, only those actions
that have localized, shon-term adverse impacts will be acceptable.
Aamirustrative use of motorized equipment or mechanical nanspon. mcluding motorboats and aircraft,
will be authorized in accordance with the park's wilderness management plan only (1) if determined
by the superintendent to be the minimum tool needed by management to achieve the purposes of the
area, or (2) in emergency situations involving human healih or safety or the protection of wtidemess
Chapter 6-1
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values. Such management activities will be conducted in accordance with all applicable regulations,
policies, and gmctelines and, where practicable, will be scheduled to avoid creating adverse resource
impacts or conflicts with visitor use.
The wilderness management plan will establish indicators, standards, conditions, and thresholds above
which management actions will be taken'10 reduce impacts. The National Park Service will monitor
resources and document use. Where resource impacts or demands for use exceed established thresholds
or capacities, superintenckriis may limit or redirect use. Physical alterations, public education, general
regulations, special regulations, and permit systems, as well as local restrictions, public use limits,
closures, and designations rniplerJiemed under the discretionary authoriry of the superintendent (36 CFR
1.5), may all be used in managing and protecting wilderness.
(See Monitoring of Wilderness Resources 6:5. Management of RecreaitonaJ Use 8:2. Emergency Preparedness and Emergency
Operations 86. Search and Rescue 86. Aircraft Use 8:8)

Monitoring of Wilderness Resources
In every park containing wilderness, the conditions and long-term mends of wilderness resources will
be monitored to identify needs for. and results of, management actions. Given that wilderness is
described in the Wilderness ACT as an area unirammeied by man, where outstanding opportunities for
solitude and unconhhed recreation exist, every wilderness monitoring program will not only assess
physical and biological resources, but also identify what impacts people have on resources and values
and what impacts they have on other people using the wilderness. These monitoring programs will
also be designed to identify whether or not wilderness resources are being impacted by human activities
conducted outside the wilderness, and if so, to determine the nature, magnitudes, and probable sources
of those impacts.
(See Science and Research 4:2. Inventory and Monitoring Art, Research 6.6)
Management Facilities
Pan of the definition of wilderness as provided by the Wilderness Act is undeveloped federal land
retaining iLs primeval character and influerice, without permanent improvements. Accordingly,
authorizations of MPS administrative facilities located in wilderness will be limited to the types and
minimum number essential to meet Ihe minimum requirements for the administration of the wilderness
area. A decision to construct, maintain, or remove an administrative facility will be based primarily
on whether such a facility is required to preserve wilderness character or values or is essential to ensure
public safety, not cm considerations of admirustrative convenience, economy of effort, or convenience
to the public. Malignance or removal of historic structures win additionally comply with cultural
resource protection policies.
Ranger stations, patrol cabins, associated storage or support sire cruras, drift fences, and facilities
supporting trail stock operations may be placed in wilderness only if they are necessary to carry out
wilderness management objectives and provisions of the park's wilderness management plan. Facilities
such as Are lookouts, radio antennas, and radio repearer sites may be placed in wilderness only if they
constitute the minimum faciliry required to carry out essential adratiustrative functions and are
specifically authorized by the regional director.
Permanent roads wflj not be built or retained iu wildemcss. Temporary verunilar access may be
permitted only to meet the minimum requirements of emergency situations. Where abandoned roads
have been included within wilderness, ihey will be used as trails or restored to natural conditions.
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Unpaved trails and trail bridges may be provided where (hey are essential for resource protection or
where significanl safety hazards exist during the normal period of use.
No rjerraaneni heliports, helipads, or airstrips will be allowed in wilderness. Temporary landing
facilities may be used 10 meet the rrunimum requirements of emergency situations.
Site
improvements determined to be essential for safety reasons during individual emergency situations
may be authorized, but the site will be restored to natural conditions after the emergency has ended.
Natural openings may be used for authorized nonemergency aircraft landings, but no site markings
or improvements of any kind may be installed to support nonemergency use.
The constructioji or irxortturacuon of shelters for public use generally will not be allowed, since
wilderness users should be self-suprxming in terms of shelter. An existing shelter may be
maintained only if the facility is necessary to achieve wilderness management objectives or cultural
resource protection objectives. The construction, use, and occupancy of cabins and other structures
in wilderness areas in Alaska are governed by applicable provisions of AN1LCA and by NPS
regulations in 36 CFR 13, and they may be remitted under conditions prescribed in the park's
wilderness management plan.
Although the development of facilities to serve users will generally be avoided, campsites may be
designated when essential for resource protection or enhancement of oppominities for solitude. In
keeping with the terms of the park's wilderness management plan, campsite facilities may include a
site marker, a fire ring, a tent site, a food-storage device, and a toilet, but only if detennined by
the superintendent to be me minimum facilities necessary for the health and safety of wilderness
users or for the proiection of wilderness resources and values. Toilets will be placed only in
locations where their presence and use will resolve health and sanitation problems or prevent
serious resource damage and where reducing or dispersing visitor use has failed to alleviate the
problems or is impractical. Picnic ables will not be placed in wilderness.
{See Water Quality oral Quantity 4;I5, Planning and Proposal Formulation 5:4. Treatment of Cultural Resources 5:5.
Bockcountry Use 8:3, Emergency Preparedness and Emergency Operations 8.-6, Aircraft Use 8:8. Access and Circulation
Systems 9:7. Campgrounds 9:13. Comfort Stations 9:14)

Signs
Signs detract from the wilderness character of an area and make the imprint of man and
management more noticeable. Only those signs necessary to protect wilderness resources or for
public safety, such as signs identifying trails and distances, will be permiaed. Where signs are
used, Lhey should be compatible with their surroundings and be the minimum size possible.
{See Signs 9:11)
Research
The statutory purposes of wilderness include scientific and educational use, and the National Park
Service will fully support the value of wilderness areas as natural outdoor laboratories. A research
project may be conducted in wilderness if it meets all of ihe following requirements:
The research activities are otherwise allowable under federal laws and regulations.
There is no alternative to conducting the research iu a wilderness area.
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The project will not adversely affect physical or biological resources, ecosystem processes,
or aesthetic values over an area or duration greater than necessary to meet research
objectives.
The project will not interfere with recreational, scenic, or conservation purposes of the
wilderness over a broad area or long duration.
Hydrologtc, hydrometeoiologic, seismographic, and other research and monitoring devices may be
installed and operated in wilderness only upon a finding that (l) die desired information is essential
and cannot be obtained from a location outside of wilderness, and (2) the proposed device is the
minimum tool necessary to accomplish the objective safely and successfully. Devices located in
wilderness will be removed when determined to be no longer essential. All research activities and
the instaUation, servicing, and monitoring of research devices will be accomplished in compliance
with NFS wilderness management policies and procedures contained in the park's wilderness
management plan. Nun-NPS research activities that might disturb resources or visitors-or require
the waiver of any regulation may be allowed only pursuant to the terms and conditions of a permit.

(See Science and Research 4:2, /memory and Monitoring 4.-4. Weather and Climate 4:19, Research 5:2, Ethnogra
Research and Inventories 5:12, Research and Collection Activities 8:15)
Fire Management
[Note: Fire management polities are under review by the Interagency Fire Management Policy
Review Team and will be modified as necessary pursuant to their recommendations.]
Fire management activities conducted in wilderness areas will conform to the basic purposes of
wilderness. The park's fire management and wilderness management plans together will identify
the natural and historic roles of fire in the wilderness and will provide a prescription for response,
if any, to natural and human-caused wildfires. If a prescribed fire program is implemented, these
plans will also include the prescriptions and procedures under which the program will be conducted.
Actions taken to suppress wildfires will use the minimum tool concept and will be conducted in
such a way as to protect natural and cultural features and to minimize the lasting impacts of the
suppression actions and the fires themselves. Information on developing a fire management
program is coniaiccd in the Fire Management Guideline (NFS-18).
(See Fire ManagtTnenl 4:14, Fire Detection and Suppression 5:13)
Cultural Resources
Cultural features such as archeologjcal sires, historic trails or routes, or souctures that have been
included within wilderness will be protected and maintained using memods that are consistent with
the preservation of wilderness character and values and cultural resource protection requirements.
Burial plots or commemorative features, such as plaques or memorials, ihat have been included in
wilderness may be retained, but no new additions may be made unless authorized by federal starute,
ejusting reservations, or retained rights. Native American religious areas and other ethnographic
resources will be inventoried and protected. Native Americans will be permined nonmoiorized
access within wilderness for sacred or religious purposes in accordance with criteria for special park
uses.

(See PUvvuhg and Proposal Forrrudaiion 5:4. Treatment of Cultural Resources 5:5, Ethnographic Resources 5:11, Na
American Use 8:8. Special Part Uses 8:10. Cemeteries and Burials 8:16, Commernorative Works and Plaques 9:17)
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USE OF WILDERNESS
The National Park Service will encourage and facilitate those uses of wilderness that require the
wilderness environment and do not degrade wUdemess resources and character. MPS wilderness
management actions will be directed .toward providing opportunities for primitive and unconfined
types of recreation by park visitors. Appropriate restrictions may be imposed on any authorized
activity in the interest of preserving wilderness character and resources or to ensure public safety.
Visitors will be encouraged and in some situations may be required through the regulatory process
to comply with the concept of no-trace or minimum-impact wUoemess use for both themselves and
their hvestock.
(See Management of Recreational Use 8:2)

General Public Use
Park visitors must accept wilderness largely on its own terms, without modem facilities provided
for their comfort or convenience. Users must also accept certain risks, including possible dangers
arising from wildlife, weather conditions, physical features, and other natural phenomena, that are
inherent in the various elements and conditions that comprise a wilderness experience and primitive
memoes of travel. The National Park Service will not eliminate or unreasonably control risks thai
are normally associated with wdderness, but it will strive 10 provide users with general information
concerning possible risks, recommended precautions, minimum-impact use ethics, and applicable
restrictions and regulations.
WUdemess users will be required to carry out all refuse as aeflned in 36 CFR 1.4.
As a general rule, public use of motorized equipment or any form of mechanical transport will be
prohibited in wilderness. Operating a motor vehicle or possessing a bicycle in designated
wUdemess outside Alaska is prohibited by NPS regulations in 36 CFR 4. However, the Wilderness
Act authorizes continuation of motortoat and aircraft use under certain circumstances where those
activities were established prior to wUdemess designation. The National Park Service will Knut
authorizations for the continued use of any motorized equipment in wilderness to situations where
such use has been specifically authorized by Congress and determined by Congress or the Park
Service to be compatible with the purpose, character, and resource values of the particular
wilderness area involved. The use of motorized equipment by the public in wUdemess areas in
Alaska is governed by applicable provisions of ANILCA and NPS regulations in 36 CFR 13. The
specific conditions under which motorized equipment may be used by the public will be outlined in
each park's wilderness management plan.
The use of hand-propelled watercraft may be allowed in wilderness. However, the watercraft and
all other supplies and equipment must be removed at the end Of each wilderness trip.
Mobility-impaired persons may use wheelchairs {as defined in 36 CFR 1.4) in wilderness.
<See Accessibility for Disabled Persons 8:5. Accessibility for Disabled Persons Q:3)

Commertial Services
Wilderness-oriented commercial services that contribute to achieving public enjoyment of wilderness
values or that provide opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation may be
authorized if they meet the "necessary and appropriate" tests of the Concessions Policy and
Wilderness acts and if they are consistent with the wilderness management objectives contained in
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the park's wilderness management plan. Activities such as guide services for outfitted horseback,
hiking, mountain climbing, or river crips and similar activities may be appropriate and may be
authorized if conducted under terms and conditions outlined in the park's wilderness management
plan and in documents authorizing concessions or commercial use. The only structures or facilities
to support such commercial services that will be allowed in wilderness will be temporary shelters,
such as tents, which will be removed from the wilderness after each trip,
(See Commercial Services 8:3. Planning Criteria for Park Concessions 10:1, Commercial Use License 10:3, Pates Charged
io Visitors 10$, Interpretation 10:P)

Special Events
The National Park Service will not sponsor or issue permits for special events to be conducted in
wilderness if those events might be inconsistent with wilderness resources and character.
(See Special Events 8:10)

Grazing and Livestock Driveways
Commercial grazing or driving of livestock in park wilderness will be allowed only when
authorized by Congress. Where these activities are so authorized, they will be managed under
conditions outlined in the wilderness management plan to protect wilderness resources and values.
The use of motorized or mechanical equipment will not be allowed. The construction of facilities
incompatible with wilderness values or management objectives will be prohibited.
Noncommercial grazing of trail stock incidental to recreational use of wilderness may be authorized
in accordance with NFSregulationsand conditions outlined in the wilderness management plan that
ensure protection of wilderness resources and character. Superiruendents will be responsible for
monitoring livestock use of wilderness to the same degree as human use and may use the same
management tools and techniques to manage livestock use that are available for managing other
wilderness uses.
(See Grating 8:14)

Rights-oLWay
Existing rights-of-way that have been included in wilderness should be phased out where
practicable. Where it is not practicable,rights-of-waysubject to NPS administrative control may be
renewed under conditions outlined in the park's wilderness management plan that protect wilderness
character and resources and limit the use of motorized or mechanical equipment. The National
Park Service will not issue any newrights-of-wayor widen or extend any existingrighls-of-wayin
wilderness.
Rights-of-way arid access procedures affecting wilderness areas in Alaska are governed by
applicable provisions of ANILCA and regulations in 43 CFR 36 and 36 CFR 13.
(See Land Protection Plans 3:1, kighlsofWay 8:11/
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Mineral Development
Hie National Park Service will seek to eliminate valid mining claims and nonfederal mineral
interests in wilderness through acquisition. In parks where Congress has authorized the leasing of
federal minerals, the Park Service will take appropriate actions to preclude the leasing of lands or
minerals thai are included within wilderness. Lands included within wilderness will be listed as
excepted areas under applicable regulations in 43 CFR 3100 and 3500.
(See land Protection Plans 3:1, Mineral Development 8:12)
PUBLIC EDUCATION
The National Park Service will develop and maintain an effective public education program
designed to promote and perpetuate public awareness of and appreciation for wilderness character,
resources, and ethics without stimulating an unacceptable demand for use. Efforts will focus on the
fostering of an understanding of the concept of wilderness that includes respect for the resource,
willingness to exercise self-restraint in demanding access to it, and an ability to adhere DO
appropriate, minimurn-impact techniques when using it.
{Sec Interpretive Programs 7:1, Interpretive Services 7:2)
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7 Interpretation and Education

7 Interpretation and Education
The National Park Service will conduct interpretive programs in alt parks to instill an understanding
and appreci0ion of the value of parks and their resources; to develop public support for preserving
park resources; to provide the information necessary to ensure the successful adaptation of visitors to
park environments: and to encourage and facilitate appropriate, safe, minimum-impact use of park
resources.

GENERAL
Interpretation in the national pari; system is an educational activity that aims to reveal meanings and
relationships through the use of original objects, by firsthand experience, and by iUusirative media.
The National Part: Service must maintain the organizational capability to deliver high-quality
interpretive services. Quality interpretation will be the shared responsibility of ail levels of NPS
staff - from the Washington and regional directorates, through park superuiteTiderro; and chief park
interpreters, to field interpretive specialists - and will be achieved through research, planning,
lechrucal excellence in implementation, and constant reevaluatiori.
INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMS
Jmerpreution is that unique function of NPS operations that interacts among the resource, the
visitor, the community, and park management. Each park's interpretive program will be built
around park-specific themes based on the park's legislative history, the park's resources, and NPS
managenverit goals. These programs will seek to provide each visitor an inmrpretive experience thai
is enjoyable and inspirational within the context of the park's tangible and intangible resources.
Irueroreution will also reach out to park neighbors and community decision makers to stimulate
ajscussions about the park and its values in a local and regional context In addition, inxerpretive
services will help park employees better understand the park and its resources.
A balanced interpretive program will address the following elements:
Information and Orientation:- Provide all park users with easy access to the irdonrtation
they need to have a safe and enjoyable park experience.
Understanding and Appreciation: Provide visitors with a variety of services and information
to foster a deeper appreciation and understanding of the resources and values of a specific
park as well as of its regional context and the national park system as a whole.
Protection: Provide visitors with a variety of opportunities to interact safely with and enjoy
the resources of a park, while protecting those resources from overuse, unintentional
damage, vandalism, and theft.
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Participabon and Skill Developmem: Provide a variety of services and oppominities to aid
and motivate visitors iu develop paik-orierited recreational skills when appropriate.
Dialogue: Provide a means for the general public, park neighbors, and park managers to
communicate their thoughts and desires to each other.
Education: Provide interested users and educational groups with die information necessary
to develop a thorough understanding of a park's resources, its regional context, and the
entire national park system's significance and values.
(See Air Qualify 4:17, Public Education 6:10, Energy Management 0.7, Visitor Facilities 9:11)
1NTERPKET1VE PLANS AND DOCUMENTS
mterpretive services and facilities will be developed and operated in accordance wiih each park's
enabling legislation, statement for management, general management plan, interpretive prospectus,
statement for uiierpretarion, resource management plan, and other appropriate documents. Standards
for ensuring an acceptable quality of interpretive programs are prescribed in the Interpretation and
Visitor Services Guideline (NPS-6).
Interpretation will be based on research about the history, science, and condition of the resources,
and on research about the needs, expectations, and behavior of visitors,
(See Park Planning Process and Products 2,-4)
INTERPRETIVE SERVICES
The management and interpretive plans and documents for each park will establish a balance of
interpretive services based upon criteria such as level of visitor use, the nature of the park
resources, park management goals, and related factors. Various interpretive methods, including
personal services, publications, exhibits, and audiovisual presentations, will be used to provide
viators with relevant information before their visits and to ensure quality experiences once they are
in parks. Each park will identify a basic level of interpretation that is core to the mission of the
park. Basic-level interpretive services will be funded before nonbasic services.
(See CoUecUng Natural Products 8:15)
Personal Services
Personal interpretive services will be the cornerstone of each park's interpretive program, since they
are often the most effective means of stimulating visitor understanding and appreciariori of park
values, providing information and orienurron, and helping to ensure resource protection and visitor
safety. Personal interpretive services are powerful forms of inierpretation because of their flexibility
and person-to-person interaction. A long tradition of personal interpretive services- exists in the
national park system, as represented by visitor centers with staffed orientationAnformauon desks,
staffed exhibits, staffed museums, and staffed audiovisual programs; guided walks, talks, and tours;
fixed-point interpretation; and campfire programs.
Visitor enjoyment and understanding of park resources may be enhanced by living history programs,
living farms, period demonsiraticns. interpretive demonstrations, programs utilizing the creative and
perfonrjing ans. arts and crafts, explanations and demonstrations of recreational and leisure-time
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skills, and other innovative activities. Such interpretive presentations will be appropriate when (1)
they directly relate to an importani site theme or resource, (2) they are identified in an approved
plan, and (3) they complement the more traditional methods of accomplishing interpretive
objectives. They will not be allowed to replace traditional interpretive programs or to overshadow
the resource being interpreted. In most parks, such enhanced presentations will not be considered
as the basic level of inienpretation.
(See Special Evens 8:10)
Historic Black-Powder Weapons Firing Demonstrations. All uses of historic black-powder
weapons in parks will strictly comply with the official ''Standards for Historic Black Powder
Weapons Firing in Areas Administered by the NPS" as well as the interpretation and Visitor
Services Guideline, and they will follow the approved NPS manuals for the particular weapons
being used.
Reenactments. Battle reenactments and demonstrations of battle tactics that involve cross fire
between opposing lines, the uiking of casualties, or any other form of simulated warfare will be
prohibited in all parks. Battle reenaconenm generate an atmosphere inconsistent with the memorial
qualities of the battlefields and other military sires placed in NPS trust.
Nonpersonal Services and Media
When personal services arc not the best alternative for providing visitor information, orientation, or
undersianding of park resources, other means of inreroreuuion will be considered appropriate. These
may include park brochures and other publications, exhibits, audiovisual presentations, and radio
information systems. Even when personal services are used, these additional means of mierpreiation
should be used to augment and enhance visitor enjoyment and appreciation of park resources.
Nonpersonal interpretive services offer sarong advantages in that chey mauiuin a consistent quality
of presentation over time and Oiey can reach large audiences.
The Harpers Ferry Center will be responsible for interpretive media design and production for major
visitor center exhibits, audiovisual presentations, visitor center modifications, wayside exhibits. MPS
publications, historic furmshings and artifacts, paintings, and pieces of sculpture for permanent
display in parks. Such projects will be subject to official review processes regardless of the
funding source, the location of the work, or the contractor. The Harpers Ferry Center will review
plans or proposals to be acccroplished by parks and regions, including privately funded projects, for
appropriateness and quality of design and execution. Such reviews will also cover proposals from
concessioners, cooperating associations, and others. Projects excluded from the review process will
include sire bulletins, bulletin boards, and other pait-iititiared small projects.

(See Acquisition. Management, and Disposition of Museum Objects 5:10, Historic Furnishings 5:10, EthnograpJ
Resources 5:1), Viewing Devices 9.12. Interpretation 10:9, Viewing Devices 10:9)
Outreach/Environmental Education/Heritage Education Services
Outreach services are encouraged and will be used to disseminate park and resource irdorraation
and inrerpretation beyond park boundaries. Outreach services will usually be supplementary to inpark interpretive programs, unless a park determines that such services are basic-level interpretation
for its particular situation.
Environmental education in the national park system traditionally deals with natural history and
natural resources, such as ecosystems or geologic features, and the human activities associated with
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[hem. Heritage education deals wiih historical and cultural resources, such as cultural landscapes or
historic buddings, and the human activities associated with them. Environmental education and
heritage education services are encouraged and will provide information and assistance to local
school students and teachers, organized groups, and educational insrituudns that wish to use park
resources in their curricula. In all cases, the contents of special environmental education and
heriiage education programs will be relevant to the park resources.

Interpretation for Special Populations
The National Park Service will seek to ensure, to the greatest extern possible, that disabled people
receive the same interpretive opportunities as nondisabled people. Interpretive programs will meet
guidelines outlined in the NPS publication Interpretation for Disabled Visitors in the National Park
System. Efforts will also be made LO ensure that inrerprettve programs, recreational activities,
concession-ope rated and privately sponsored activities, publications, and other informational
materials meet the needs of children, senior citizens, international visitors, and the disadvantaged.
Foreign-language translations of park publications will be provided in those parks visited by large
numbers of foreign visitors.

(Sec Physical Access for Disabled Persons 5:14, Accessibiliry for Disabled Persons 8:5. Accessibiliry for Disabled Person
9:3. Accessibiliry for Disabled Persons 10:6)
INTERPRETATION BY OTHERS
In the development and implementation of interpretive programs, smxrinienderus should consider
the use of concessioners, cooperating groups, and private individuals to supplement park staff and
funds. Such services, however, will not be used as a replacement or substitute for a park's basic
interpretive operation. NPS interpretative staff will direct, monitor, and evaluate all interpretive
services to ensure quality control and appropriateness.
(See Inierpresoiicn 10.9)
Cultural Demonstrators
Cultural deraonstnrors who are not NPS employees may be permitted to sell park visitors modem
handcrafted items they have made and to keep the proceeds for themselves. When this practice is
permined, all materials used in creating such items must be the private property of the
ctemonstraLor, and die products must be related to the park's interpretive themes.
The
surKrmtendent will authorize this practice through a cooperative agreement, special use permit,
concession permit, or other legal contract
(See Ccltetlmsj Natural Products 8:15. Merchandise and Handcrafts 10:8)
Volunteers in Parks
Volunteer services may be used in various aspects of park operations under the authoriry of the
Volunteers in Parks Act (16 USC 18g-j). Pursuant to this legislation, volunteers may be recruited
without regard to civil service regulations, are covered for ton liability and work-injury
comr^eriaarJon. and may be reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses while participaiing in ihe program.
Volunteers will he accepted without regard lo race, creed, religion, age, sex, color, national origin.
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or handicap. Volunteers will not displace NPS employees. The Volunteers in Parks Guideline
(NFS-?) provides additional guidance for the volunteers program.
{See Roles of Volunteers and Paraprofesshnaht 5.-/5)

Cooperating Associations
Cooperating associations will be used wherever possible to facilitate the conservation, education, and
interpretive programs of a park, as authorized under 16 USC 17j-2(e). Based on a wrirten
cooperative agreement with the National Park Service, cooperating associations may produce and
sell interpretive items such as publications, maps, visual aids, handcrafts, and other objects that are
directly related to the understanding and interpretation of the park or the national park system.
Associations may offer some interpretive services to augment those of the National Park Service.
Guidelines for admimstering cooperating association programs are included in. the Cooperating
Associations Policies, Standards, and Guidelines (NPS-32).
(See Cooperating Associations 10.-4)

SPECIAL PROGRAM INTEGRATION
The integration of special programs and servicewide initiatives into MPS interpretive programs must
be carefully planned with appropriate levels of staffing, funding, and guidance. Superintendents are
encouraged to integrate these special programs and initiatives into park operations as appropriate to
the themes and objectives of the park's interpretive program. Cooperative ventures in inrerpretation
between the National Park Service and other federal agencies, states, native American authorities,
anil international groups or other countries are encouraged when they benefit all partners in the
program.
INTERPRETATION AND NATIVE AMERICANS
The National Park Service will actively consult with appropriate native American tribes or groups in
the plaruiing, development, and operation of park interpretive programs that relate to the culture and
history of a particular rribe or group, Interprerive programs will reflect the best present, accepted
ethnographic understanding of native American cultural systems. Cooperative programs will be
developed with various tribes and groups to help the Park Service interpret their cultural heritage
and to present native American perspectives of their own lifeways and resources, both cultural and
ruitural Euhnographic or cultural anthropological data and concepts will also be used in interpretive
programs as appropriate. The National Park Service will seek to present factual, balanced, and to
the extent achievable, value-neurral presentations of both native and normaove American cultures,
heritage, and history.
The National Park Service will not exhibit native American aTsituerred skeletal or mummified
human remains or photographs or replicas of them. There will be no display of grave goods or
other objects if native Americans who are culturally associated with them object to such exhibit
Associated native American tribes and groups will be consulted to aetermine the religious status of
any object, the sacred nature of which is suspected but not coruTrmed, before it is exhibited or
before any action is taken.
{See Acquisition, Management, and Disposition of Museum Otjects S:J0, Eshrsographie Resources 5;il)
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8 Use of the Parks
The National Park Service will promote and regulate the use of parks, and it will provide those
services necessary to meet the bosk needs of park visitors and to achieve each park's management
objectives.

GENERAL
The provision of the NPS organic act directing the Park Service to provide for public enjoyment
while leaving resources unimpaired for future generations suggests broad parameters for appropriate
use. Legislation and proclamations establishing individual pants may provide more specific
direction about parte purposes, significant resources, and appropriate uses. Within these parameters
the use of parks will be essentially resource based but nonconsumptive of resources. Consumptive
uses of park resources, whether renewable or nonrenewable, will be allowed only where specifically
authorized by federal law or treaty rights, where subject lo olher existing rights, or where certain
uraditional activities, such as fishing or berry picking, are authorized by NPS general regulations.
Where a consumptive use is authorized but not required by law and is being conducted in
derogation of the values or purposes for which the park was established, the National Park Service
will seek to mitigate ihe impacts or, if necessary, eliminate the activity. Where a consumptive use
is mandated by law but is being conducted in derogation of the values or purposes for which a
park was established, the National Park Service will seek to minimize its adverse effects through
appropriate management actions. All proposals for park uses will he evaluated in teirus of their
consistency wiih all applicable legislation, executive orders, and regulations, as well as their actual
and potential effects on park values, purposes, and resources. They will also be reviewed in terms
of their total costs and public benefits.
VISITOR USE
To the extent practicable, the National Park Service will encourage people to come to the parks,
and to pursue inspirational, educational, and recreational activities related to the resources found in
these special environments, as the most desirable means of fulfilling its mandate "to provide for
public enjoyment" of the areas it manages. Refer to chapter 7, -Interpretation and Education." for
specific policies related to that aspect of visitor use.
Visitors will be given appropriate information to encourage safe and lawful use of the parks and to
minimize any resulting adverse impacts on park resources. The National Park Service will manage
visitor use and whenever necessary regulate the amount and kind, and the time and place, of visitor
activities. Any reslrictions will be based on a determination by the superintendent that such
measures are consistent with the park's enabling legislation and are needed either to prevent
derogation of the values and purposes for which the park was established or to minimize visitor use
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conflicts. Where practicable, such restrictions will be based on the results of study or research,
utduding research in the social sciences when appropriate. Any resections imposed will be fully
explained to the public in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.
(See Basic Maruigcrntnt Concepts 4:1, Science and Research 4:2, Research 5:2, Management Techniques 6:4, Research fctfj

Recreational Activities
The National Park Service will encourage recreational activities that are consislent with applicable
tefpsUtiari, that promote visitor enjoyment of park resources through a direct association or relation
to those resources, that are also consistent with the proieciion of resources, and that are compatible
with other visitor uses. Recreational activities that may be allowed include, but are not limited to.
boating, camping, bicycling, fishing, hiking, horseback riding and packing, outdoor sports,
picnicking, scuba diving, cross-country skiing, caving, mounuun and rock climbing, and swimming.
Deternririations of when and where these activities may be allowed are subject to the provisions of
36 OFR 1-5, 7. and 13, the Diving Management Guideline (NPS-4), the Special Park Use Guideline
(NPS-53). and Executive Order 11644, "Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands'' (43 USC
4321). General regulations addressing aircraft use, off-road bicycling, hang-gliding, hunting, offroad vehicle use. and snowmobiling require that special regulations be developed before these uses
may be authorized in parks. Any recreational activity may be further regulated by restrictions
imposed under the supermrendent's discretionary authoriry (36 CFR 1.5) and by special regulation
(36 CFR 7 and 13).
Management of Recreational Use. The National Pane Service will manage recreational activities
and settings so as lo protect park resources, provide for public enjoyment, promote public safery,
and minimize conflicts with other visitor activities and park uses. Each pari will develop and
implement visitor use management plans and take management actions, as appropriaie, to ensure
that recreational uses and activities within the park are consislent with its authorizing legislation or
proclamation and are not carried out in derogation of the values and rntrposes for which the park
was established. Depending cm local park needs and circumstances, these plans may be prepared as
coordinated activiry-specific documents {river use plan, backcountry use plan, wilderness
managemem plan, off-road vehicle use plan, winter use plan, etc.), as action plan components of a
resource management plan or general management plan, or as a single integrated plan that addresses
a broad spectrum of recreational activities. Regardless of the format or complexity, visitor use
management plans will contain specific, measurable management objectives related to the activity or
activities being addressed.
Appropriate rooti for managing recreational activities may include general or special regulations;
permit and reservation systems; and local restrictions, public use limits, closures, and designations
implemented under the discretionary authority of the superintendent.
Any restrictions on
recreational use will be limited to the rrunimuoi necessary to protect park resources and values and
to promote viator safety and enjoymeni. To the extent practicable, public use limits established by
the National Park Service will be based on the results of scientific research and other available
support data. However, a use or activity may be restricted or prohibited when, in the judgment of
the superintendent, its occurrence, continuation, or expansion would result in the derogation of ihe
values or purposes for which the park was established, interfere significantly with the enjoymeni of
park resources and values by other visitors, or be inconsisuint with the park's enabling legislation or
proclaxnation.
The Park Service will seek consistency in recreation management policies and procedures on both a
servicewide and interagency basis to the extent practicable. However, because of differences in
individual park enabling legislation and resources and differences in the missions of the National
Park Service and other federal agencies, an activity that is eruirely appropriate when conducted in
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one location may be inappropriate if conducted in another.
The National Park Service will
consider the park's purposes and the effects on park resources and visitors when aeterrojjiing the
appropriateness of a specific recreational activity in a specific park. Unless the activity is mandated
by statute, the Park Service will not allow a recreational activity in a park or in certain locations
within a park if it would involve or result in
inconsistency with the park's enabling legislation or proclamation, or derogation of the
values or purposes for which the park was established
unacceptable irnpacta on visitor enjoyment due to interference or conflict with other visitor
use activities
consumptive use of park resources (does not apply to certain rraditionaJ activities
STJectficaUy authorized by NPS general regulations)
tmaccepiabie impacts on park resources or natural processes
ufiacceptablfi levels of danger to the welfare or safety of the public, including participants
Recreational activities that are proposed as organized events or that involve ccmmexcialization.
adverrisirig, or publicity by participants or organizers are special events and are managed in
accordance with the criteria and procedures described in the Special Park Uses Guideline (NPS-53).
(See Park Planning Process and products 2:4, Management Technioues 64, Commercial Services 8:3, River Use 8:3,
Backcourtoy Use 8:3, Pishing 8.4, Hunting and Trapping 84. Off-road Vehicle Use 8,4, Snowmobiles 8:5, Visitor Safety
8:5, Native American Use 8:8, Special Park Uses 8:10. Collecting Natural Products 8:15)

Commercial Services. The National Park Service may permit commercial services that are not in
derogation of park purposes or values and that provide recreational orrpominiries for visitors,
contribute to visitor enjoyment of park resources, and support or achieve applicable management
objectives. Coatmercial services will be operated only under concession or cornmcrcial use
authorizations and are subject to concession laws, policies, and guidelines.
(See Chapter 10: Concessions Management; see also Commercial Services 6:8}

River U». A river management plan will be developed for each park having significant levels of
river use, or the potential for such use. Public use will be managed to prevent unacceptable
mipaets on aquatic or riverine resources or adverse effects on visitor enjoyment. Each river
management plan will include specific procedures for disposing of refuse and human waste.
(See Implementation Plans 2.P. Water Quantity and Quality 4:15, Ploodplains and Wetlands 4:16, Grating 8:14)

Backcountry TJse. The National Park Service uses the term "backcountry" to refer to primitive,
undeveloped portions of parks. This is not a specific management zone, but refers lo a general
condition of land lhat may occur in any appropriate zone or subzone. Backcountry use will be
managed to avoid unacceptable impacts on park resources or adverse effects on visitor enjoyment of
appropriate recreational experiences. The National Park Service will identify acceptable bmits of
impacts, monitor backcountry use levels and resource conditions, and take prompt corrective action
when unaccepuble impacts occur. Management strategies designed to guide the preservation,
management, and use of the backcountry and to achieve the park's management objectives will be
inregrated into the park's backcountry management plan.
The number and types of facilities to support visitor use, including sanitary facilities, will be
limited to the minimum necessary to achieve a park's backcountry management objectives and to
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provide for the health and safety of park visitors. To avoid the need for sanitary facilities, public
use levels will be managed, where practicable, in accordance with the natural system's ability to
absorb human waste. Refuse may not be disposed of in backcouniry areas, except that
combustibles may be burned where authorized. AU other refuse will be carried out The National
Park Service will not provide refuse containers in backcouniry areas.
(See Water Quantity and Quality 4:15, Management Facilities 6:5, Use of Wilderness 6.8. Solid Waste Management 9:5.
Comfort Stations 9:14)

Fishing. Recreational fishing will be allowed in parks where it is authorized by federal law or
where it is not specifically prohibited and does not interfere with the functions of natural aquatic
ecosystems or riparian zones. Where fishing is allowed, it will be conducted in accordance with
applicable federal laws and treaty rights and state laws and regulations. However, the National
Pari: Service may restrict fishing activities whenever necessary to achieve management objectives
outlined in a park's resource management plan.
Cammercial fishing will be allowed only where specifically authorized by federal law or Lreacy
right.
(See Implementation Plans 2:9. Planning for Natural Resource Management 4:2, Fisheries Management 4:7, Facilities for
Water Recreation 9:14)

Hunting and Trapping. Hunting, trapping, or any other method of harvesting wildlife by the
public will be allowed only in parks where it is specifically authorized by federal law. Where such
an activity is authorized on a discretionary basis under federal law, it may take place only after the
National Park Service has determined that the activity will not compromise public safety and
enjoyment and that the proposed use is consistent with sound resource management principles.
Where authorized as a discretionary activity, hunting or trapping may lake place only pursuant to
special regulations.
Hunting and trapping, where authorized, will be conducted in accordance with federal law and
applicable laws of the sate or sates where the park is located. However, the National Park
Service may establish regulations or closures that are more restrictive than applicable state
regulations based upon a finding that such restrictions are necessary for public safety, resource
protection, or visitor enjoyment. Before regulations or other restrictions are implemented by the
Park Service, representatives of appropriate state and federal agencies will be consulted. Any such
regulations or other restrictions will be developed with public involvement.
(See Population Management 4.6. Management of Harvested Species 4:7, Genetic Resources 4:10)

Off-road Vehicle Use. The use of motor vehicles will be limited to park roads and parking areas
and to routes and areas designated for off-road motor vehicle use.
The use of off-road motor vehicles on public lands is governed by Executive Order 11644 amended
by 11989, "Use of Off-road Vehicles on Public Lands" (42 USC 4321), which requires in pan that
routes and areas for off-road vehicle use be designated by agency regulation. Within the national
park system, routes and areas may be designated for off-road motor vehicle use only by special
regulation and only in national preserves, national seashores, national lakeshores, and national
recreation areas. Routes and areas may be designated only in locations where there will be no
significant adverse impacts on the area's natural, cultural, and scenic resources and values and in
consideration of other visitor uses.
NPS adrniniBtraiive off-road motor vehicle use will be restricted to that required to manage public
use of designated off-road vehicle routes and areas, to conduct emergency operations, and to
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accomplish essential maintenance, construction, and resource protection activities that cannot be
accomplished reasonably by other means.
(See Management Techniques 6:4, Management Facilities 6:5, Use of Wilderness 6:8)

Snowmobiles- Snowmobile use is governed by Executive Order 11644 amended by 11989, "Use of
OrT-road Vehicles on Public Lands" (42 USC 4321), and in Alaska, by provisions of ANTLCA (16
USC 3121 and 3170). The use of snowmobiles is prohibited except on designated routes and
frozen water surfaces that are used during other seasons by motor vehicles and motorboats.
respectively, or as otherwise specifically provided by federal statute. Routes and water surfaces
may be designated for snowmobile use only in locations where there will be no significant adverse
impacts on the park's natural, cultural, or scenic resources and values and in consideration of other
visitor uses. Routes and water surfaces to be designated for snowmobile use will be identified in
special regulations.
NPS administrative use of snowmobiles will be restricted to that required to manage public use of
snowmobile routes and areas, to conduct emergency operations, and to accomplish essential
maintenance, cortstruction, and resource protection activities that cannot be accomplished reasonably
by other means.
(See ManagtoneM Techniques 6:4, Management Facilities 6:5, Use of Wilderness 6:8)

Accessibility for Disabled Persons
Every reasonable effort will be made to make the facilities, programs, and services of the National
Park Service accessible to and usable by all people, including those who are disabled. This policy
is based on the commirment to provide access to the widest cross section of the public and to
ensure compliance with the intent of the Architectural Barriois. Act (42 USC 4151 et seq.) and the
Rehabilitation Act (29 USC 701 et seq.). Specific guidance for implemenung these two laws is
found in the Secretary of the Interior's regulations regarding 'T^ondtscriraination in Federally
Assisted Programs" (43 CFR 17). Special, separate, or alternative facilities, programs, or services
will only be provided when existing ones cannot reasonably be made accessible. The determination
of what is reasonable will be made after consultation with disabled r^rsons or their representatives.
(See Physical Access for Disabled Persons 5:14, General Public Use 6:8, Interpretation for Special Populations 7A,
Accessibility for Disabled Persons 8:5, Accessibility for Disabled Persons 9:8, Accessibility for Disabled Persons 10:6)

Visitor Safety and Protection
Visitor Safety. The saving of human life will take precedence over all other managerneni actions.
The National Park Service and its concessioners, contractors, and cooperators will seek to provide a
safe and healthful environment for visitors and employees. The Park Service will work
cooperatively with other federal, state, and local agencies, organizations, and individuals to carry out
This responsibility. However, park visitors assume a certain degree of risk andresroonsibtijtyfor
their own safety when visiting areas that are managed and mauitained as natural, cultural, or
recreational environments.
The National Parte Service will shrive to identify recognizable threats to the safety and health of
persons and to the protection of property, by applying nationally accepted codes, standards-,
engineering principles, and the requirements of Ihe Loss Control Management Program Guideline
(NPS-50). Where practicable and not detrimental to NPS mandates to preserve park resources,
known hazards will be reduced or removed. Where it would be inconsistent with congre&sionally
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designated purposes and mandates or where otherwise not practicable to make physical changes,
efforts will be made to provide for persons' safety and health through other controls, including
closures, guarding, signing, or other forms of education. 7he National Park Service recognizes that
the environment being preserved is a visitor attraction but that it also may be potentially hazardous.
The recreational activities of some visitors may be of a high-risk, high-advenrure type and pose a
high personal risk to paratipants, which the National Park Service has neither the authority nor the
abilicy to control physically.

(See Air Quality 4:17, Artificial Light 4:18, General Public Use 6:8, Siting Facilities to Avoid Natural Hazards 9:
Noaardoas Materials and Toxic Waste 9:6, Concessions Loss Control 10:7. Food Sanitation 10:7)
Emergency Preparedness and Emergency Operations. The National Park Service will develop a
program of emergency preparedness in accordance with the Federal Civil Defense Act (50 USC
2251 et seq.). National Security Decision Directive 259 (Feb. 4, 1987), departmental policy, and
other considerations at the Washington, region, and park levels. The rnirpose of the program will
be to maximize visitor and employee safety and the protection of property. This program will
include a systeroatic method for alerting visitors to potential disasters and evacuation procedures.
Superintendents may assist other agencies with emergencies outside parks.
To the extent
practicable, written agreements with such other agencies in accordance with the Federal Assistance
and Inieragency Agreements Guideline (NPS-20) must first be in effect. NPS employees who are
outside the area of their jurisdiction and who are directed by their supervisors to provide emergency
assistance to other agencies will be considered to be acting wiLhin the scope of their employmentNPS emergency operations will be conducted utilizing the Incident Command System (ICS) of the
National Interagency Incident Management System (NI1MS). Each park superintendent will develop
and maintain an emergency operations plan to ensure an effective response to all types of
emergencies that can be reasonably anticipated.
(See Emergency Managezaext 5:14)
Law Enforcement. The National Park Service will make reasonable efforts to provide for the
protection, safety, and security of park visitors, employees, concessioners, and public and private
property and to protect the natural and cultural resources entrusted to its care.
In accordance with the General Authorities Act (16 USC la-6) employees with law enforcement
responsibilities will meet the standards prescribed in regulations issued by the Secretary of the
Interior for such authority. Only employees designated by the Secretary of the Interior may
perform law enforcement duties and enforce applicable laws and regulations. Recognizing that
effective eruforcernent requires a cooperative community effort, employees without law enforcement
commissions will cOTitinue to share responsibility for foe protection of park resources and visitors,
and they will be expected to report, any apparent violations or suspicious activities. Therefore, all
pork employees will be trained to recognize, observe, and record criminal acts and illegal activities.
The National Park Service will also encourage and assist park neighbors in the development of
cooperative crime prevention and detection-programs.
NPS law enforcement programs will be managed and supervised in accordance with applicable laws
and regulations, foe Departmental Manual, and the Low Enforcement Policy and Guideline (NPS-9)
or U.S. Park Police General Orders, as appropriate.
Search and Rescue. To provide for the protectioTi and safely of park visitors, foe National Park
Service will make reasonable efforts to search for lost persons and to rescue sick, injured, or
Btranded persons. This responsibility may be fulfilled by NPS staff or by qualified search-andrescue organizations or agencies that are capable of responding effectively to life-foreaiemng
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emergencies pursuant to the terms of a cooperative agreement. Deceased persons will be evacuated
unless the level of risk to the rescue parry is detennined to be unwarranted. Search managers and
superintendents will jointly determine when to terminate a searchIndividuals engaging in a high-risk recreaticmal activity that requires a permit issued by the
superintendent may, as a condition of the permit, be required to reimburse the National Park
Service for subsequent search, rescue, or recovery efforts or to provide qualified personnet to
assume and carry out those responsibilities.
(See Management Techniques 6:4)

Emergency Medical Services. The National Park Service will make reasonable efforts to provide
appropriate emergency medical services for persons who become ill or injured. An emergency
medical services program will be maintained to provide narenvortation of the sick and injured and
emergency prehospital care, which may range from minor first aid lo advanced life support in
various environmental settings. Transportation may include everything from patrol cars and
ambulances tofixed-wingand helicopter air avoidances.
Qualified emergency medical services in local cornmunities may be used if they can respond rapidly
enough in Iffe-trueateruxig emergencies. Where such services are not available, the National Park
Service will make a reasonable effort lo provide a level of emergency medical service
coram ensuraie with park needs.
Each ror^rinrendent will complete an emergency medical needs assessment and develop and
implement a program to meet those needs, in accordance with the Emergency Medical Services
Policy and Guideline (NPS-51).
Fees and Reservations
Basic services will be available to all visitors free of charge. These services include protection,
information and orieomtion, and interpretation to foster an iinderstanding and appreciation of each
park's resources, management policies, regulations, and programs. Fees may be msntuted for
secondary or special services the National Park Service cannot or elects not to offer because of
economic constraints or the need for special skills or equipment, or because they are purely
surmlemental programs. In all cases, fee programs will support park purposes and comply with
appropriate NPS policies and standards.
(See Chapter 7: Interpretation and Education)

Recreation Fees, Pursuant to the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act (16 DSC 460( et seq.),
viators who use federal facilities and services for outdoor recreation may he required to pay a
greater share of the cost of providing those orroorturuties Than the population as a whole. Under
the guidelines and criteria established by law and regulation, the National Park Service will collect
recreation fees of the appropriate type for its parks, facilities, and programs. No fees will be
collected under circumstances where the costs of collection would exceed revenue or where
prohibited by law or regulation. Fees will bereasonableand will be determined in accordance with
the criteria and procedures contained in the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act and regulations
in 36 CFR 71,
Reservation Systems, To better serve park visitors, to ensure the protection of park resources, or
to improve operational efficiency, the National Parte Service may operate a reservation system of its
own or participate in a larger system. Such systems may involve campgrounds, other facilities, or
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other services operated or provided by the Park Service for visitors.
expanded or new systems developed, based an NPS needs.

Existing systems may be

Superimendents should consider participating in a reservation system whenever visitors consistently
experience difficulty in gaining access to a facility or program offered by the Park Service. If a
servicewide system already in operation will accommodate the reservation needs of a park, the park
will not participaie in another type of reservation system.

AIRCRAFT USE
A variety of aircraft types, including military, commercial, general aviation, and aircraft used for
NPS administrative purposes, fly over parks. Noise and sonic booms resulting from overflights
have (he potential to adversely afTect park resources and values such as fragile cultural resources,
sensitive wildlife species, and the natural quiet of park settings and to interfere with their enjoyment
by visitors. Hie National Park Service will monitor the effects of aircraft overflights on park
resources and values and on visitor enjoyment. Since the National Pane Service has no direct
authority or jurisdiction over airspace above parks, it will actively seek the assistance of ihe Federal
Aviation Administration and appropriate agencies of the Department of Defense to resolve overflight
concerns and to prevent, eliminate, or minimize the derogation of park resources and values
associated with overflight activity. The 1984 interagency agreement among the National Park
Service, the Federal Aviation Administration, and the Hsh and Wildlife Service establishes agency
responfiibUiUes and procedures to be followed to address site-specific aircraft overflight concerns.
Official NPS use of aircraft in and over parks will be binited to flights needed to support or carry
out emergency operations or essential management activities in cases when there are no practical
alternatives or when alternative methods would be unreasonable considering such factors as safety,
eiTecis on resources and visitor enjoyment, availability of personnel and equipment, impacts on
other administrative activities, and overall cost-effectiveness.
To the extent practicable, NPS use of aircraft will be planned and scheduled to consolidate flights
and to avoid or minimize adverse impacts on park resources and values and visitor enjoyment.
NPS aircraft operations are subject to the regulations and policies of the r^parrment of die Interior
Office of Aircraft Services and die Federal Aviation AdminisUBtiori and to the Aviation
Management Guideline (NPS-60).
Private or commercial aircraft may be operated in parks only on lands or water surfaces designated
as landing sites pursuant to special regulations. Landing sites may be designated only where their
use will result in no significant adverse impacts on park resources and values, public safety, or
visitor enjoyment Existing sites that meet these criteria and that have been designated as a result
of previously esuhlished aircraft use may be retained as long as the need for them continues to
exist. New sites that meet these criteria may be designated only where essential to provide access
to remote areas (other than wilderness) and only where the site can be established, used, and
maintained without the need for coristruction or major site improvements.
(See Noise 4:18, Management Techniques 6.4, Management Facilities 6:5, Navigation Aids 9:11. Miscellaneous
Management Facilities 9:16)
NATIVE AMERICAN USE
The National Park Service, to Ihe extent consistent with each park's legislated purposes, will
develop and execute its programs in a manner that reflecis knowledge of and respect for the
cultures, including religious and subsistence traditions, of native American tribes or groups with
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demonstrated ancestral ties to particular resources in parks. Evidence of such ties will be
esiahlished uhrough systematic archeological or euhnographic studies, including ethnographic oral
history and ethnohistory studies, or a combination of these sources. For purposes of this policy, Ihe
term "native American" encompasses American Indians, including Carib and Arawak; Eskimo;
Aleut; and native Americans of the Pacific Islands, including native Hawaiians, native Samoans,
Chamorros, and Carolinians; and it will be applicable to federally and state recognized tribes and to
those native Americans who are defined by themselves and known to others as members of a
named cultural unit that historically has shared a set of linguistic, kinship, political, and other
distinguishing culrural features.
In developing its plans and carrying out its programs, the National Park Service will ensure the
following:
NPS general regulations on access to and use of natural and cultural resources in parks will
be applied in an informed and balanced manner that is consistent with park purposes and
does not unreasonably interfere with native American use of traditional areas or sacred
resources and does not result in degradation of park resources.
Superintendents will establish and maintain effective consulting rtlatioriships with potenually
affected native American tribes or groups.
Management decisions will reflect knowledge and understanding of potentially affected
native American cultures and people, gained through research and consultations with the
potentially affected groups.
The American Indian Religious Freedom Act (42 USC 1996) states that "henceforth it shall be the
policy of the United States to protect and preserve for American Indians their inherent right to
freedom to believe, express, and exercise the traditional religions of the American Indians, Eskimo,
Aleut, and Native Hawaiians, including but not limited to access to sites, use and possession of
sacred objects, and the freedom to worship through ceremonials and traditional rites." This statute
does not create additional rights or change existing authorities, but as a matter of policy in keeping
with the spirit of the law, the National Park Service will be as unrestrictive as possible in
permitting native American access to and use of traditional sacred resources for customary
ceremonials.
The National Park Service will permit members of native American tribes or groups to have access
to park areas to perform traditional religious, ceremonial, or other customary activities at places that
have been used historically for such purposes. However, requests to conduct native American
activities will be subject to the same criteria as other special park uses unless the activity is
specifically authorized by federal statute or treary right.
Members of native American tribes or groups may enter parks for such noniexueational activities
without paying an entrance fee. Performance of these traditional activities at a particular place will
not be a reason for prohibiting the use of that area by others except where temporary closings are
authorized by law, but the Park Service will not direct visitor attention to the r^rtormarice of
religious observances unless the native American group so wishes.
The National Park Service will protect sacred resources to the extent practicable and in a manner
consistent with the goals of the traditionally associated native American tribe or group. The
location and nature of sacred sites will be excepted from public disclosure.
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The ceremonial use of peyote will be limited to members of ihe Native American Church during
religious ceremonies, in accordance with regulations of the Department of Justice, Drug
Enforcement Adminiscration ("Special Exempt Persons, Narive American Church/' 21 CFR 1307.31).
The National Park Service will regularly and actively consult with iraditionaUy associated native
American individuals: or groups regarding planning, management, and operational decisions that
affect subsistence activities, sacred materials or places, or other ethnographic resources with which
they are historically associated. Information about the outcome of these consultations will be made
available to those consulted.

(See Ethnographic Resources 5:11, Special Park Uses 8:10, First Amendment Activities 8:11, Collecting Natural Produc
8:1S, Subsistence 8:16}

SPECIAL PARK USES
A special park use is defined as any activity that is proposed for, or exists within, a park and that
requires written permission from an NPS official in order to take place. A special park use may be
permitted only if the activity has been judged by the superintendent not to cause any derogation of
the values and purposes for which (he park was established, unless directly and specifically
authorized by federal law.
Each request to engage in a special park use or to renew authorization of an existing use will be
reviewed and evaluated by the superintendent according to the terms of applicable legislation,
regulations, guidelines, and management planning aocurnenrs, using criteria and procedures outlined
in the Special Fork Uses Guideline (NPS-53). Initial or renewal requests to conduct an activity will
be denied if the superintendent determines that the activity
will conflict with law or policy
will be in derogation of the values and purposes for which the park was established
will be inconsistent with the park's enabling legislation
has reasonable potential to cause illness, personal injury, or property damage
will unduly interfere with normal park operations, resource protection, or visitor use
The National Park Service will also terminaie any current activity subsequent to a finding that any
of the above conditions exist.
To the extent authorized by applicable legislation, regulations, and policies, the National Park
Service will establish and collect appropriate permit fees for special park uses and will seek
reimbursement from permittees for NFS costs incurred in administering the permit and monitoring
the activities it authorizes.
(See Authorization 2:4, Special Events 8:10)
Special Events
Special events, such as sporting events, pageants, regattas, public spectator attractions, entenainmem.
ceremonies, and large encampments, may be authorized under permit by the superiniendcni subject
to the same criteria as other special park uses provided that (1) there is a meaningful association
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between the park and the event, and (2) the event contributes to viator understanding of Che
significance of the park.
The National Park Service will not permit the staging of special events thai arc conducted primarily
for the material or financial benefit of participants, that involve commercialization, advertising, or
publicity by participants, or for which a separate public admission fee is to be charged, unless the
event is directly related to the purposes for which a park was esiablished. Additional guidance and
procedures are found in lhe Special Park Uses Guideline and in 36 CFR 2.50.
(Sec Special Events 6.9. Personal Services 7:2. Interpretation by Others 7.d. Facilities for Arts and Culture 9:12)

First Amendment Activities
The National Park Service will allow public assemblies, meetings, demonstrations, religious
activities, and oiher public expressions of views conducted under the First AmmdmenT of the U.S.
Constiaition in parks, in accordance with NPS general regulations and provided that a permit has
been obtained from the park superintendent. To ensure public safety and the protection of park
resources and values and to avoid assigning the same location and time to two or more activities,
the Park Service may manage these activities by regulating the time, location, number of
parricipanLs, use of facilities, and number and types of equipment used, but not the content or
messageLocations within a park that are available for public assemblies and other Brat Amendmeni
activities, including the sale and distribution of printed matter, will be designated on a map by the
superiniendeTit in accordance with criteria found in the NPS general regulations (36 CFR 2.51 and
2.S2) unless the sites are otherwise protected from public disclosure, such as sites sacred to native
Americans or sites with vulnerable natural and cultural resources. When the National Park Service
allows one group to use an area or facility for expressing views, it must allow all other groups a
similar or^rtunity, if requested. No group wishing to assemble lawfully may be discriminated
against or denied the right of assembly, provided that all applicable permit criteria and requirements
are met. YVhertever religious activities are conducted in parks, any NPS actions pertaining to uhem
must reflect a clearly secular purpose, must have a primary effect that neither advances nor inhibits
religion, and must avoid excessive governmental entanglement with religion.
NPS staff on duty at an area in which a First Amendmeni activity is being conducied will be
neutral toward the activity but will remain responsible for the protection of participants, speclators,
private property, public property, and park resources. On duty slant may not participate in a First
Amendment activity. NPS employees exercising their First Amendment rights when off duty will
not imply any official NPS endorsement of lhe activity.
(See Consultation and Corftdeniialiry S:t2, Confidentiality of Resource Data S:13)

Rights-of-way
A right-of-way across lands administered by the National Park Service may be issued only pursuant
to specific statutory authority and only if there is no practicable alternative to such use of NPS
lands. The issuance of rights-of-way over lands administered by the National Park Service is
governed by starutory authorities in 16 USC 5 (electrical power transmission and distribution, radio
and TV, and other tonus of communications facilities), 16 USC 79 (certain other public utilities
and water conduits), and 23 USC 317 (highways thai are part of the federal aid highway system).
Issuance of a right-of-way under 16 USC 5 or 79 is discretionary and conditional upon a finding
by the National Park Service that the proposed use is not incompatible with the public tnieresL
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Issuance of a right-of-way under 23 USC 317 is subject to findings specified in 23 USC 138 to be
made by the Secretary of Transportation and concurred in by the Secretary of the Interior. There
are no general statutory authorities for roads outside the federal aid highway system or for oil or
gas pipelines; however, individual park enabling legislation may contain such authorizations. A
right-of-way proposed for a park in Alaska is subject to the authorities and procedural requirements
of title XI of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act,
When an application for a right-of-way is submined, the superintendent will establish conctitions,
develop documentation of compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act, and establish
appropriate fees. Rigbis-of-way will be executed by the Director. A right-of-way issued by lhe
National Paifc Service does not convey an interest in land and is revocable for violation of any of
its conditions or at the discretion of the Director.
NPS regulations pertaining to the issuance of rights-of-way are in 36 CFR 14; departmental
regulations pertaining to righls-of-way in Alaska are found in 43 CFR 36. Additional guidance is
in the Special Park Uses Guideline.
(See Xighu-if-Wcy 6:9)
Commercial Motion Picture and Still Photography
The making of commercial motion pictures, television productions, or still photographs involving
the use of professional casts, settings, or crews will be allowed in parks only pursuant to the terms
and conditions of a permit issued by the superintendent. The permit lerms will provide for
protection of park resources and ensure that filming activities do not conflict with visilor use or
administrative activities. Appropriate performance bond and liability insurance requirements will
also be imposed, consistent with applicable statutory authorities and regulations. Bona fide news or
editorial photography is not commercial and is not subject to the provisions of this policy.
MPS employees, while on duty or in uniform, will not be employed by permittees. Identifiable
NFS equipment, uniforms, or insignia will not be portrayed in commercial advertising in any way
chat would imply NPS endorsement of the product. If the National Park Service incurs unbudgeied
costs in monitoring, providing protection services, or otherwise supporting commercial filming
activities, then reimbursement of those costs will be obtained from the permittee as a condition of
the permit issued for the filming. Additional direction is provided by the Filming Guideline
(NPS-21).
Mineral Development
Mineral development includes exploration, extraction, production, storage, and transportation of
minerals. Mineral development tnay be allowed in parks only where there are existing valid mining
dauns, federal mineral leases, or nonfederally owned minerals. If the National Park Service
determines that the proposed mineral development would be in derogation of park values and
purposes and cannot be sufficiently modified to meet this standard, then the Service will seek to
extinguish the associated mineral right through acquisition unless otherwise directed by Congress.
In some parks all or certain types of mineral development arc specifically prohibited by law.
AH persona who conduct mineral development within parks will do so only in conformance with
applicable laws,regulations,and NPS policies. These laws include the Mining in the Parks Act (16
USC 1901 et seq.). the Mineral Leasing Act (30 USC 181 et seq.), the Acquired Lands Mineral
Leasing Act (30 USC 301 et seq.), the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (30 USC 1201
et seq.), the NPS Act for Administration (16 USC la-1), the Alaska National Interest Lands
Chspio 8:12
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Conservation Act (16 USC 3101 et seq.), and enabling statutes for individual parks. Mineral
development must also conform with regulations in 36 CFR 9A and B and 43 CFR 3100-3500.
Arsons may not use or occupy surface lands in a park for purposes of removing minerals outside
the park unless provided for in Jaw.
General management plans, land protection plans, and. other planning documents for parks with
mining claims, federal mineral leases, or nordederally owned mineral interests will address these
nonfederal property interests as appropriate. Lands with mineral interests will be zoned according
to their anticipated management and use, based on their resource values, park management
objectives, and park-specific legislative provisions relating to mineral interests.
(See Management Zoning 2:7. Land protection Plans 3:i, Criteria for Recommended Wilderness 6:2, Mineral Development
6:10)

Mining Claims. All parks are closed to the location of new mining claims on federal lands under
the General Mining Law of 1872 (30 USC 21). The National Park Service may permit mineral
development only on existing valid mining claims in conformance with the park's enabling
legislation and the regulations for tnining claims in 36 CFR 9A. The Park Service will perform a
validity examination of a claim before approving a plan of operations in accordance with 36 CFR
9A, except that for some Claims in Alaska, operations may be approved based on irdoraation
available to the Service (such as information contained in the supplemental claim information
statfiraent or the findings of a preliminary field examination) prior to the completion of a validity
examination. All mineral development and use of resources in connection with a claim will be
confined to the boundaries of the claim itself, except for access and transport that are peraiitted
under 36 CFR 9A or, for Alaska, 43 CFR 36.
Federal Mineral Leases, All parks are closed to new federal mineral leasing except for five
national recreation areas (Lake Mead, Lake Chelan, Ross Lake. Whiskeytown, and Glen Canyon)
where Congress has explicitly authorized federal mineral leasing in each area's enabling legislation.
Portions of four of these units and all of Lake Chelan National Recreation Area have been closed
to federal mineral leasing by the Secretary of the Interior. No person may explore for federal
minerals in any of these areas except under an oil and gas lease issued pursuant to regulations in
43 CFR 3100, or in the case of solid materials, under a prospecting permit issued pursuant to
regulations in 43 CFR 3500. Before consenting to a federal mineral lease or subsequent permit in
any of these areas, theresponsibleregionaldirector will determine that leasing, and the subsequerit
mineral development m connection with leasing, will not result in a significant adverse effect on
park resources or aaTnthistrarion.
Some park areas contain leases that existed at the time the park was created or expanded. These
leases are valid existing rights and will continue to exist until such time as they expire under the
regulations that govern federal mineral leasing (43 CFR 3100 and 3500). When such a lease
expires, the minerals and lands contairuhg such minerals cannot be leased again.
NonfederaHy Owned Minerals. VVhere the development of nonfederal mineral rights witfun parks
is proposed, the National Park Service will aetermine whether such development can be undertaken
without the derogation of parte purposes and values, If the proposal cannot be sufficiently modified
to meet this standard, the Service will seek to extinguish the mineral right through acquisition
unless otherwise directed by Corigress.
NPS regional directors may approve mineral development related to norurederally owned oil and gas
under the regulations in 36 CFR 9B. Until tho National Park Service promulgates special
regulations to control mineral development of ncmfederal minerals other Than oil and gas, a regional
director may approve operations in connection with such minerals under regulations in 36 CFR 5,
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which govern ''Commercial and Private Operations," provided that such operations do not violate
ihe above stated standard.
Agricultural Uses
Agricultural uses and activities arc authorized in parts in accordance with the direction provided by
a part's enabling legislation and general management plan. However, agricultural uses and
activities may not be conducied in natural zones. Agricultural practices and techniques, including
the use of pesticides, are subject to the provisions of federal and state laws, NPS regulations and
policies, arid the Special Part Uses Guideline. In general, agricultural activities should be
conducted in accordance with accepted best management practices. Trie National Park Service may
issue leases or special use permits to individuals or organizations to conduct agricultural activities
on part lands.
Agricultural activities in cultural zones, including demonstration, farms, will be allowed if (1) they
conform to those thai occurred during Ihe historic period, (2) they do not result in the derogation of
park values or purposes, and (3) ihey support the part's interpretive themes. Agricultural uses that
do not conform to those in practice rhiring the historic period may be allowed if (1) they are
authorized by federal law, (2) ihey are retained as a right subsequent to NPS land acquisition, or
(3) they coniribute to Ihe maintenance of a historic scene. Within agricultural subzones, certain
agricultural practices may be allowed or restricted to achieve desirable land uses or NPS
management objectives.
NPS and concession employees living in parks may cultivate gardens for personal use in part
development zones and cultural zones under terms and conditions established by the superiniendenL
Such use will not be permitted if it would deplete or pollute water supplies, adversely affect visitor
enjoyment of the historic or natural scene, or result in the derogation of part values or purposes.
In urban parts, areas may be designated for community recreational gardening under die same
conditions.
{See Management Zoning 2 7, Landscapes and Plants 4:8. Pejis 4:13, Cultural Landscapes S.tj. Personal Services 7:2)

Grazing
Commercial grazing or stock driveways will be allowed only in those parts where (1) they are
specifically auihorized by federal law, (2) they were retained as a reserved right arising from NPS
land acquisition, or (3) they are necessary to maintain the historic scene. Grazing and stock
driveways will be eliminated in all other parts. In parts where authorized grazing occurs, it may
be managed by the National Part Service or ihrough an agreement with ihe Bureau of Land
Management or another agency.
The National Part Service will develop a grazing management plan for all parks where grazing
occurs, including parks where grazing is managed by other agencies. Grazing will be managed and
conducted in accordance with standards and procedures designed to ensure that it does not result in
significant damage w part resources. These standards will be achieved through the use of ihe best
grazing management practices possible. The National Part Service will determine the significance
of the impacts from grazing activities based upou the organic act, ihe park's enabling legislation,
other applicable legislation, and die values and purposes of ihe part. Livestock or trail stock will
be kepi within the carrying capacity of the area to be grazed so that die composition, condition,
and distribution of native plam and animal communities and ecosystem dynamics are not
significantly altered and so that conflicts with public use are minimized. To protect part resources,
restrictions may be placed on class and numbers of animals and locations and periods of use.
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Because of the fragile nature of ihe resources involved, grazing in riparian zones will be
discouraged.
No facilities or range developments such as fences, corrals, or water developments, other than those
authorized by law or approved for NPS use or concession use, will be allowed, in parks to increase
livestock numbers or to introduce livestock into areas where they cannot otherwise exist The
National Park Service will not expend funds to construct or mamiain commercial livestock facilities
unless there is a direct benefit to the protection of park resources. The grazing permittee will be
required to remove such facilities when grazing activities are no longer authorized.
Trail slock used by the National Park Service, concessioners, or the public may graze in natural
zones of parks only as they pass through these areas. Grazing will be restricted in natural zones
whenever necessary to protect park resources and values. The Park Service will generally
encourage parties to pack in feed for stock, and will require it where stock grazing would have
adverse impacts on. park resources,
Where grazing or livestock trailing is otherwise allowed but its continuation would conflict with
public enjoyment of park resources or would interfere with the functions of the natural ecosystem,
the National Park Service will eliroinate grazing, whenever possible, through orderly and cooperative
procedures with the individuals or orgamzatiorts concerned.
(See Management Zoning 2:7, Water Quantity and Quality 4:15. Criteria for Recommended Wilderness 6:2. Grazing and
Uvestock Orh-eways 6:9. Equestrian Traib 9:10. Miscellaneous Mceagtmcnt facilities 9:16)

Collecting Natural Products
Collecting natural products for personal use or consumption is governed by NPS general regulations
and by Ihe Special Park Uses Guideline. A superintendent may designate certain fruits, berries,
nuts, or unoccupied seashells that can be gathered by hand for personal use or consumption,
including craditiooal use by native Americans, upon a written determination that such an activity
will not adversely affect park wildlife or the reproductive potential of a plant species or otherwise
adversely affect park resources. The collection' of minerals or rocks will be allowed only when
specifically authorized by federal law or treaty rights.
While eampfires are a traditional element of camping and the park experience, gathering firewood
will be prohibited except where subsistence use is authorized by federal law or in specific areas
designated by a superintendent where dead and down wood may be collected for campfires. Natural
resource products that accumulate as a result of site clearing for development, hazard tree removal,
vista clearing, or other management actions will be recycled through the ecosystem wherever
practicable. Whererecyclingis not practicable, the products may be disposed of. Disposal may be
accomplished by concract, if the result of work done under contract and the value is calculated in
the contract cost, or by sale at fair market value in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.
Wood that accumulates as a result of management actions described above may also be used for
park purposes such as heating public buildings or offices or for interpreuve campfire programs.
(See Research and Collection Activities 8:15)

Research and Collection Activities
Research activities by non-NPS personnel that, in the superintendent's judgment, might disturb
resources or visitors or that require the waiver of any regulation may be allowed in parks only
pursuant to the terras and conditions of an appropriate permit. Scientific collecting activities that
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involve the removal of plants, animals, minerals, or archeologicaJ, historical, or paleoniological
objects will be allowed only if they are (1) proposed in conjunction with authorized research
activities and (2) authorized and conducted in accordance with all applicable legislation, regulations,
and guidelines (36 CFR 2.5).

(See Science and Research 4:2. Research 5:2, Ethnographic Research and Inventories 5:12. Collecting Natural Produc
8:15)
Subsistence
Subsistence uses and access will be allowed only where such activities are specifically mandated by
federal law, such as the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act, or treaty rights.
Subsistence uses will be conducted in accordance with the provisions of law and consistent with
sound management principles and managed so that the composition, condition, and distribution of
native plant and animal communities and ecosystem dynamics are not significantly altered.
(See Native American Use 8:8)

Cemeteries and Burials
Nationar Cemeteries. All national cemeteries administered by the National Park Service will be
managed as historically significant resources and as integral pans of larger historical parks. Burials
in national cemeieries will be permitted, pursuant to applicable regulations, until available space has
been filled. Management and preservation of national cemeteries are subject to the provisions of
the National Cemeieries Act (38 USC 1000 et sea.). NPS "National Cemetery Regulations" (36 CFR
12), and the National Cemeteries Management Guideline (NPS-6I).
The enlargement of a national cemetery for additional burials constitutes a modem inmision
comr/roraising the historical character of boih ihe cemetery and the historical park and will not be
permitted.
Family Cemeteries- Burial of family members in family cemeteries that have been acquired by the
National Park Service in the establishment of parks will be rxnnioed to the extent practicable,
pursuant to applicable regulations, until space aliened to the cemeteries has been filled.
Other Burials and Scattering of Ashes.
Other burials or reinterments outside established
cemeteries in parks will be prohibited except where permitted by cultural resource policies. The
scattering of human ashes from cremation may be permitted by a superintendent, in accordance with
NPS general regulations.
(See Burial Sites and Cemeteries 5:13, Cultural Resources 6:7. Interpretation and Native Americans 7:5)

Other Special Park Uses
Oiner special uses of paries that may be allowed under permit or special regulations include use of
explosives or fireworks, military operations, use of portable power equipment, and sale and
distribution of printed matter. Specific guidance is provided in 36 CFR and the Special Park Uses
Guideline.
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9 Park Facilities

9 Park Facilities
The National Park Service will provide appropriate facilities necessary for resource protection and
required for visitor enjoyment of parks. The visitor and management facilities provided by the Park
Service and its concessioners will be harmonious with park resources, compatible with natural
processes, aesthetically pleasing, functional, as accessible as possible to all segments of the
population, energy-efficient, and cost-effective.

GENERAL
The provision of the suppon structures required to transport, house, inform, and serve visitors and
staff requires planning, design, programming, construction, operations, and mainienance.
Facility Planning and Design
Planning and design of park facilities will be accomplished by interdisciplinary teams consticuied to
meet the environmental, programmatic, and technical requirements of the project. Public input will
be sought at the earliest stage of planning and design, particularly in those cases where controversy
is likely, or at a later stage if the specific project was not developed in sufficient detail during
earlier planning steps to allow effective public inpuu
Facilibes necessary for visitor use and paifc managemeTit will be identified in general managemeni
plans, development concept plans, and associated planning documents.
Designs for park facilities, regardless Of their origin (NPS. contractor, concessioner, or other), will
be hannoiUous with and integrated into the park environment and will be subject to the same high
standards of design and functionality and to the same review and approval processes, including
inspection while construction is underway.
(See Pari Planning Process and Products 2d)
Life-Cycle Cosls, All costs, including.initial construction costs, ongoing mainienance costs, and
operating COSTS, will be considered In the planning, design, and construction of facilities.
Location. Major facilities within
established by the park's approved
may also be located outside park
appropriate, the Park Service will
facilities with oiher federal, state,

park boundaries wiU be placed only in development zones
general management plan. Where authorized, major facilities
boundaries in the vicinity of the park. Where possible and
establish and maintain cooperative admirrisiration/uiformation
or local entities. When structures that are not historically
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significant are determined to be inappropriately placed in prime resource areas, they will be
removed.
(See Govern! Management Plan 2:6, Treatment of Cultural Resources 5:5, Management Facilities 6:5)
Adaptive Use. Adaptive use of historic and nonhistone buildings for uses such as visitor centers,
hostels, and administiauve offices will generally be considered before new construction, assuming
Out an existing building can meet park objectives and its use will not be an intrusion on significant
natural or cultural resources. Facility development is subject lo section 110 of the National Historic
Preservation Act (16 USc 470 et seq.), which states that available historic properties will be used
to the maximum extent feasible prior io acquiring, consuTjcting, or leasing other buildings. Use of
historic buildings will comply with all laws, regulations, and policies regarding the treatment and
use of cultural properties.
(See Planning and Proposal Formulation 5:4, New Construction 5:7, Use of Historic Structures 5:8, Accessibility for
Disabled Persons 9:3)

Integration of Facilities into the Park Environment. Facilities will be integrated into the park
landscape and environs so as to cause minimum impact Development will not compete with or
dominate park features.
A cohesive design ihetne will reflect the purpose and character of the park, or of an individual
developed area of a large park. Standard designs and components may be used, but they will be
adapted as appropriate to the specific site and conditions as pan of the design process.
Full integration of facilities into the park environment will involve
innovative concepts for grouping facilities and activities, both in design of new development
and in redesign of existing complexes, building on the architectural and Landscape elements
already present
thorough resource and user analyses
sensitivity to cultural, regional, aesthetic, and environmental factors in the selection of site,
materials, and forms
knowledge of values and other socioculrural concerns of park associated ethnic groups
(See Protection of Cultural Values 9:2. Visitor Centers 9:11, Siting Facilities to Avoid Natural Hasxvus 9:2)
Protection of Cultural Values. In cultural zones, new visitor or acUnutisxrative structures will
harmonize with the area and its cultural resources in proportion, color, and texture. No attempt will
be made to duplicate or mimic a historic design, nor will any modem construction be rxjrtrayed to
the public as historic. Application of the criteria of effect promulgated by the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation and compliance with the Council's regulations on "Protection of Historic
Properties" (36 CFR 800) will precede any development These criteria will apply ID all historic
properties even if they are not included within a cultural zone.
(See Resource laerlificaJion, Evaluation, and Registration 5:1, Planning and Proposal Formulation 5:4, New Construction

Siting Facilities to Avoid Natural Hazards. Facilities will not be located in areas where rtarural
processes pose a persistent threat unless no practicable alternative site exists and unless all safety
and hazard probability factors have been considered. Hazardous areas include sites with unsvable
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soils and geologic conditions, fault zones, thermal areas, floodplainj, Hash-flood zones, and coastal
high-hazard areas. Where facilities must be located in such areas, their design and siting will
consider the nature of the hazard and include appropriate mitigating measures to minimize risks to
human life and property. Requirements for development in floodplains and wetlands are contained
in Executive Order 11988, "Roodplain Management" (42 USC 4321), and Executive Order 11990,
'Protection of Wetlands" (42 USC 4321), and Uieir implementing guidelines.

(See Floodplains and Wetlands 4:16, Shoreline Management 4:20, Visitor Safety and Protection 8:5, Planning Criter
Park Concessions 10:1)
Accessibility for Disabled Persons. Visitor and management facilities and transportation systems
will be made as accessible as practicable, depending on the nature of the area and of the facility, to
persons with visual, hearing, mobility, and mental impairments. Accessibility will be provided
consistent with preserving park resources and providing a nigh quality visitor experience. The
degree of accessibility provided will be proportionately related to the degTee of man-made
modifications in the area surrounding ihe facility and to the importance of the facility to people
visiting or working in the park, as described below. Concessioner facilities will be subject to the
same accessibility standards as NPS facilities. The legislative bases for policies on accessibility are
the Architectural Barriers- Act (42 USC 4151 et seq.) and the Rehabilitation Act (29 USC 701 et
seq.).
Buildings and sites in developed areas will be designed and constructed or rehabiliuated in
accordance wilh "Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards" (49 FR 31528) to provide full
accessibility to disabled persons.
Most administrative offices, some visitor overnight
acexmunodations, some employee housing, and most interpretive and visitor service facilities will be
accessible. Undeveloped areas, such as those outside the immediate influence of buildings and
roads, will not normally be modified, nor will special facilities be provided for the sole purpose of
providing access to all segments of the population. Accessibility in threshold areas, such as scenic
overlooks, nafure trails, features of special interest, or wayside exhibits, will be determined on the
basis of the narure of the topography, the significance of the attraction, and the amount of existing
or contemporary raan-raade modifications.
Transportation systems in panes will have a sufficient percentage of fully accessible vehicles to
provide effective services 10 disabled persons. On existing systems, the necessary vehicles will be
provided on a replacement or retrofit basis. Until the transportation system has been made fully
accessible, a separate accessible vehicle will be provided, or disabled persons will be allowed to
drive their personal vehicles on otherwise restricted roadways. No new roads will be developed for
the sole purpose of providing disabled visitors access to a given area. However, within the existing
road system, efforts will be made to provide for specialized transportation needs.
Water
iransportation systems will be as accessible as the areas being served by the systems. Every effort
will be made to provide full access to scenic cruise vessels.
In meeting the goal of accessibility, emphasis will be placed on ensuring that disabled persons will
be afforded experiences and Qpccrruniues with other visitors to the greatest extent practicable.
Separate facilities for the physically and- mentally disabled are not a substitute for full accessibility
to other park facilities, but they may be allowed where the need for specialized services is clearly
demonstrated.

(See Physical Access for Disabled Persons 5:15, Interpretation for Special Populations 7.4, Accessibility for Disable
Persons 8:5, Accessibility for Disabled Persons J0.-6)
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Construction
Construction Sites. Construction sites will be limited to the smallest feasible area. Ground
disturbance will be carefully controlled to preclude undue damage to vegetation, soils, and
archeological resources, and. to reduce air, water, and noise pollution. Care will be exercised to
ensure that construction equipment and all construction materials imported into the park are free of
undesirable species.
(See Air Quality 4:17. Hois* 4:18)
Bevegetation and Landscaping. The selection of plant material and cultivation practices will be
guided by the policies for "Landscapes and Plants" in chapter 4. irrigation to mauiiain exotic
plantings will be avoided except where such irrigation is pan of an approved management program
essential 10 achieve park objectives and when dependable supplies of water are available.
Wherever practicable, soils and plants affected by construction will be salvaged for use in site
restoration Any surplus soils and plants may be used for the restoration of other degraded areas
within the park, and surplus soils should be stockpiled for future use. If additional soil and plants
are needed to restore disturbed sites, they may be obtained from other sites in the park if it is
determined (hat use of an in-park source will not signiAcanily affect cultural or natural resources or
ecological processes. In any case, imported soils must be compatible with existing ones and fulfill
honlcultural requirements of plants used for restoration.

(See Landscapes and Plana 4:8, Genetic Resources 4:10, Introduction of Hew Exotic Species 4:11, Water Quantity an
Quality 4:15, Soil Resource Management 4:10, Cultural landscapes- 5:6, Water Supply and Wcatewater Treatment Systems
9:5)

Borrow Pits and Spoil Areas. Materials horn borrow pits or other sand or gravel sources on NPS
lands, including submerged lands, may be used only by the National Park Service in connection
with functions necessary for park administration. Surxjrfotendents will only create or use new
borrow pits or other sources or continue to use existing sources inside the park if it is determined,
based on a written analysis, that economic factors make it totally impractical to import sand or
gravel and if acceptable sources are identified in the park resource management plan.
When the National Park Service must obtain bonow materials or create spoil areas within a park, it
will use areas devoid of siguificam cultural and natural resources, as identified through appropriate
scudies, and areas not viewed or used by visitors. Such areas will be restored to be compatible
with the surrounding environment All proposals for obtaining materials from a previously unused
source within a park will be reviewed under all pertinent environmental statutes, including the
National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC 4321 et seq.), the National Historic Preservation Act
(16 USC 470 et seq.), the Endangered Species Act (16 USC 1531 et seq.), and the dean Water
Act (33 USC 1251 et seq.). All applicable federal, state, and local permits will be obtained prior
to the creation and use of new borrow sources.
Proposed borrow pits and spoil areas outside parks will also be evaluated to ensure that use by the
National Park Service or its contractors complies with all applicable statutes and regulations and
does not negatively impact resources or values inside the park. Such areas will be restored as
appropriate.
(See Revegetaiion and Landscaping 9:4, Honfederally Owned Minerals 8:13)
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Maintenance
There is a maintenance responsibility for every asset that is owned by the National Park Service.
The costs of operation and the useful life of the facilities and equipment are directly related to the
type and level of maintenance provided. Therefore, the National Park Service will conduct a
program of preventive and rehabilitative maintenance and preservation to protect the physical
integrity of facilities so as to provide a safe, sanitary, and aesthetically pleasing environment for
park visitors and employees and to preserve or maintain facilities in their as-construcied (or
reconstructed) condition to the greatest extent possible.
(See Operating and Maintenance Plans 10:5)

Utilities
Utilities will be as unobtrusive as possible and have the least possible resource impact. The
National Park Service will use municipal or other utility systems outside the parka whenever
ecororaicalty and environmentally practicable, and it may participate where authorized in costsharing with municipalities and others in meeting new, expanded, or replacement park utility needs.
(See Utility Rates J0:6)
Water Supply and Wastewater Treatment Systems, Water systems will be designed to conserve
water. Before new water systems or extensions of existing systems are constructed, it will be
determined that reasonable economies in the use of existing water systems will not cover expected
needs. Where feasible, groundwater sources will be developed in lieu of or to replace surface water
diversions in parks. Water systems are subject to state and federal health standards.
No new wastewater treatment plants will be constructed, and no existing plants will be enlarged, to
handle increased sewage flows until it has been determined that reductions in water use are not
possible. In selecting an appropriate method of wastewater treatment, the factors of all-season
reliability, costteffectiveness, and minimum adverse impact on the environment will all be
considered. Wastewater will be adequately treated so that on its return to water courses it meets or
exceeds applicable state and federal water quality standards.
(See Water Quantity and Quality 4:1$, Carnpgrcunds 9:13, Comfort Stations 9:14)

Underground Utility Lines. Where feasible, utility lines will be placed urulerground except where
such placement would cause significant damage to natural or cultural resources. When placed
aboveground, utility lines and appurteriant srreccures will be located and designed to minimize their
impact on park resources and values. Wherever possible and visually acceptable, all utilities will
share a common corridor and vvill be combined with tnuosportation corridors.
(See Criteria far Recorrmended Wilderness 6:2)

Historic Utilities, Utilities ihat were present during the historic period will be managed, as cultural
resources and will be governed by the same policies as other cultural resources. Where present
needs require upgraded lines and facilities, modem utilities will conform insofar as possible to the
appearance and location of the historic utilities.
(See Planning and Proposal Formulation 5?t. Structures 5.6)

Solid Waste Management. The National Park Service recognizes the national problem of solid
waste management and will encourage environrnentaliy sound solutions. All waste management
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decisions will be based on a consideration of economics, proper use of resources (both personnel
and physical), safety, effect on ihe total environment, and other factors of sound engineering and
will be in compliance with all federal, state, and local regulations regarding avoidance, ameHoraiion,
or elimination of environmental pollution.
The National Park Service will promote the use of biodegradable materials, the reuse and recycling
of materials, and other appropriate measures to minimize solid waste and conserve natural resources
to the fullest extern possible.
Solid waste disposal on NPS lands is incompatible with the purpose for which the land was
acquired or is being managed; therefore, every effort will be made to dispose of solid waste outside
of NPS managed lands using approved regional landfills.
NPS-owned or managed lands will not be used for disposal of wastes brought as such from any
state or any local community except as authorized by Congress or previously authorized by written
agreement. These wastes include sewage, sewage sludges, waier plant sludges, sewage plant effluent,
hazardous or toxic wastes, garbage, and cash. (This policy does not apply to the typical trash or
garbage brought as such by visitors and carried in their vehicles or trailers.)
Incineration as a means of solid waste disposal will be used only if there is no other feasible
alternative. Incineration is subject to provisions in the Clean Air Act {42 USC 7401 et seq.),
including, if applicable, performance standards (40 CFR 60), and wilh other operational guidance
published by the Environmental Protection Agency regarding municipal waste incineration and
industrial boilers (PR 50:28545)- Open burning for solid waste disposal will not be permmed in
parks except on a very limited basis in backcountry areas.
(See Air Quality 4:17, Rivet Use 8:3, Backeoteury Use 8:3. Miscellaneous Management Facilities 9:16. Recycling and
Beverage ConioiACr Program 104)

Hazardous Materials and Toxic Waste
Superintendents will make efforts to avoid hazardous material incidenu; and to control or minimize
them should they occur. Prevention will include acquisition of minimum quantities of hazardous
materials; selection of the least toxic materials; implementation of safe use, storage, and disposal
practices; recycling of spent materials; and development of emergency response programs. Any
hazardous or toxic waste the Park Service generates (solvents, paints, acids, baneries, etc.) will be
disposed of separately from solid waste. Activities pertaining to hazardous and toxic materials,
including purchase, rjjruge. transportation, and disposal, will comply with federal, suite, and local
laws and regulations including but not limited to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (42
USC 6901 et seq,), the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Aci (42
USC 9601 et seq.), and the integrated pest management program of the National Park Service.
The National Park Service will identify and take actions to address existing hazardous waste
problems, buried toxic dumps and Iaridfillsi spills, and contamination of water, soil, and air. When
acquiring tucure park, sites, identification of potential hazardous waste problems will be included in
the site evaluation/acquisition process. Any existing or potential hazardous waste problems on lands
proposed for inclusion in a park or for future acquisition will be brought to the attention of ihe
Director as soon as they are identified.
(See Chapter 3: land Protection: see also Hew Area Studies and Criteria 2:1, Integrated Pest Management Procedures
4:13. Smtobiluy and Feasibiliry 2:3).
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Energy Management
The National Pane Service will conduct its activities in a manner that ensures char energy is used in
a wise and economical manner. Pane resources and values will not be degraded to provide energy
for NPS purposes.
All facilities, vehicles, and other equipment will be managed, operated, and maintained in a safe
and healthful manner and to minimize consumption of energy and development of nonrenewable
fuels. Renewable sources of energy and new developments in energy-efficiency technology,
including recycling of materials and waste, will be used where apprormare and cost-efTective.
However, energy efficiencies will not be achieved at the expense of adverse impacts on park
resources and values.
Park personnel and. visitors may be provided with in-park public transportation or trails and walks
for nonmotorized transportation as energy-conserving alternatives.
The National Park Service will interpret the wise use of energy to the public and will educate and
motivate NPS personnel to conserve energy.
(See Air Quality 4:17, Interpretive Programs 7:1, Transportation Services 9:9, Trails and Walks 9.-9)

Structural Fire Protection and. Suppression
Structural fires will be suppressed to prevent the loss of human life or to prevent damage to real
property or cultural or natural resources. Fire suppression services will be provided primarily by
appropriate community or county fire departments hi accordance with the terms of agreements or
contracting documents. At paries where such services are not available, the National Park Service
will provide a level of structural fire protection commensurate with park needs.
Each superintendent will complete a structural fire needs assessment and develop and implement a
soruccural fire plan, as appropriate, to meet park needs.
(See Implementation Plans 2:9, Wildfire Prevention and Suppression 4:14, Fire Detection and Suppression S:J3)

ACCESS AND CIRCULATION SYSTEMS
Working with other responsible authorities, the National Park Service will seek reasonable access m
parks and ensure that the means of circulation within them are adequate to permit public enjoyment
of park resources. Depending on a park's size, location, resources, and level of use, the access and
circulation system may include a mix of automobile, bus, foot, bicycle, horse, boat, plane, and other
means of travel. Providing for visitor use and enjoyment, environmental coratraims, protection of
park resources and values, cost, conservation of energy, and accessibility for disabled persona will
be primary determinants in planning-the particular systems for each park. The National Park
Service will provide a variety of well integrated transportation options, placing emphasis, wherever
reasonable, on norunofonzed means of travel.
Park access and circulation systems will be identified in general management plans. These systems
will be implemented by further detailed planning studies, such as devefoprnent concept plans, trail
plans, and other relevant documents.
(See General Marvgemeni Plan 26, Implementation Plans 2:9. Management Facilities 6:5, Life-Cycle Casts 9:1,
Accessibility for Disabled Persons 9:3, Energy Management 9:7)
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Road Systems
Park Roads. Park roads will be well constructed, reflect the highest principles of park design,
enhance (he visitor experience, and be sensitive to environmental factors. Park roads are generally
not inxended 10 provide fast and convenient transportation; they are iniended to enhance the quality
of a visit while providing for safe and efficient travel.
For most existing parks, a road system is already in place. In updating plans for these paries, it
must be determined whether the road system should be maintained as is, reduced, expanded,
reorienied, dtminaied, or supplemented by other means of travel. Where roads are cfircmically used
to capacity, the use of public transit or limitations on use will be considered as alternatives to road
improvements. Although they may not meet current engineering standards, some existing roads are
cultural and recreational resources, and their values will be preserved.
The decision to construct, expand, or upgrade a road will be based on a derermination thai the
following criteria are met:
Access to the area is appropriate and necessary.
A road is the best means of providing the necessary access.
Effects on significant natural resources or processes or cultural resources will be avoided,
and other adverse effects will be minimized or mitigated.
The road will be intimately and harmoniously related to the landscape through which it
passes.
The road will lake maximum advantage, consistent with the foregoing criteria, of
interpretive and scenic values.
Specific road designs are subject to the NPS Park Rood Standards, which are adaptable to each
park's unique character and resource limitations.
(See General Management 5.VJ. Management Facilities 6:5. Transportation Services 9:9)
Traffic Signs and Markings. Traffic signs and pavement markings on park roads are subject to
the standards in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices as supplemented by the National
Park Service Sign Manual. All signs and markings will conform to good traffic engineering
practices. The National Park Service will follow the MUTCD with respect to the format of all
regulatory traffic control signs installed on NPS roads open to public traffic. Signs will be limited
to the minimum necessary to avoid confusion and visual intrusion.
(See Navigation Aids 9:10, Signs 9:11)
Cxtrnrnercial and Other Through-Trafficr- Where existing through-traffic routes are determined to
have adverse impacts on park purposes and values, the National Park Service will work with
federal, state, and local agencies io minimize the impacts or to have the routes closed or removed.
Commercial traffic, except for the purpose of serving park visitors and park operations, will be
prohibited on roads within parks wherever possible. Where such closure is not possible, che
National Parte Service will wort: with appropriaie government agencies and private organizations and
individuals to minimize the impacts of such traffic.
Parking Areas. Parking areas and overlooks will be located so as not to intrude, by sight or
sound, on significant fearures. Parking areas will be limited to the smallest size appropriate and be
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designed to harmoniously accommodate motorized and nonmotorized vehicles and pedestrians.
Where large parking areas are needed, their negative visual impacts wiil be reduced with plaruangs
and other design recnraoues. Stabilized overflow parking areas should be provided where needed to
accommodate peak visitation. Permanent parking areas should not be sized for peak use.
Transportation Services
A decision lo provide visitor transportation services will be based on a extermination that the
following criteria are met:
The system is a cosi-effective alternative to the construction of additional roads, pranking
areas, and support facilities.
The system will enhance the visitor experience by offering new or improved interpretive
opportunities, simplifying travel within the park, or making it easier to see park features.
The system will reduce traffic congestion, noise, air pollution, and adverse effects on pant
resources and values.
The system will conserve energy.
All alternative modes of iransponation may be considered conceptually. However, consideration of
any mode of transportation that requires the construction of surface or elevated trackage, suspended
cables, or advanced technologies will not go beyond a conceptual status without approval from the
Director. Considering economic and environmental factors, any mode of transportation othar than a
system using rubber-tired vehicles operating on existing roads for land transportation or using
standard dUsplacemerit boats for waterfxorne systems would have to be uniquely advantageous to
warrant its use to supplement or replace an existing system.
The National Park Service will work with other federal and state agencies, local and regional
planning bodies, citizen groups, and others to promote public transit systems for park access and
circulation and to encourage use of public transportation wherever feasible.
(See AccessibilityforDisabled Persons 9:3. Energy Monagement 9:7, Park Roods 9:8)

Trails and Walks
Tttis section addresses only the physical aspects of trails and walks, such as location, design,
construction, and maiutenance. Visitor use and management are addressed in chapter B under
"Recreational Activities."
Trails and walks provide the only means of access into many areas within parks, and these facilities
wiU be plarmed and developed as integral parts of each park's access and circulation system. Trails
and walks will serve as management "tools to help control distribution and intensity of use and to
avoid undesirable impacts while providing enjoyable access to a variety of park areas. All trails
wiU be carerully located, designed, and managed to allow for a satisfying park experience and to
protect resources.
(See Management Facilities 6:5, Accessibility for Disabled Persons 9:3)

Hiking Trails and Walks. Trail design will vary to accommodate a range of users and will be
appropriate to user patterns and site conditions. Heavily used trails and walks outside the
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backcountiy may be surfaced as necessary for visitor safety, accessibility 10 persons with impaired
mobility, resource protection, and erosion control, Wetlands will generally be avoided, but where
necessary may be spanned by a boardwalk or other means that will not disturb hydrologic
processes.
Backcoumry trails will offer visitors a primitive outdoor experience and will be
unsurfaced and modest in character, except where a more durable surface is needed. Artificiality in
the form of noimarive materials should be avoided on backcoumry trails.
(See Management Facilities 6:5, Bacicountry Use 8:3)
Equestrian Traits. Equestrian trails and related support facilities, such as feed boxes and hitch
rails, may be provided where consistent with p a * objectives and where site conditions are suitable.
(See Grazing and Livestock Driveways 6:9, Grazing S:I4)
Bicyde Trails. To encourage and facilitate bicycle use, bicycle txavelways may be integrated with
park roads where safe, feasible, and appropriate. Bicycle trails may be provided where appropriate
and where sice conditions are suitable. Bicycle trails may be paved or stabilized for the safety and
convenience of travelers.
(See General Public Use 6:8)
Interpretive Trails. Interpretive trails and walks, both guided and self-guiding, may be used for
purposes of visitor appreciation and understanding of park values.
(See Chapter 7. Interpretation)
Trailheada. Trailheads and trail access points, from which trail use can begin, will be carefully
tied into other elements of the park development and circuiarion system to facilitate rjail use and
management.
Trail Bridges. Trail bridges may be used for crossing swift waters, areas prone to flash flooding,
and other places consrituting a safety hazard. Less obtrusive alternatives to bridges, such as
culverts, fords, and trail relocation, will be considered before deciding to build a bridge. If a
bridge is determined to be appropriate, it will be kept to the minimum size needed to serve trail
users and designed to be in harmony with the surrounding natural scene and as unobtrusive as
possible.
Cooperative Trail Planning. The National Park Service will cooperate with other land managers
and with users groups ID facilitate trail access to parks. Where parks are abuned by other public
land, the National P a * Service will participate in interagency, mulujurisdictional trail planning.
Where an effective trail system exists and where otherwise permitied, hostels or similar low-cost
overnight facilities may be provided to encourage trail use.
(See HosuU and Shelters 9:13, Hostels 10,4)
National Trails. The National Park Service will cooperate with other land managers and user
groups to facilitate the use of national trails, in accordance with the laws and policies applicable to
such trails, to the extent that trail management and use does not detract from the basic mission and
authorities of parks.
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Navigation Aids
Necessary aircraft and water navigation aids will be planned in coUaboration with the Federal
Aviation Acunirusrjation and U.S. Coast Guard, respectively, and will be installed and used in
conformance with the standards established by those agencies, except that they may be jointly
modified as necessary to meet specific" pari: and public safely needs.
(See Aircraft Use 8:8, Signs 9.11)

VISITOR FACIUTiES
Informational and Interpretive Facilities
Facilities will be provided to assist park visitors in appreciating and enjoying the park and
underrdanding its sigm finance.
(See Chapter 7: Interpretation ana' Education; see also Accessibility for Disabled Persons 9:3}

Signs. Signs will be carefully planned and designed to fulfill their important role in conveying an
appropriate park image and in providing utformation and orientation to visitors. Each park will
have an approved paikwide sign plan that will establish design criteria based on that park's unique
resources and values. Entrance and other key signs will be distinctively aesigned to reflect the
character of the park.
Signs will be held to the minimum number, size, and wording required to serve their intended
functions, so as to minimally intrude upon the natural or historic setting. They will be placed
where they do not interfere with park visitors' enjoyment and appreciation of park resources.
Roadside infomtatiou signs are subject to the standards established in the National Park Service
Sign Manual, Interpretive signs will be guided by sign and wayside exhibit plans.
(See Signs 6:6, Traffic Signs and Markings 9:8, Navigation Aids 9:11)

Entrance Stations. Entrance and fee collection stations will be harmonious with the park
environment and should reflect the architectural character of the park.
Visitor Centers. Where uecessary to provide visitor irdbrmation and interpretive services, visitor
centers may be coristruaed at locations identified in approved plans. To mirdmize visual intrusions
and harm to major park features, visitor centers will generally not be located near such fearores.
Visitor centers are not substitutes for r^raonal or self-guiding on-site interpretation- 7hey will be
constructed only when it has been determined that indoor media are the most effective means of
ccmmuraeating major elements of the park story and thai a central public contact point is needed.
As appropriate, a visitor center may include information services, sales of educational materials and
theme-related items, audiovisual programs, museums, artifact storage, exhibits, and. other staffed or
self-help programs and spaces necessary for a qualicy visitor experience.
(See Nonpxrsonal Services and Media 7:3, Location 9:1, Accessibility for Disabled Persons 9:3, Curatorial Facilities 9:1S,
Merchandise and Handcrafts 10:8)
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Amphitheaters. Amphitheaters may be provided at campgrounds and other locations where the
provision of formal imerpretive programs is desirable. Campfire circles may be provided in
campgrounds to accommodate evening programs and informal social gatherings.
(See Canyjgrounds 0:13)

Wayside Exhibits. Wayside exhibits may be provided along roads and heavily used walks and
trails to interpret resources on site.
(Sec Nc+ipersonal Services and Medic 7:3)

Viewing Device*. Viewing devices (pedestal binoculars or telescopes) may be provided at
appropriate locations when the superintendent determines that such devices are desirable for
meaningful interpretation or understanding of part resources. Viewers may be provided by the
National Part Service or by others under a concession permit or contract.
(See Viewing Devices 10$)
Facilities for Arts and Culture. Various cultural events (concerts, films, lectures, plays, crah
shows, and an exhibits) are permitted where they are related to a part's purposes and objectives.
However, permanent facilities may be built specifically for cultural activities only when all the
following criteria are met:
It is impossible or impractical lo use demountable or temporary facilities.
It is impossible to adaptively use other park facilities.
The permanent facility is required for programs of major importance in conveying the part
story.
Neither the facility nor its operation impairs cultural or natural resources or hinders the use
of ihe park for its intended purposes.
The facility cannot feasibly be provided by others outside the part.
(See Use cf Historic Structures 5:8. Special Events 8:10)
Overnight Accommodations and Food Services
In many cases overnight accommodations and food services art not needed within a park.
However, visitors need these services in the part when the distance and travel time to
accommodations and services outside the part is too great to permit reasonable use. Furthermore,
certain activities, such as backcountry use, may require overnight stays. Overnight facilities and
food services will be restricted to the kinds and levels necessary to achieve each part's purposes
and will be provided only when the private sector or other public agencies cannot adequately
provide them in the part vicinity.
Overnight accommodations may vary from unimproved
backcounny campsites io motel- or hotel-type lodging, as appropriate. Commercial facilities run by
conceasionen; are addressed in greater detail in chapter 10.
(See Accessibility for Disabled Persons 0:3)
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Campgrounds. Where campgrounds are determined to be necessary, their design will accommodate
the differences between recreation vehicle camping and tent camping and consider terrain, soils,
vegetation, climate, special needs of users, visual and auditory privacy, and other relevant factors.
The National Park Service generally will not provide a full range of amenities and utility hookups.
Portable generators will be allowed but may be limited to designated areas. Shower facilities may
be provided where feasible. Modest-sized play areas for small children are permissible, as are
informal areas for field spons. Wherever it is necessary to restrict wood fires at individual
campsites because of fire danger, air pollution, or other hazards, alternatives may be provided, such
as facilities for use of charcoal or other fuels or cental cook sheds. Sanitary dump stations will be
provided at or near campgrounds accommodating recreation vehicles when a need exists.
Campgrounds intended to accommodate large recreation vehicles or buses will be located only
where existing roads can safely accommodate such vehicles and an increased traffic load.
Campgrounds will not exceed 250 sites unless a larger number of sices has been approved by the
Director.
Where desirable for purposes of management, tent camping may be accommodated in separate
campgrounds or in separately designated areas within campgrounds. Provision may also be made
for accommodating organized groups in separate campgrounds or in separately designated areas.
Boaters' campgrounds may be provided in parks with waters used for recreational boating. The
need for and the sizes, locations, and number of campgrounds will be determined by (1) the type of
water body (river, lake, reservoir, saltwater), (2) the availability and resiliency of potential
campsites, (3) the feasibility of providing and maintaining docking, beaching, mooring, camping,
and sanitary facilities, and (4) the potential impacts on park natural and cultural resources.
(See Noise 4.1$. Artificial Ugh 4:18, Recreation Fees 8:7, Reservation Systems 8:7, Collecting Natural Products 8:15,
Water Supply and Wastewater Treatment Systems 9:5, Comfort Stations 9:14)

Backcountry Campsites. Backcouniry and wilderness campsites may be permitted, but only within
the acceptable limits of use determined by the park's resource management plan or other pertinent
planning document.
(See Use of Wilderness 6:8, Backcountry Use 8:3)

Hostels and Shelters. Hostels are low-cost, supervised accommodations that encourage and
facilitate energy-efficient, nonmotorized enjoyment of parks and their surrounding regions by
individuals and families. Such facilities, along with hostel-like accommodations, such as huts and
shelters, will be considered in the planning process if overnight use is determined to be an
appropriate use of the park, particularly as a means of encouraging and facilitating the use of Trails
and backcountry areas. The National Park Service will cooperate with other agencies, nonprofit
organizations, park concessioners, and others to plan and develop hostels, where appropriate, as pan
of hostel systems. Hostels will be managed by oiheis under the provisions of concession policies
and guidelines or by the National Pari Service where management by others is not prudent or
feasible.
Hostels will, at a minimum, contain sheltered overnight accommodations and sanitary facilities, and
they will usually contain cooking, earing, and recreation spaces. Hostels may be used for other
park programs, such as environmental education or iruerorelation. Although nonmoLorized access to
hostels is emphasized, motorized transportation may also be available.
(See HosteU 10:4)
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Comfort Stations
Comfon facilities will have waste disposal systems thai meet Public Health Service standards.
Levels of use will determine the size and nature of utility systems provided. Low-water-use or
waterless (oil and composting) toilets will be considered in locations where water supply and
wastewater disposal problems exist. Chemical toilets in portable enclosures may he used for
temporary purposes where necessary. Pit privies, vault toilets, or other alternatives that meet public
health standards may suffice in little used areas where utility services are not readily available.
(See Management Facilities 6:5, Backccmntry Use 8:3, Accessibility for Disabled Persons 9:3, Water Supply and
Wastewater Treatment Systems 9:5. Campgrounds 9:13)
Other Visitor Facilities
Other visitor facilities may be provided where necessary for visitor enjoyment of the area and
where consistent with the protection of parte values. Visitor facilities determined to he detrimental
to part values will not be permitted.
(See Accessibility for Disabled Persons 9:3)
Picnic and Other Day Use Areas. Picnic areas and other day use areas, to be used for specific
purposes (such as play areas) will be provided on a limited basis as appropriate to meet existing
visitor needs.
(See Management Facilities 6:5)

Facilities for Water Recreation. Boating facilities (such as courtesy docks, boat ramps, floating
sewage pump-out stations, and marinas), breakwaters, and fish cleaners will be provided as
appropriate for safe visitor enjoyment of water recreational resources and to protect natural
resources.
(See River Use 8:3. Fishing 8.-4, Carrpgrounds 9:13)

Skiing Facilities. Because downhill skiing is an active sport activity that requires extensive
development and can be provided outside park areas, it will generally not be provided for in parks.
The National Park Service will not permit new downhill skiing facilities or associated structures in
any unit of the national parte system. Where such, facilities have been provided based on previous
policy, their use may continue. Any proposal to eliminaie or increase the capacity of such existing
facilities will be accomplished through the NPS planning process and involve public participation
and an environmental assessment of effects.
(See Recreational Activities 8:2)
MANAGEMENT FACILITIES
Management facilities will be located outside park boundaries whenever the management functions
being served can be adequately supported from such a location. When management facilities must
be located inside the park, they will be sited where they will not adversely affect park resources or
interfere with the visitor experience.
Modular, precut, or prefabricated structures may be used for management facilities, including
administrative offices, employee housing, and maintenance structures, when products meeting the
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design requirements are available. Standard plans will be modified to reflect regional and panic
design influences and construction requirements.

(See Use of Historic Structures S£, InUgroJiort of Facilities into the Fork Envircnment 9:2, Accessibility for Disable
Persons 9:3)
Administrative Offices
The location of administrative offices will be determined by conditions peculiar to each park,
including impacts on park resources, avadabiliry and adequacy of leasable space outside the park,
relationship to adjacent conirnunities. convenience to visitors, weather, energy consumption,
comparative costs, commuting distance for employees, and management effectiveness.
(See Energy Management 9:7)

Curatorial Facilities
Park curatorial facilities should be adapted to the needs of each park. They may share space in
visitor centers or admirustrative office buildings or be housed in completely separate buildings;
however, incorporation with maintenance facilities should be avoided because of the heightened
danger of fire, chemical spills, and similar accidents. Curatorial facilities will meet the collection's
special requirements for security, fire suppression, and environmental comrols.

(See Museum Objects and fJbrary Materials 5:9, Fire Detection and Suppression 5:13,frvironmeraalMonitoring and
Control 5:14)
Employee Housing
The provision of permanent or seasonal residences for employees is subject to the requiremenu; of
the Federal Employees and Facilities Act (5 USC 5911); Office of Management and Budget
Circulars A-18, A-25, and A-45; departmental regulations; and the Government Furnished Housing
Guideline (NPS-36).
Govenunent-fumiflhed housing will be constructed, acquired, or retained only where it is determined
that the housing units are essential and cost-effective for the accomplishment of park objectives.
Eligible Residents. Park housing will be provided for those persons who are essential to the
management and operation of Ihe park, including NFS employees, concession employees, volunieers
in the park, essential cooperators (schoolteachers, health personnel, contractors, or state or county
employees) and employees of another federal agency.
Design Standards. Because of location, use, and other unique factors, special design concerns
must be considered for every housing unit constructed in a park. Housing must be designed to be
as much a pan of the natural setting as possible, yet be well built and functional. The design of
park housing will minimize impacts on park values, comply with the requirements of quality design,
and consider regional design and construction influences in accordance with OMB circular A-18 and
the Housing Design and Rehabilitation Guideline (NPS-76).
These standards also apply to
concessioner housing.
(See Integration of Facilities into ike Park Environment 9:2, Accessibility for Disabled Persons 9:3)
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Use of Historic Structures. The utilization of historic structures for government housing is one of
several options available 10 park managers. However, the availability of a historic structure will not
justify convening it to employee housing unless there is a demonstrated need for housing in
accordance with applicable laws, regulations, and guidelines. Efficient housing management must
be addressed in the use or conversion of historic structures for employee housing.
(See Planning and Proposal Formulation 5.-4, Vie of Historic Structures 5:8)

Trailer Homes. Trailer homes may not be purchased for use as housing in parks, except for shonlerm temporary use (less than two years). Superintendents may continue to house employees in
trailers currently in use until a long-range program in accordance with the approved Housing
Management Plan has been accomplished to phase out trailers. This also applies to concessioner
housing.
Use of Incidentally Acquired Housing Units. Final disposition of acquired housing units will be
determined by the general management plan. Housing acquired as pan of the land acquisition
process may be used for employee housing when consistent with the requirements of applicable
Laws, regulations, and guidelines. Acquired nonhistone housing that is not necessary or suitable for
management purposes will be disposed of by sale and removal or by demolition. Where plans call
for the removal of acquired structures, they will not be used, except on a temporary basis, for
employee housing.
Maintenance Struct urea
Maintenance structures will be consistent in design, scale, texture, and details with other facilities.
Optimally, they will be screened or located in areas remote from public use. Wherever feasible
NPS and concessioner maintenance facilities will be adjacent and integrated in design u> facilitate
operations and to reduce impacts on park resources.
(See Accessibility for Disabled Persons 9:3)

Miscellaneous Management Facilities
Installations such as landing sites and airstrips, I'm; towers, wealher monitors, research stations,
communication towers, and pump houses will be located and designed to minimize their impact on
resources and intrusion on the visitor experience. Wherever possible and efficient, such installations
will be located within other pari; development zones to reduce sprawl. Totally utilitarian facilities,
such as maintenance storage yards, sewage lagoons, and solid waste disposal sites, when necessary
inside the park, will be sited in remote locations low in resource value.
(Set Science and Research 4:2, Inventory and Monitoring 4'4, General Management 5:6. Management Facilities 6:5,
Research <5.«. Aircraft Use 8:8, Water Supply and Wastewater Treatment Systems 9:5, Solid Waste Mamgimeni 9:5,
Mainierutnce Structures 9:16)

DAMS AND RESERVOIRS
Dams and reservoirs will not be constructed in parks. The National Park Service will seek to
eliminate existing structures unless they comribwe to the hisioric or recreational resource base of
the area or are a necessary pan of the park's water supply system.
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All dams will be subject to annual safely inspections. Each pane with such a facility will prepare
an emergency action plan.
(See Emerger-ey preparedness and Emergency Operations 8:6, Water Supply and Wastewater Treatment Systems 9:5)

COMMEMORATIVE WORKS AND PLAQUES
The term comrrumortxtive work means any statue, monument, sculpture, memorial, or other structure
or landscape feature, including a garden or memorial grove, designed ro perpetuate in a permanent
manner the memory of a person, group, event, or other significant element of history. Congress
has authorised the placing of commemoraiive worts at certain battlefield sites and other parks. In
general, morwments or other plaques of a memorial nature commemorating individuals or events
will not be erected, and physical features or structures will not be named for individuals, unless the
association between the part and the individual or event is of transcendent importance or where
authorized by Congress. Except for existing memorializations, rrenerally individuals will not be so
honored until at least five years have elapsed since their death. Any commemorative wort must be
authorized by Congress or approved by the Director (36 CFR 2.62).
Approved cortunemorative works will be carefully sited to avoid disturbance of natural and cultural
resources and values. To the maximum extent possible, a commemorative work will be beared m
surroundings mat axe relevant to the subject of cornmemoration and where it will not encroach upon
any existing commemorative work and not interfere with open space and existing public use.
Commemorative worts that would be aesthetically intrusive or that would adversely affect cultural
or narural resources will not be permitted. Plaques or other memorial devices will not be affixed to
the bstoric fabric of structures.
Construction of a commemorative work will not be approved until a determination has been made,
based on consulution with knowledgeable persons qualified in the fields of preservation and
maintenanoe, lhat the work v/ill meet NPS design and maintenance standards. A commemorative
work will be constructed of materials suitable to the outdoor environment. Landscape features of
commemorative works will be compatible with the local environmenL
Memorializauon by plaques, naming of features or facilities, or other forms of permanent
recognition will not be used to recognize monetary contributions or other donations to a park or the
National Parte Service. Any exceptions will require specific approval by the Director.
(See Owdaor Sculpture 5:9, Cultural Resources 6:7, Cemeteries and Burials 8:16)
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10 Concessions Management

10 Concessions Management
The National Park Service will provide, through the use of concessions, those commercial facilities
and services within the parks necessary for visitors' use and enjoyment. Concession development
will be limited to that necessary and appropriate for public use and enjoyment of the parks and be
consistent, to the highest degree possible, with their preservation and conservation.

When the National Pane Service was established in 1916, a provision granting the privilege for the
use of land for visitor accorxuocdaticois was included. In 1965 the Concessions Policy Act (16
USC 20 et seq.) articulated comprehensive legislative direction with respect Co the management of
the concessions program by the National Park Service. Concession operations throughout the
national park system are subject to the provisions of the above legislation and to NPS regulations
governing concession cccitracta and permits (36 CER 51) and the NPS Concessions Management
Guideline (NPS-48).
CONCESSION PLANNING
Preference for OuLof-Park Private Enterprise
If adequate facilities exist or can feasibly be developed by private enterprise to serve park visitors'
needs for commercial services outside pari: boundaries, such facilities will not be expanded or
developed within parks.
(See Park Plantmg in a Regional Comers 2:9)
Planning Criteria for Park Concessions
Any building program or service auuaorized in a concession contract or permit will be in
corrfbrmance with the appropriate approved plan(s) for the area in ccmsidcratioa A decision to
authorize a park concession will be based on a determination that the following conditions will be
met:
The facility or service is necessary and appropriate for public use and enjoyment of the
park in which it is located.
The use of the facility or service will enhance ihe use and enjoyment of the park without
resulting in impairment of park resources and values.
The facility or service will be located where the least impact on park resources and values
will occur.
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The number of sices and the locations and sizes of the tracts of land assigned for necessary
facilities will be the minimum essential for proper and satisfactory opeiation of the facilities,
consistent with proper spacing and preservation of aesthetic values. Moreover, such
developments as are permitted will be constructed so as to be as harmonious as possible
with their surroundings.
(See Commercial Services 6.S, Commercial Services 8:3, Facility Planning and Design 9:1, Overnight AeccmmoaaJioris
Food Service 9:12)
Compliance with Cultural and Natural Resource Management Mandates
As federally licensed operators, concessioners will take actions that assist the National Park Service
in complying with the regulations for the "Protection of Historic Properties" (36 CFR 800)
promulgated by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. The lease, use, maintenance, and
modification of concession facilities on or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places are
subject to the applicable provisions of all laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies pertaining
to cultural properties. Historic structures, their contents, and museum objects in the control of
concessioners will be treated in accordance with the appropriate standards in the NPS Cultural
Resources Management Guideline (NPS-28),
Concessioners are similarly required to comply with the applicable provisions of all laws, executive
orders, regulations, and policies pertaining to natural resources in parks. Pending the preparation
and approval of a natural resource management guideline, concessioners are referred to individual
park resource management plans.
(See Chapter 4: Natural Resource Marutgement and Chapter $: Cultural Resource Management; see also Grazing 8:14)
CONCESSION CONTRACTING
Authorizations
Standard Language. Standard concession contract language will be used in all contracts. Any
deviation determined to be essential before or during Ihe development of a faci sheet or prospectus,
or during coniract negotiations, must be approved in writing by the Director before issuance of
these documents. Amendments or other agreements developed after the issuance of a ccmrract must
be consistent wiih current NPS policies, directives, and guidelines unless approved by the Director.
If an amendment gives the concessioner anything of value, me National Park Service must receive
ai least its equivalent value in return.
Standard concession permit language will be used when authorizing permit or limited permit
services. If additional conditions or provisions are required over those identified on the official
form, they may be added as an addendum to the language, but they cannot be inconsistent with the
standard permit language provisions unless,approved by the Director.
New Authorizations. The National Park Service is authorized by law to enter into concession
contracts and permits without securing competitive bids for new concession operations. However, it
is NPS policy to issue a prospectus to actively solicit and invite offers from interested parties when
there is a new concession opportunity, when an existing concessioner has been determined to be
unsatisfactory, or when an existing concessioner no longer wishes to operate. Any deviation from
this policy will require prior approval of the Director.
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Renewal of Authorizations. In accordance with the Concessions Policy Act, an existing
satisfactory concessioner will be granted preference in the renewal of a concession concraci or
permit. The National Park Service will publish a fact sheet stating the terms and conditions under
which it intends to negotiate a new concession contract or permit with the existing satisfactory
concessioner. The easting concessioner will have the right to meet the terms of any responsive
offers considered to be more favorable'to the Park Service. If an existing satisfactory concessioner
fails to submit a responsive offer pursuant to a fact sheet or does not meet the terms of another
offer considered more favorable to the Park Service, the concession authorization will be granted to
the other offerer. If no responsive offers are received, the concession oppomutity wall be
^advertised by prospectus with no preferential right to renewal.
Any meeting with the existing concessioner or other outside parties during the contract plarming
process will be well documented. The requirements of the fact sheet will represent the needs of the
National Park Service and will not be tailored or fashioned to reflect the needs or capabilities of
the existing concessioner. Information will be equally available to anyone uuerested in submitting
an offer. No persons except NPS personnel will read or review fact sheets prior to public release
of the final document. As long as these criteria are met, contact with anyone prior to the
ptepararion of fact sheets will be permisaible for the purpose of gathering mformation.
(See Facilities and Services 10:7}

Cormnerdal Use License. Corjimercial useticertsesare used to authorize commercial activities that
serve ihe visiting public and that are initiated and terminated outside the parte Commercial use
licenses will not be limited in number. All aspects of business activities (for example, advertising
and exchange of money) performed by commercial use licensees will take place outside park
boundaries. The issuance of commercial use licenses is subject to the criteria contained in the
Concessions Management Guideline,
(See Advertising 10:10}

Extensions. Extensions of concession contracts and permits will not be allowed except in unusual
and rare circumstances when approved by the Director. If a new long-term contract cannot be
prepared and in place prior to expiration of the old contract, then a standard-language concession
contract containing the most recent standard language will be issued for a period not to exceed five
years, A construction program is optional depending upon economic feasibility, AS expeditiously
as possible a new long-term contract will be awarded, at which time ihe short-term authorization
will be superceded and cancelled.
(See Concession Building and Improvement Program 10:5, Design and Construction 10:6}

Sales and Transfers, Concessioners or parties holding an ownership interest in a concession may
not sell, assign, or transfer their interest, or part of their interest, to another party without the prior
written approval of the Director. The Director may choose not to approve a proposed sale or
Cransfer at his discretion or may place such appropriate conditions on any approval as are necessary
to protect the public interest
Debt focurred for purchase, or the purchase price paid for a concession, will not be used as
justification for (1) a rate increase beyond the point of reasonable comparability pursuant to section
3c of ihe Concessions Policy Act (16 USC 200(c)), (2) a waiver or reduction of franchise fees, or
(3) a claim that a reasonable opportunity to realize a profit pursuant to section 3b of ihe
Concessions Policy Act (16 USC 20b(b» is being denied.
The purposes of NPS review of transfers of interest are to ensure that (1) the concessioner will be
in a legal, managerial, and financial position to meet the terms of ihe contract and provide the
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appropriate services to the public; (2) The liability of the government for possessory interest
compensation is not increased; (3) monopolies are not allowed in less than fully regulated areas; (4)
contract terms and conditions will be in accordance with current standards; and (5) the sale is
otherwise in the public interest, 33 determined by the Director.
A proposed transfer of interest will be subject to the same evaluation as is performed for offers in
response to an NPS solicitation, as well as any additional conditions that may be imposed by the
Pane Service pursuant to 36 CFR 51.7(e).
Preference for Blind Vendors Under the Randolph-Sheppard AcL When new concession
orrponunities for the operation of vending facilities became available, the National Park Service is
authorized by law to give priority in the award of the contracts or permits to licensed blind
vendors.
Minority Business. Pursuant to a cooperative agreement between the National Park Service and
the Minority Business Development Agency, and to ensure maximum information and assistance LO
potential minority concessioners, the Minority Business Devdopment Agency will be advised of the
availability of concession opponunities before they are publicly announced.
Cooperating Assodalions.
In certain circumstances and with NPS approval, cooperating
associations may sell, under concession authorizations, visitor convenience items unrelated to the
park theme, as described in the Concessions Management Guideline and the NPS Cooperating
Associations Guideline (NPS-32). A concessioner and an association will generally not operate
duplicative, competitive sales outlets hi the same building; however, compatible sales arrangemenis
may occasionally be established.
(See Cooperating Associations 7:5, Merchandise and Handcrafts 10.H)
Hofleis, Hostel operations within parts fall within the purview of the Concessions Policy Act and
may be authorized by a concession contract or a concession permit Hostlers authorized 10 operate
within parks will not require membership in any organization for Die use of the services or facilities
at the concession operation, and they will not discriminate in rates charged to any members of the
general public or offer discounts on rooms, preference in reservations, or any other advantages
exclusively to its members. Rates will be approved by the National Park Service.
(Sec Cooperative Trail planning 9:10. Hostels and Shelters 9:13)
Leasing of Historic Structures. Leasing of historic structures to provide visitor facilities and
services is subject to the provisions of the Concessions Policy Act and regulations and guidelines
governing concession management and also to section 111 of the National Historic Preservation Act
(16 USC 470h(3», 36 CFR 18, and the Historic Property Leasing Guideline (NPS-38).
(See Structures 5.tS, Historic Property Uases $:1S)

Contract Provisions
Length of Term. Notwithstanding the statutory limitation for concession contracts and permits of
30 years, the term of all contracts will be kept to the minimum length consistent with a reasonable
opportunity for profit and consistent with the amount of capital to be invested. Any proposed term
of contract exceeding 15 years will require written approval by the Director. The term of
concession peimits will be limited to a maximum of five years.
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Subconcessions. Subconcessions are not encouraged by the National Park Service and will be
allowed pursuant to a concession contract only if (I) the proposed subconcession operation is
essential to provide better service to the public, and (2) the prime concessioner nrmishes the basic
facilities needed, to provide the service. Any proposed subconcession contract or agreement must be
approved by the regional director before becoming effective.
A concessioner involved in a subconcession agreement must pay the National Park Service 50
percent of any and all fees, commissions, or compensation received from the subconcessioner in
addition to the prescribed percentage of the subconcessioner's gross receipts.
Concession Building and Improvement Program. Concessioners will be required to make capital
mvestments for necessary new construction and for major repairs or improvements to governmentowned facilities that directly support concession operations. Such construction or improvements
may include structures, roads, parking lots, utility systems, and breakwaters.
Concessioner expenditures- will be consistent with a reasonable opportunity for the concessioner to
realize a profit on its operations as a whole. Where new construction or capital improvements are
determined through the NPS planning process to be necessary for Ihe accommodation of park
visitors and to be economically feasible, they will be made by the concessioner. However, if the
National Park Service determines that the required new construction or improvements are necessary
but not economically feasible, such improvements, may be made by the Service subject to the
availability of appropriated funds.
The concessioner making capital improvements affixed to the real estate on goverrrment-owned
facilities will have a possessory interest in the improvements to the extent of book value unless
compensation at less than book value is included in the contract.
The concessioner making capital improvements affixed to the real estate on other-uhan-goverruneruowned facilities will have a possessory interest in the improvements to the extent of sound value
unless otherwise provided in the contract.
{See Confession Facilities J0.-6)

Operating and Maintenance Plans. Concessioners will be responsible for all maintenance and
repair of assigned facilities and lands, including both government and concessioner improvements, to
the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior. Exceptions will be made only when full
maintenance responsibility is not economically feasible for the concessioner. Maintenanxe of
historic structures will follow historic structure preservation guides, as outlined in the Cultural
Resources Management Guideline (NPS-28).
Procedural, administrative, and performance requirements that affect service to visitors, maimenancc,
or park-concessioner relationships must be clearly defined to ensure undereiandirig by both (he
National Park Service and the concessioner. When such items are too detailed or revised too
frequently to be included m the contract or permit, they will be defined in a maintenance plan or
an operating plan. Approval authority for these plans is delegated to the superintendent.
Maintenance and operating plans will serve as supplements to the authorization, but ihey are not to
be used to amend the comraci/pennit or to alter the rights and liabilities of the parties to the
contract/pennk.
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CONCESSION ADMINISTRATION
Concession Facilities
Design and Construction. Plans and specifications for buildings and oiher structures to be built or
rehabilitated by a concessioner, including plans for landscaping, will be prepared at the expense of
the concessioner. Plans and specifications will be submitted to the superintendent for approval by
an appropriate NPS authority at both the comprehensive design and project planning stages, before
construction is begun. Approved plans will be adhered to by the concessioners during construction.
Plans for concession facilities are subject to all the planning, environmental compliance, design, and
historic preservation standards applicable to development in the national part; system.
(See Chapter 9: Park Facilities)
Utility Rates. Charges for utilities (including but not limited to electric power, water, wastewater
and solid waste disposal, and communications systems) provided to concessioners by the National
Park Service will be based on operating costs (not including existing capital investments) or on
comparability, whichever is greater. Concessioners will be pennined to pass through to visitors
utility costs that exceed comparable utility charges.
When excess operating cosis are so
extraordinarily high that they could jeopardize the economic viability of the concession, and when
they cannot practicably be passed through to visitors through price increases, utility charges may be
adjusted downward, but not lower than comparable utility costs. Utility charges will not include
the utsiallation and other capital costs of the physical plant for existing utility systems. Costsharing and other means of capital cost recovery will be pursued in the pi arming for new or
expanded utility systems and when major rehabiliiaiion or replacement occurs.
(See Utilities 9:5, Concession Building and Improvement Program 10:5)
Accessibility for Disabled Persons. Concessioners share the National Park Service's responsibility
to provide the greatest degree of access practicable for both employees and visitors to facilities and
services, within the terms of existing contracts and agreements. Wliere there is no specific
language regarding accessibility in an existing concession contract, the National Park Service will
address the issue of compliance in the annual concession operating plan. When new contracts are
negotiated or new construction occurs, access requirements and a schedule for achieving them will
be included.

(See Physical Access for Disabled Persons 5:14, Interpretation for Special Populations 7:4, Aecessibiliry for Disabled
Persons 8:5, Accessibility for Disabled Persons 9:5)
Smoking in Public Buildings. Concessioners will provide an equitable balance of designated
smoking and nonsmoking areas. Small enclosed areas, such as restrooms, elevators, stairways,
boats, and buses, will be designated as nonsmoking areas.
Trailer Villages. Existing trailer villages occupied by nonemployee residents on a long-term basis,
operated under the terms of concession authorizations, may continue in coruormance with rules and
regulations established by each superintendent. New trailer facilities for nonemployees may be
established only for transient visitor occupancy.

Races Charged to Visitors
Rate Administration Program. Rares charged by concessioners will be approved by the National
Park Service. Approval will be based on a determination that charges to the public are comparable
with those for similar levels of service and facilities provided in the private sector. Such
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determirration will be in accordance with established rale study procedures set forth in the
Concessions Management Guideline.
Low-Cost Lodging Accommodations. Where overnight accommodations are provided in a park,
the concessioner will maintain a reasonable proportion of accommodations at low prices.
Concessioner Review Program
Facilities and Services. Concession operations will be evaluated to ensure that park visitors are
provided quality services and facilities that are safe, sanitary, attractive, and at standards they would
expect from the private sector operating outside parks. Evaluation results will be the basis for
management determinations of whether to continue or terminate a concession authorization and
whether a concessioner should be granted a right of preference for renewal.
(See Renewal of Authorisations 10:3)

Concessions Loss Control. It is the responsibility of each concessioner to provide a safe and
healthful environment for ah employees and visitors through the development of a documented
safety program approved by the superiruendenc The program, when fully implemented, will include
a self-inspectiori of all equipment, facilities, and work processes by concessioner personnel qualified
to determine compliance with established safety and occupational health regulations, and be in
accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Act and the National Park Service concessions
loss conirol program as described in the Concessions Management Guideline.
(See Visiter Safety and Protection 8:5)

Food Sanitation. Alt food-service facilities and operations in areas under NFS control, including
YCC camps, youth hostels, and environmental education camps, will meet the design, construction,
and operational criteria recorrunended by the U.S. Public Health Service. Food service operations
are subject to substantive compliance with ihe laws and regulations of the state and locality where
the park facility is located.
(See Visitor Safay and Protection 8:S)

Insurance Program
The National Park Service will establish certain minimum types and amounts of insurance coverage
required of concessioners and other commercial operators in order to (1) provide reasonable
assurance thai concessioners have the ability to cover bona fide claims for bodily injury, death, or
propeny damage arising from an action or omission of the concessioner, (2) protect the government
against potential liability for claims based on the negligence of its concessioners, and (3) enable
rapid repair or replacement of essential visitor facilities damaged or destroyed by fire or other
hazard. Concessioners will not be permitted to operate without liability insurance. Under limited
conditions, concessioners may operate-without propeny insurance as described in the Concessions
Management Guideline.
Financial Administration
Opening Balance Sheet. Alt new concessioners operating pursuant to a contract will submit a
balance sheet to the National Park Service effective as of the teginrung of the first day of
operation.
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System of Recordkeeping. Each concessioner will establish and maintain a system of recordkeeping
utilizing written journals and general ledger accounts to facilitate the preparation of the concessioner
annual financial report (form 10-356).
financial Statement. Concessioners whose operations gross SI million or more annually will provide
the National Pari: Service with audited financial statements on which an auditor's opinion has been
expressed by an independent certified public accountant. Concessioners whose operations gross between
$250,000 and SI million annually will provide the Park Service with financial statements on which a
"review'* h3S been performed by an independent certified public accountant. The auditor's report on
the review will accompany the financial statements.
Concessicncis whose operaaons gross less than $250,000 annually will submit financial statements
that they certify to be complete and correct. No independent audit, review, or compilation will be
required.
franchise Fees. The probable value of a concession contract or permit will be reflected in the
franchise fee paid to the National Park Service. Such rare will be determined in accordance with the
NPS franchise fee system, as described in the Concessions Management Guideline. In addition, for
those concessioners who use govenunent-owned facilities, a building-use fee based on fair value will
be charged after taking into consideration the financial feasibility of the operation.
The franchise fee for concessioners under concession contract will be in the form of a percentage of
the concessioner's annual gross receipts. The fee for concessioners under concession permits may be
a fiat dollar amount or a percentage of gross receipts.
No concession contract or permit will be amended, extended, or renewed without the wrirten approval
of the Director if it reduces or eliminates the existing franchise fee. No concession permit with an
annual franchise fee of less than $100 will be issued without ihe written approval of the regional
director.
Waivers of franchise fees are discouraged but may be granted by the regional director when relief is
warranted because of exceptional circumstances beyond the concessioner's control. The criteria for
determining such circumstances are outlined in the Concessions Management Guideline.
(See Met chartist end Handcrafts 10:8}

fees Charged for Government Facilities Assigned to Concessioners. All buildings, structures, or
facilities assigned for concessioner use will provide for an annual fair value return determined in
accordance with acceptable industry practices. The appraised value may be adjusted to reflect all the
judgmental factors regarding reasonable profit, as staled in die Concessions Policy Act.
(See Utility Hates 104)

Sales and Services
Merchandise and Handcrafts. When merchandise sales are authorized, the categories allowed will
be those that contribute to visitor use and enjoyment of the park or fulfill the nteds of the traveling
public. Such categories may include but arc not limited to groceries, camping supplies, automobile
needs, personal items, clothing, toys, film, books and publications, and gifts or souvenirs of a type
the public would generally expect to find available in a similar retail outlet outside the park.
in the selection of gift merchandise, priority will be given to items, especially handcrafts, that are
representative of the park or its geographic region. The revenue derived from the sale of
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U.S, handcrafts and authentic native American handcrafts will be exempt from the franchise fee
payment.
So far as is practical, merchandise offered in each category should represent a range of price and
qualify. Foreign-made merchandise is not encouraged but will not be prohibited.
Concessioners may not sell merchandise that violates conservation principles. The sale of original
prehistoric or historic archeological artifacts or vertebrate paleomologic specimens is prohibited.
Clearly labeled replicas of such artifacts and specimens may be sold. More detailed definitions of
handcrafts and of prohibited items arc contained in the Concessions Management Guideline.
(See Cultural Demonstrators 7:4, Cooperating Associations 10:4)

Interpretation. Concessioners will provide all authorized services in ways that are consistent with
and supportive of the interpretive themes, goals, and objectives of the parks where they operate.
Where practicable, concessioners will be encouraged to assist in park interpretation as a method of
supplementing park staff and funds and comaciing more park users. Concessioner interpretive
efforts will be directed and monitored by the National Park Service to ensure that they meet the
quality standards applied to NPS interpretive programs, exhibits, and displays.
(See fJonpessonal Services and Media 7:3, Interpretation by Others 7:4)

Reservations and Conventions, Concessioners may accept reservations and deposits for visitor
services, so long as procedures are established to ensure that
the primary purpose of the concessioner accommodations and services will continue to be to
provide for general public use and enjoyment of the parks
services will be available to a broad spectrum of visitors
no one category of visitors will gain special privileges, whether through group affiliation,
prepayment of substantial advance rental, or other means
Croup tours will be encouraged throughout the season, but in balance with demand from visitors
who travel independently. Concessioners will be encouraged to seek convention business in the offseasons and at other times when facilities are underutilized, because resulting revenues may provide
the margin needed to keep the concession operation open for the general public.
Recycling and Beverage Container Program. The National Park Service encourages the use of
biodegradable, recyclable, or reusable materials so as to minimize solid waste and conserve natural
resources to the fullest extent possible. Concessioners are required to use recyclable containers
where there is a market for such containers within a reasonable distance. All beverage containers
will be returnable unless the superintendent determines that the recycling of such containers- would
be impractical. Criteria for exceptions are set forth in the Concessions Management Guideline.
(See Solid Waste Management 9:3)

Viewing Devices. Concessioners may install and operate viewing devices (pedestal binoculars or
telescopes) at appropriate park locations when the superintendent determines that such devices are
desirable for meaningful interpretation or understanding of the resource. The superintendent will
approve in writing their number, location, an appropriate maintenance standard, and whether they
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are to be tree or coin-operated. If coin-operated, the rate to be charged will be approved by the
superintendent and be administered under a concession authorization.
(See Chapter 7: Interpretation and Education; tee also Viewing Devices 9:12)

Other
Advertising. In accordance with 36 CFR 5.1, advertising within the pari: will be permitted only
for those goods, services, and facilities within the park and if deemed to be necessary for the
convenience and guidance of the public and approved by the superintendent in writing. Billboard
advertising is prohibited in NPS-administcred areas and discouraged outside parks. All concessioner
advertising and oiher public information materials are subject to prior approval by the National Park
Service.
Employment of NPS Personnel or Family Members. All instances of employment by a
concessioner of the spouse or minor children of an NPS employee will have the prior written
approval of the official in charge of ihe employee's park or office (superintendent, regional director,
or Director). Such approval will generally be granted except for the spouses or minor children of
excepted persons, which is defined to mean superintendents, assistant superintendents, concession
speciaUsis, and others who have official responsibilities for concession management, evaluation, rate
approval, or contract compliance concerning that panicular concessioner. Approval for concession
employment of these excepted persons may be granted only by the Director.
No NPS employees or their resident family members may be owners, partners, corporate officers, or
general managers of any business conducting commercial visitor services in a park, nor may NPS
employees or their resident family members have a financial interest in such a company.
Ownership of stock shares traded in a recognized open market is not considered a financial interest
under this policy. Excepted persons and their families, however, may not own stock shares in
concessions for which they have concession management responsibility.
Accepting Reduced Rates and Items of Nominal Value from Concessioners. NPS employees
may not receive concessioner goods or services at a discount unless it is in connection with official
business, is to the government's advantage, and is provided for under the terms of the concession
authorization. Employees may, however, accept the same reduced rates or discounts offered by the
concessioner to the general public.
NPS employees may not solicit or accept, directly or indirectly, any gift, gratuity, favor,
entertainment, loan, or any other thing of monetary value from a concessioner or other person who
conducts operations or activities that are regulated by the Department of the Interior. However,
employees may accept food and refreshments of nominal value on infrequent occasions in the
ordinary course of official luncheon or dinner meetings where an employee may property be in
attendance, and they may accept unsolicited promotional material of nominal value from
concessioners. The Office of Government Ethics interprets luncheon or dinner meetings to include
real working meetings where the meal is incidental, large group affairs at which the employee is
the guest speaker, or an affair which is* covered by an approved agency exception. Since the
regulations governing this matter (43 CFR 20.735) are subject to interpretation, to avoid any
conflict of interest or appearance of such conflict, employees should consult with their assistant
ethics counselor on specific situations.
Fund Raising and Philanthropy. The National Park Service will neither knowingly solicit nor
accept gifts from concessioners or their principals or beneficial owners, nor permit others to do so
on its behalf, when such gifts may involve a conflict of interest or an appearance of conflict or
when a gift is to be used for a service to or on behalf of a concessioner. The National Park
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Service will not require any concessioner D donate or make contributions to the National Park
Service under any circumstances, including the incorporation of such a requirement in concession
contracts or permits.
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in cultural zones 5:8. 9:2
in floodplains 4:21
in hazardous areas 9:2
in shoreline areas 4:21
in wudtniess 6:5
in wudemess study areas 6:3
life-cycle costs 9:1
location of 9:2
management facilities 9:14
outside a s k boundaries 9:1
plstning and design 9:1
utilities 9:5
visitor facilities 9:11
zoning far 9:1
Development zone. See Part development zone
Director of the National Rant Service
authorities related to policy tx
Disabled persons. See also Acccssfbiliry for
disabled persons
inierpietive programs for 7:4
special facilities for 9:3
Disease control. See Pests
Donations
from concessioners 10:10
recognition of 9:17
Earthworks
preservation of 5:9
restoration of 5:9
Education. See oho Intarpreuo'on
environmental education 7:3
heritage education 7:4

outreach services 7:3
Emergencies
emergency plans 8:6
emergency pwparedness 8:6
in wtiderrvtss 6:4
inside park boundaries 8:6
involving cultural resources 5:14
medical services 8:7
outside park boundaries 8:6
starch and rescue 8:7
temporary access to wilderness 6 3
use of off-road vehicles 8:4
Employees
employment by a concessioner 10:10
gardens 8:14
housing 9:15
participation in First Anvendmertl activities
8:11
safety 6:5
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Energy

management of 4:16

charges to concessioners 10:6"
coTtscrvalion of 9:7
production of 9:7
Endangered species. See Threatened ot
cnjajigered species
Enttancs stations 9:11
EnvrioruTKnXfll controls 5:14
Environmental education 7:3
Ejiviionrnenia! impact suaemcrds
for general managemera plans 2:6,
2:7
for wilderness studies 6:2
Equestrian trails 9:10
Etrutogrtrphic resources 5:11,5:12
display of 7:5
Exhibits 7:3
euhrtogrtrphic resources in 7:5
Exotic species
control of 4:6, 4:12
definition of 4:11
fish noefcing with exotics 4:8
found in soils 4:20
introduction of 4:11, 9:4
External influences on pants 2:9
Facilities. See Devclrmrnent
Fees
entrance fees 8:7
for concessioner use of govcrruritnt
buildings 10:8

foffiehiae fees 10:8
recreation fees 8:7
reimbursement of costs associated
with commercial JUTIUJU*
8:12
Fire rnanagercerit 4:14
in wilderness 6:7
tffEScribed fires 4:14. 4:15
amok* conrrol 4:15
wildfires 4:14
Fire pits, for campers 9:13
Fire prevention and suppression 4:14, 5:13
compliance with fire codes 5:13
contracts with local fire
departments 9:7
in wilderness 6:7
methods of 4:15
special provisions for cultural
resources 5:14
structural fires 9:7
Fire rowers 9:16
Foewood 8:IS
First Amendment activities 8:11
Fish stocking 4:8, 4:13
Fisheries management 4:8
Fuhing 4:6. 4:7. 8:2
conxmcrcial fisrang 8:4
restrictions on 4:7
sport fishing 8:4
surrpott facilities 9:14
FTccdriairu and wed and*
development in 9:3
mveruory of 4:16
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Food gathering 8:15
Food services 9:1Z 10:7
Foreign-language publications 7:4
Fossils. See Paleontologic resources
Franchise fees 10:8
Fund raising 10:11
Gardens
community 8:14
employee 8:14
General management plan. See Plans
Generators
for recreation vehicles 9:13
Gerxtie resources 4:9, 4:10
Geologic feanites
management of 4:19
Graves. See Burials
Grazing
carrying capacity 8:14
criteria for 8:14
in wtiderness 6:2, 6:9
management of 8:14
support facilities 8:15
trail stock: 8:15
wakning sites 4:16
Grcundw&ter. See Water resources
Cuictotines x
Guides and outfitter* 8:3
operations in wilderness 6:9
Hard crafts
sale by concessioners 10:9
sale by cultural cemortstraiois 7:4
Harrg-gbding 8:2
Harvesied species
erwancemerft of 4:13
mainienance of genetic diversity 4:10
management of 4:7
Hazardous materials °":6
Hazruxf*
deierforating saucruics 5:5
flocchplairis 4:16
reconscruxuiort and landscape restoration
foUowing 4:9
shorelines 4:20
siting cUrvefopxnent to avoid 9:2
Heritage education 7:4
Hiking 8:2
hiking trails 9:9
Historic districts 5:2. See alio Cultural landrxapej
Historic furnishings
HFC responsibility for 7:3
management of 5:10
T<rproductions 5:10
Historic objects. See Collections
Historic resources. See Cultural resources
Hiatoric ships 5:9
Historic struorure reports 2:9
Hiatoric structures
accessibility for disabled persons 5:14
acquisition of 5:7
adaptive use of 5:8, 9:2

Historic structures (cont'd)
additions ut 5:7
damegaj or destroyed 5:8
in shoreline areas 4:21
in wilderness 6"S
leasing of 5:15, 10:4
movement of 5:7
new ccsutrucQori in conjunction
with 5:7
owned or managed by others 5:8
preservation of 5:6
recorar/uction. of 5:5, 5:7
refurniirung of 5:10
rehafciliLaDon of 5:6
restoration of 5:7
use for employee housing 9:16
Hiaioric trails
m vnlderness 6:2
Historic utilities 9 5
Historic zone. - '•- Cultural zone
Horseback riding 8:2
equestrian trails 9:10
trail stock 6:8, 8:15
Hostels 9:10. 10:4
food service in 10:7
Housing
concessioner 9:15
criteria for 9:15
design standards 9:15
eligible rcsidenls 9:15
trailers 9:16
use of aecpirtd structures 9:16
use of historic structures 9:16
Human health and safety 8:5
concessioner responsibilities fcT
10:7
removal of hazards 8:5
Hunting d;6, 4:7, 3:2. 8:4
cooperative managenwnt of 4:6
federal r e l a t i o n of 8:4
managcmerit of harvested species
4:7
stale regulation of 8:4
Hycrtmeteceobgic devices
in wilderness 6:7
Impairment
dcfrniiion of 1:3
how to Meal potertua! 1:4
Incineration 9:6
Irydixn reservations 2:9
lndtins. See Native Ajrvcricans
Iitfcrotation. See Public information
IrJornution base . 2:3, 4:4
Insect control. See Pests
Insurance
for cortcessions 8:12
fotapated pest management 4:13, 5:14
Inrerpretation. See also Education
basic-level inierpretive services 7:2
by concessioners 10:9
by cooperating associations 7:5
demonsoations 7:3
elements of 7:2

exhibit of sacred objects 7:5
for special populations 7:4
nonpersonal services 7:3
of air quality 4:18
of energy comervation 9:7
Of wildtUTttss 6:10
outreach programs 7:3
pafoirning arts 7:3
personal services 7:2
reenacrments 7:3
research needs 7:2
special programs and initiatives 7:5
value-ncuttal preseniations 7:5
Iriterpretive media 7:3
HFC rejponsibalilies 7:3
para: respcouibtiiuas 7:3
InteruTctive raospecuu 2:9, 7:2
Inveruories
of culturei resources 5:1
of natural resources 4:4
Irrigation 9:4
Land acquisition
disposition of acquired structures 9:16
methods of 3:2, 3:3
Land protection
boundary studies 2:8
land protection plans 3:1
kgisladve authorities for 3:1
LarvJTills 9:16
use of Landfills outside park boundaries
9:6
use of NTS landfills by outers 9>.6
Landsrape iruuvuytoient
at coiistfuction sites 9:4
in cultural zones 4:9
in cVjvaloprncnt zones 4:9
in natural zones 4:9
in special use tones 4:10
screen plantings 4:9
use of prucribed burns 4:15
Law rmforcemervt 8:6
Leasing
federal rninezaE leases 8:13
historic SDUciures 5:15, 10:4
Legislative exceptions m policy 1:3
Libraries 5:11
Ufe-cycle costs
of envelopment 9:1
of land protection tech/iiques 3:2
Light, artificial
control of light polluticrt 4:18
List of Gasified Strucrures 5:1
Living history programs 7:2

Maintenance ').support facilities 9:16
Man and the Biosphere program 4:4
Management facilities 9:14
Management objectives
deTtititJon of 2:5
esttotidiment of 2:5
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Management zoning 2:7
as basis for resource management
4:1
Marina operations
controls to avoid water pollution
4:16
Medical services 8:7
Mrrcorials 9:17
Merchandise 10:8
Migratory species
management of 4:7
Mineral development 8:12
Mineral interests
addressed in planning 8:13
federal mineral leases 8:13
in Alaska 8:13
in vdlcfcrntss 6:2, 6:10
mining claims 8:13
azung of 8:13
Mining claims 8:13
in Masks 8:13
Monuments 9:17
Motion pscoare filming 8:12
Motorized equipment end vehicles
in Alaska wilderness 6:8
m wilderness 6:8
noise controls on 4:18
Mounrsiri and rock climbing 8:2
Museum collections. See Collections
National historic landmarks 2:1, 5:2
National Interagency iiKident Management
System 8:6
National nalur&l landmarks 2:1
NiLiiiuid Park Service
organic act 1:1
National park system 1:1
criteria for additions 2:2
extent of 1:3
legal protection of 1:2
legislative basis for 1:2
National Register of Historic Places 5:1
nominations to 5:2
National ngruficancc criteria for new areas
2:2
examples of cultural resources 2:3
examples of natural resources 2:2
examples of rccreaxicm resources
2:3
National trails- 2:1.9:10
National wild and scenic rivers 2:1, 4:4
Native Arrtericans
access in wudonesa 6:7
activities in wilderness 6:7
addressed in statement for
management - alternatives for management of
rvatkmslly significant
sesouices '21, 2:4
collection of natural products in
parks 8:15
ccTifideritiality of vuormation 5:12,
8:9
consultation regarding burials 5:13
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consultation regarding cultural
mterpiTxatiori 7:5
ccroujianon regarding cultural resources
5:4
consultation regarding eihnopaphic
resources 3:4, 5:11.8:10
consultation regarding game harvest
regulations 4:7
consultation regarding museum objects
5:10
consultation regarding nafura] resource
management 4:1. 4:5
consultation regarding new areas 1 1
culoinJ demenstrasors 7:4
Cultural Sites Inventory of reiources
associated with 5:1
definition of 8:9
exhibit of sacra) objecis 7:5
fee waivers for 8:9
involvement in planning 2:6, 1 9 . 1 1 0 ,
8:9
partiripatiost m irucrefctive programs 7:5
preference given to tales of native
American ha/vderafu 10.-9
preference to, in removing animals from
parks 4:7
return of inalienable communal prcpejry to
5:10
special programs 7 :5
use of traditional axew or sacred resources
5:11. 8:9
Native plants and arum«ls
control of 4:6
definition of 4:5
management of 4:6. 4:8
removal of 4:6
Ksvorruion of 4:10
Natural laiydmarks 4:4
Natural resources
change caused by narwal phenomena 4:1
4:9
damaged by human activities 4:2
management planning 4:2
tangible and intangible natural fearures
1:3
NsTuraJ zone
definition of 2:7
devetoprrtcm in 2:7
exotic species in 4:12
fire management in 4:15
fish stocking in 4:8
fiahenes managernent in 4:8
grazing in 8:15
lardscape ;iu-i:.>r.«.-.: in 4:9
management of naruraj rerources in 4:1
management of plants in 4:8. 457
subzones 2:7
Navigation aids 9:11
New area studies 2:4
New areas
authorization by Congress 2.4
criteria for 5, 6. 7
legislative basis for 2:1
poteruial hazardous waste problems 9:6
special uses of 2:4

Noise 4:18
Nonfederal lands
acquisition of 3:1
right* of landowners 3:2

servicewidc prioritjes for 2:5, 2:6
Plans
backcQurury management plan 2:9, 8:3
cave management plan 4:20
collection mmagement plan 2:9
concession management plan 2:9
development concept plan 2 5 . 9 : 1 . 9 : 7
emergftney plans 5:14, 8:6. 9:17
exhibit pjan 2:9
fire management plan 4:14. 5:13. 6:7
general management plan 2:6. 2:8, 9:1,
9:7
grazing rnanagernent plan 8:14
mi^rprctivc plans 7:2
land protection plan 2:9, 3:1
mineral management plan 2:9
natural resource management plan 4:2,
4:3, 4:6, 4:11,4:13
parkwide sign plan 9:11
river management plan 8:3
strucau-ai fire plan 9:7
nail plan 9:7
visitor use management plans 8:2
wayside exhibit plan 9:11
wilderness marutgement plan 2:9. 6:2, 6:4,
6:7

Off-roatl vehicles 8:2. 8:4
fldmirustrarive use of 8:4
Oil and gas okrveloprnent. Set Mineral
devetoproenl
Outdoor sports 8:2
Outline of rJarrrorig irquiremerjis 2:5, 2:9
Overnight acoorrunodatjons 9:12
Overnight faciuties
rates charged for 10:7
Paleontologic resources
management of 4:19
protection of 4:19
sale of in concessioris 10:9
Park oevetorjmeru zone
control of animal populations in

m
definition of 2:8
eslabhihmenl of 9:1
exotic species in 4:12
fisheries management in 4:8
landscape management in 4:9
nvanagernsnt of natural resources in
4:2
Parting areas 9:8
Parkways 9:8
lutdscape preservation 5:6
Performing arts 7:2
Pesticides 4:14. 5:14
Pests
cxrfUJoiof 4:13, 5:14
definition of 4:13
Photography and filming
commerciel prockicmons 8:12
Picnic areas 9:14
PicruCking 8:2
Placer mining
controls to prevent water poHuoon
4:16
Planruhg
assessment of aliematives 2:6
consultation with native American
groups 8:10
cooperative regional planruhg 2:10
cooperative trail plarming 9:10
for concessions 10:1
for cultural resource rruuvsgement
5:5
for natural resource management
4:2
for park development 9:1
idenrificaaon of issues and
problems 2:5
in a regional context 2:9
irtformahen base 2:5, 5:1
plrrruurtg team 2:6
r/roccss and prexjucu 2:4
public pamcrpaUon in 2:6

Plants
disposal of cut vegetation 8:15
exotic species 4:11
in culniral 2ones 4:9
in natural zones 4:9
in park devetopmeni. zones 4:9
in special use zones 4:10
landscapes 4:8
native rpecies 4:10
thnuttened and endangered species 4:11
Plaques 9:17
Playgrounds 9:13
Policy
authorities governing ix
delrnition of ix
implementation of x
origins of ix
P^rooscof ix
updating of x
waivers of ix
Potential wilderness 6:3
ohfiniiionof 6:3
management of 6:3
Predators 4:6
Prefabricated soTjcrures 9:14
Prescribed burning. See Fire management
PuHio assemblies 8:11
Public information
access to museum collections 5:10
ccmfidknaaJity of etru^ograpruc information
5:12. B:9. 8:11
cccutidhntiaiiry of sensitive resource
information

4:3, 5:3. 5:13, 8:11

Public participation
in facility plaruving 9:1
in land protection planrung 3:1
m planning 2:6
in wilderness planning 6:4
Public Eanspottaiion systems 9:8
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Public transportation systems (cont'd.)
advanced technologies for 9:9
criteria for 9:9
Public use
balanced with resource conservation
1:3
controls on 1:3, 4:2, 6:5. 8:2
ncaKoreumrnive vs. consumptive
uses 8:1
PubUeations 7:3
Pump houses 9:16

Itecorunnjeb'ons and reproductions
identification of 5:5
of damaged or destroyed structures
5:8
of earthworks 5:9
of hrxnJsrurigs 5:10
of museum objects 5:10
of prehistoric structures 5:5
of structures 5:7
ruins 5:8
Recreation vehicles. See oUo Off-road
vehicles
campgrounds 9:13
RecrcatkmeJ activities 8:2
Rrxycting 9:6. 9:7. 10:9
RecnaaroeflU 7:3
Refuse. See Solid waste. Trash
Regional directors
authorities related to policy ix
Regional planning. See Planning
Religion
Native American religious traditions
5:11. 8:9
religious activities in pa/fa) 8:11
Rescue. See Search end rescue
Research 4:2
aruhmpological studies 5:12
archeDlogicaJ studies 5:5
by others 5:3
criteria for 4:3
Cultural Resource Research
Bibliography 5:3
cultural studies 5:2, 5:3
ethnographic studies 8:9
in wilderness 6:6
paleontologies] studies 4:19
permits for 4:3. 8:15
publication of data 4.3. 5:3
removal of anxmab for 4:6
sociological studies 7:2, 8:2
specimen collecting 4:3, 4:6. 8:15
Research natural areas 4:4
Research stations 9:16
Reservation systems
for campgrourtdj 8:7
for commercial services 10:9
for NPS facilities and services 8:7
ReacTvoirs 9:16
fisheries management 4:8
Revegetaxion 4:9
Rights-of-way 8:11
in Alaska wilderness 6:9
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in wilderness 6:9
through-Traffic routes 9:8
Rivet use 8:3
Rivers 2:1
Roads
as cultural and recreational resources 5:6.
9:8
commercial use of park roads 9:8
criteria for new roads 9:8
design features 5:6
in wilderness 6:5
purpose of park roads 9:8
Ruins
simulation of 5:8
stabilization of 5:8
Sales
of concessioner merchandise 10:8
of handcrafted items by demonsffatoTs 7:4
of mtrrrpretivc items by coor^ating
associations 7:5
Sanitary dump stations 9:13
Sanitary facilities. See Sanitary dump stations.
Toilets
Science. See Research
Scuba diving 5:12, 8:2
Sculpture 5:9. 9:17
Search and rescue 8:7
Secreiery of the Im error
authorities related to boundary adjustments
2:9
authorities related to policy ix
Sewage treatment facilities 4:16, 9:5, 9:16
use of NPS plants by others 9:6
Shell collecting 8:15
Ships
preservation of 5:9
Shipwrecks
management of 5:12
sovereignly of nations 5:13
Shorelines
management of 4:20
Shower facilities 9:13
Signs
in wilderness 6:6
trifcrmttional signs 9:11
navigation aids 9:11
traffic signs 9:8
Skiing 8:2
ski area development 9:14
Smoking
in concession facilities 10:6
in historic structures and museums 5:14
SiKJwmobiles 8:2, 8:5
adntirustrative use of 8:5
use in emergencies 8:5
Soil resources
management of 4:20
protection of, during construction 9:4
Solid waste 9:5, 9:6. 9:16. See abo Traoh disposal
addressed in river management plans 8:3
Special directives x
Special events 8:10
in vvUderncss 6:9

Special use zone
definition of 2:8
exotic species in 4:12
fish stocking in 4:8
LUheries management in 4;8
landscape management in 4:10
Specimen collecting 4:3, 4:6, 8:15
Specimen trees 4:9
Spans fields 9:13
State historic preservation officers
oonsujiadon wiih 2:6
State liaison officers
consultarion wilh 2:6
Siaicment for rrauutgemem 2:5, 2:9
Statues 9:17
preservation of 5:9
Submerged culmraj resources
management of 5:12
Subsistence 4:7, 8:8, 8:16
Supcriruemdents
authorities related to controls on
public use 8:2
authorities related to policy ix, 1:3
respectabilities related to planrung
2:6
Swimming 8:2
Technical assistance 2:9
Threaiened or endaru^cred. rpcoics
habitat marupulation to protect, 4:8
local genetic variations ui 4:10
managemcnl of 4:11
TTuough-traffic 9:8
Toilets
in the baekcountry 8:4
in wilderness 6:6
fjoruible 9:14
waterless 9:14
Tours
concessioner group tours 10-9
interpretive 7:2
Toxic subs lances
control to prevent water poUutibn
4:16
disposal of 9:6
Traffic signs 9:8
Trail stock 8:15
in wilderness 6:8, 6:9
Trailer homes 9:16
cccnmercial use of 10:6
Trailheads 9:10
Trails and walks 9:9
baekcountry trails 9:10
bicycle trails 9:10
bridges 9:10
equestrian trails 9:10
inking trails 9:10
in wilderness 6:6
national trails 2:1, 9:10
surfacrrig of 9:10
Tiamways 9:9
Transpwtsoioji
aircraft 8:8
off-road vehicles 8:4

public rrarurportation systems 9:9
roads 9;8
snowmobiles 8:5
trails 9:9
Traruportaiion systems. See Public oansportation
systems
Trapping 4:6, 4:7. 8:4
Trash disposal 5;6. See also Solid waste
in the baekcountry 8:4
Treaty rights
authorization of consumptive use 8:1
authorization of fishing 3:4
anmorizaQon of rruner&I or rock collection
8:15
aumorizaodn of riarive American activities
8:9
audio rizatkm of subsblCrtCc 8:16
U.S. Consurutiori
as source of policy ix
Utilities
cost-sharing with municrpahties and enhers
9:5
for concessions 10:6
use of municipal systems 9:5
Utility lines 9:5
in wilderness 6:2
Viewing devices 9:12
operation by concessioners 10:10
Visitor centers 9:11
media in 7:3
Visitor facilides. Sec DtA'ckrpmeni
Visitor safety. See Human health and safety
Visitoi use. See Public use
Volunteers
training of 5; 15
Volunteers in Parka 7:4
Waivers of policy ix
Water resources
conservatiori of 4:17, 9:5
management of 4:15, 8:3

special state caigrvarions 4:16
withdrawal for cortsumprive use 4:15, 9:5
Water rights 4:17
sale of water to others 4:17
WarcT systems 9:5
Wayside exJumls 9:12
Weajher
data gathering 4:19
wcatbcrmictiificarion activities 4:19
Weather monitors 9:16
in wilderness 6:7
Wheelchairs
in wilderness

6:8

Wilderness
Bdmutiscrative facilities in 6:5
airstrips in 6:6
campsites in 6:6
<a>mmerciil services in 6:9
cooperative: management of

6:4
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Wilderness (cont'd)
criteria for 6:2
cultural resources in 6:3
ctofuiition of 6:1
£je management in 6:7
paring in 6:2, 6:9
rrutfuutement of 6:3
mineral interests in 6:2, 6:10
minimum tool management concepl
6:4
motorized equipment and vehicles
m 6:2, 6:4
MiioTUl wilderness preservation
system 2:1
potanlial wilderness 6:3
public education 6:10
public use shelters in 6:6
icsurch in 6:6
resource and use moiutfiririg 6:5
rights-of-way in 6:9
signs in 6:6
special events in 6:9
special provisions of ANTLCA 6:6
scojcoires in 6:2
suiiabiliry for 6:2
toileb in 6:6
nail* and roads in 6:6
utility lines in 6:2
wheelchairs in 6:8
wdderriess management
coordinators 6:4
wilderness study areas 6:3
mring of 6:3
WLMemess reviews, studies, and plans 6:2
Wildfire*. See Fire management
World heritage sites 4:5, 5:2
Zones and zoning. See Management zoning
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